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ADVERTISEMENT 
The publications of the Museum of Zoology, University of 
Michigan, consist of two series-the Occasional Papers and the 
Miscellaneous Publications. Both series were fouiided by Dr. Bryant 
Walker, Mr. Bradshaw I-I. Swales, and Dr. W. TV. Ne~vcoinb. 
The Occasioilal Papers, publication of which was begun in 1913, 
serve as a medium for original papers based principally upon the 
collections of the Muselun. Thc papers are issued separately to 
libraries and specialists, and, a sufficient number of pages have 
been printed to make a volume, a title page, table of contents, anti 
index are supplied to libraries and individuals on the mailing list for 
the entire series. 
The Miscellaileous Publications, which iilclude papers on field 
and inuseurn techniques, monographic studies, and other contribu- 
tions not within the scope of the Occasional Papers, are published 
separately, and as i t  is not intended they will be grouped into 
volumes, each number has a title page, and, when necessary, a table 
of contents. 
FREDERICK M. GAIGE 
Director of the Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
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PLAI'E 
1. Fig. 1. View nortli from a l~illside, just within the sonth gate to the George 
Reserve. 
Fig. 2. View sontli~\~cst from near the top of a 11igl1 ~noraine in the ~ ~ o r t h e a s t  
corilcr of tlre Reserve. 
11. Fig. 1. Oa11-lrickory woods on the western side of the esker. 
Fig. 2. T l ~ c  lrlore inesie oak-l~ickory of the lower slopes, soutl~wcst oak-11ickol.y. 
ITT. Fig. 1. The castern side of the soutl~~vcst  swamp. 
Fig. 2. West near tlie sontl~~vest  end of the southwrst swamp. 
IV. Fig. 1. The relict lake of the big swamp, low water stage. 
Fig. 2. Near the llorthwcst corner of tlie big swamp. 
V. Fig. 1. Soutl~erii end of the big swamp. 
Fig. 2. A sl)l~agnam-Cnssandra bog. 
VI. Fig. 1. Shrub-sedge and grass-sedge-fern marsh 
Fig. 2. Fishhook marsh, a typical grass-sedge-fern marsh. 
VII. Fig. 1. The shrub-svdgc mars11 of a small Bettlr liolc. 
Fig. 2. The spring fed seepage marsli. 
VI I I .  Fig. 1. Tlre nor t l~  111 :nrch of Honry Creclc. 
FIG. 2. TIrll Creel,. 
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THE CRANE FLIES (TIPULIDAE) OF THE GEORGE 
RESERVE, MICHIGAN 
INTRODUCTION* 
TEIE present paper, one of a proposed series on the fanna of the Edwin S. 
George Reserve, is based upon intensive field studies of the crane-fly popula- 
tions of the lteservc ancl its vicinity in  the slrmlners of 1936, 1937, and 1938, 
and in  the spring of 1937. The primary object of this worli was to deter- 
nlinc what species coinprise the crane-fly fauna, and to ascertai~l their rela- 
tive abundance, habitat correlations, and seasonal distribution. hluch time 
was also devoted to life-history studies and to such observatiolls as could be 
made on the habits and biotic relationships of the various species. 
Four huntlred and twenty-Pour lots of specimens, comprising some 30000 
adults and nearly 1000 larvae and pupae, were collected with detailed field 
data and preserved for subsequent study. To these were added approxi- 
mately 2500 adult specimens collected with precise locality data by Messrs. 
Blair, Canlburn, ant1 Cantrall in the spring of 1938 and in the late autumns 
of 1936 and 1937. Each of these 33000 odd specimel~s has since been es- 
aniincxl beneath a binocular microscope, its taxoiioniic deterlninatioii checlied, 
and its seasolla1 and ecological data tabulated1 A still larger number of 
seasonal, habitat, and population-count observations are based upoil speci- 
mens that were cleterininecl in  the field and recorded in the "species jour- 
nal," but not retained. 
Altogether, these records colnprise data on 198 species. Of these species 
twenty-six were so rare (represented by less than tell separate records, or 
less than twenty-five speciniens) as to constitute little inore than species 
records for the region; but 123 are represented by twenty-five or more scpa- 
rate records, and seventy-eight by more than fifty. Without doubt, some 
species were missed, esl3ecially in the early spring and late fall ;  but I feel 
fairly confident that as i t  now stands, the Annotated List (see pp. 58-118) 
is not f a r  short of 90 per cent complete. 
ACRNOWLEDGMENTS 
My field work in 1936 and 1937 was made possible by grants from the 
Muselxm of Zoology of the University of Michigan, and, in  1938, by a grant 
from Colonel Edwin S. George. 1 ~ilish to express my sincere gratitude both 
to Mr. F. M. Gaige, Director of the Muse~uin of Zoology, and to Colonel 
George for their very adequate assistance. I all1 further indebted to Mr. 
* Contribution f rom thc Ednin S. George Reserve. 
1 Tlicsc specimens are now in l l ~ r  collrctions of thc 3111sci1rn of Zoology of tlie U ~ i i v e r  
sity of M~cl r ig rn~ .  
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Gaige for many suggestions and for his coiitiiiuous persoiial interest and 
enconragemeat. To my colleagues on the Reserre, Mr. Larry Camburn, the 
resident sn~~erinteiident, aiicl Dr. Blair and Dr. Cantrall, ~vorking on inam- 
mals and Orthoptcra respectively, I am indebted for cordial co-operatioii 
that n7as expressed in lnaiiy ways, and especially by the colleetioils they 
maclr lor me in the early spring and fall. Dr. Caiitrall also kindly allowed 
me to make use of the carefully checlted deterininations he had obtained for 
various clifiicalt species of sedges and grasses. I wish to acknowledge the 
almost unvaried courtesy of the local Sarniers, ~vlio freely gave permission 
to collect oil private property i11 a region where ~veelc-end trespassing has 
coinpelled an active safeguarding of property rights. Publication nras made 
possible by a grant from the Edwili S. George Special Fund. 
The Edwin X. George lleservc includes 1268 acres of rugged nioraiiie and 
basin topography in sonthera Liviilgstoil Couiity, Michigan, twenty iniles 
northwest of Ann Arbor and ten miles due south of IIo~vell. Except for some 
fiEty acres of high level plain in the ilortll central part, and a steep, ridge- 
liltc eslccr that extends from the southern end of this plain to the north- 
eastern corner of the Reserve, hills and lciiobs alternate with lcettle holes and 
basins. The extremes of altitude are I'rom 890 to 1000 feet, with approsi- 
mately 15 per cent of the area below the 900-foot contour line and another 
10 per cent below 915. 
In general tlie basins ancl cleeper Bettle lioles are occ~~pied by tailiaraclr 
and poison sumac, or harclwoocl swanips ; by grass-sedge-fern or shrub-sedge 
marshes; by spl~agaum-leathcrleaf bogs; or by mixtures of these types of 
vegetation. Hardn~ood forests or abandoned fields and pastures make up 
iiiost of the land above the 915-Soot contour. The hard~voods, which consist 
01 so~ne 320 acres, are renlnants of the once  vides spread oak-hicltory forests 
of this region; antl the olti fields, uiicultivated and unpastured for more than 
twelve years, range froin fairly lusuriailt stands of timothy and wild grasses 
to thin patches of licheiis on the poorer soils. Except where tlie socl is well 
formcd or the soil too dry and thin, these old fields arc now locally invaded 
by cedar, dewberry, and staghorn sumac. 
Purchased and fenced as a game reserve by Colonel Edwiil S. George in 
1927, the area was presentell by him to the University of Michigan in 1930 
and has since been maintained as a wild-life sanctuary antl research area by 
the Museuin of Zoology. Before 1927 the area comprised about a dozen 
farms with tilled fields, small orchards, mood lots, pastures, and waste 
swamplands. Clearing and tillage were largely restricted to the level up- 
l m d  and more gentle slopes, and the acreage i11 cultivation had steadily 
decreased since about 1900; but the wood lots and marshes were pastured. 
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and the woocl lots were moderately utilized for firewood. I11 1918 a number 
of white oalrs and hiclrories, a foot or more in diameter, mere talren from the 
northwest hardwoods. These and sonle tamaraclrs harvested from the Big 
Swainp appear to have been the only trees cut since 1900. 
A t  present, such drainage as exists is into IIouey Creek, which lies just 
beyond the northern boundary of the Reserve. Some fifty years ago, how- 
ever, about one-third of the southwesters1 part, iiicluding the region around 
Fishhoolt marsh, drained to Hell Crcelr on the soutli via the southwest swamp 
and Patterson Lalre. A t  that time the southwest swamp was a grass- 
seclge niarsh aild, together with Fishhook niarsh, was regularly harvested 
for marsh hay. With the construction of the present Patterson Lake 
road to Unadilla and Gregory, the former wet-weather slough that con- 
nected the southwest snTanip and Patterson Lake was clammed, aiid a 
new overflow drainage was providcd by rneaiis of a tile line into the 
big swamp. 
Except that i t  does not include ally streanis or lalrcs, although i t  has 
tllree or Sour ponds, the George Reserve is typical of the rolliiig moraine 
topography of northern Washteiiaw ailil southern Livingston ancl Oaltland 
coirnties and is fairly typical of the inore rugged moraine country of south- 
ern Michigan in  geiieral. Since there arc both streams and lalres in the im- 
mediate vicinity of the Reserve, collecting was extended to include some 
near-by stations along Hell and IIoney creeli-s. Both of these streams rise 
iiear the Reserve aiid flow eastward to empty into the I-Iaron River by way 
of Portage Lakc, wl~ich is some four ancl one-half niilcs cast-southeast of the 
Reserve. 
The three summerx in the field varied inarkedly in rainfall ; the first was 
abnormally dry, the second ~ ~ ~ i u s u a l l y  \vet, and the third nearly normal. 
Two drier than avcrage years preceded 1936, which, after a ~iornzal January 
aiid February, had the driest March on record for twenty years. This 
marked the begiii~~iiig of a comparative clrouth that coiltinued until the last 
weelr of August. According to the Weather Bureau s~ulnimary for Michigan, 
the total raiiifaIl froin May 1 to August 17 was olily 57 per cent normal, 
and on the Reserve the August rains did not begin until the twenty-fifth. 
Dming tlic last four moilths of 1936 there mas abundant rainfall; and in  
1937 the inoiiths froill April through August, and particularly June, llad an 
unnsnally high precipitation. The summer of 1938 was approsiinately 
normal, for although 1938 had only a slightly smaller total rainfall thaii did 
1937, i t  was evenly distributed throughout the year. 
The contrast in  railifall in 1936, 1937, and 1938, and particularly between 
the  first and the last two, was clearly reflected in  the water levels of the 
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marshes, swamps, streams, ancl lalres, i11 their seasonal fluctuations, and in 
the soil moisture and evaporation rates of the upland habitats. I t  was also 
correlated with marked differences in population of various crane-fly species 
over these three years and was probably the cause of most of these differences. 
The most striking and unexpected of these fluctuations was that more than a 
dozen species wliich require submerged, saturated, or definitely wet, imma- 
ture-stage habitats were abundant in dry 1936, very rare in the wet summer 
01 1937, and then largely or wholly regained their former abundance in 1938. 
Among these were Nephrofonta ez~ce~a,  N. gracilicornis, N. polymers, N. 
sodalis, Tipula borealis, T. grata, T. latipennis, Limonia (D) haeretica, and 
Epiphragnza fascipennis. 
Undoubtedly, almost all of these fluctuations viere caused by the fact that 
in 1936 ovipositing females placed their eggs iii situatioiis that were destined 
to be continuously submerged throughout the normal emerging seasoil of 
1937, with the consequent wholesale drowning of larvae or pupae; the few 
feinales that did emerge in 1937 then oviposited into situations that were to 
remain suitable for larval life, pupation, and emergence in 1938. A sonie- 
what different sequence of conditioils was encounteved by Hexatonza (E.) 
gibbosa, which was common in 1936 but remarkably rare in both 1937 and 
1938. The low water levels of Hell Creek and lower Honey Creelr in 1936 
were in marked contrast to the banlrfnll conditions that obtained until mid- 
August ill 1937 and 1938. I n  both of these years all of the gravel and sand 
bars and margins, where pupation takes place, remained contiiluously sub- 
merged far  past the normal emerging season. 
The characteristic marsh-inhabiting species were much less affected by 
the changes in water level that took place i11 their habitats, for the drouth 
of 1936 was not snficient to dry up the between-hummock depressions, nor 
did the high water level of 1937 and 1938 subnierge the tops of the hum- 
nlocks. There was no marked contrast in the 1936 and 1937 numbers of the 
more cliaracteristic iiiliabitarits of the oalr-hicliory woods, but a number of 
rnore restrictedly clistribnted species, particularly such inhabitants of wet 
wood and fungi as Linzonia (I,.) i?nmatzo.a, L. (L . )  macateei, L. (R.) fidelis, 
anti Elcphantomyia w~stwoodi, that were scarce in 1936, nlarlredly increased 
in 1937 and still further in 1938. I t  is particularly iioteworthy that in 1936 
these species were almost wholly coilfined to the swamps or the wet marginal 
thickets, bnt in 1937 and 1938, particularly in 1938, Tilere successfully popn- 
lating the dead wood of the more mesic parts of the oak-hicliory woods. 
The greater part of the collecting and sanipli~ig mas done with an ordinary 
"American" insect net frame fitted with a slender, tough, four-foot handle 
and a con~paratively short, conical, voile bag. Such a net can be handled 
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quickly when specimens are to be talien on the wing, and it  is strong enough 
to withstand hours of steady sweeping through nearly all types of herbage.2 
Sweeping involves two functions-the direct capture of as many specimens 
as possible, and the efficient flushing of all the rest, so that they nlay be 
netted in flight. Such collecting is undoubtedly selective, and much of the 
selection is tuleonscious. Previous experience with the specific habits of 
the forms one seeks-the kinds of habitats the crane flies are lilrely to fre- 
queilt in varioiis kinds of wcather and their behavior a t  various times of 
day-very largely influences the selection of tlie sitnations, the manner, and 
the persistence with which one sweeps. 
It is nearly always best to select a s~na l l  area and to go over i t  several 
times, exploring all possible hiding places with the net a t  each traverse. 
Some species, which usually flush ~vell  ahead of the net, require that one be 
alert to net them in flight and are most readily seen wheil one collects toward 
the light; other species rarely flush and are readily talren in  the first sweep 
through the vegetation on which they rest;  still others tend to stay on the 
groiind or to hide among the lower stems and roots and are usually missed 
on the first sweeping, but, disturbed by the agitation of the herbage, flutter 
into positions fro111 whicli they may be swept on the second or third traverse 
oC the area. The size of tlie area one selects for sweeping may vary widely- 
often only a few square yards of dense herbage, but solnetinies as much as an  
acre in upland ~7oods where herbage and shrubs are relatively scant. 
Net collecting was, of course, supplemented by slow careful searching of 
all lilrely situations, sucli as the tranlrs of trees and other sheltered spots on 
wet drizzly days, shaded wet banks and fallen logs, and damp marsh or 
woodland floors below the shrub or herb stratnm. I n  these situations quietly 
resting crane flies can often be observed or, if one wishes, can be captured 
with forceps or an inverted vial. Sixch collecting is inefficient as measured 
by the nnmber of capt~lrcs per hour, but yields excellent data on habitats 
and many opportunities to observe behavior. 
Lighting was a t  first regarded as a purely supplenieiltary method of col- 
lecting and was relatively little enlployed in 1936 and 1937. I n  1938, how- 
ever, a considerable amount of lighting was done and proved to be very 
useful in obtaining data on a number of species that were difficult to collect 
in any other way. The light that was used was a muslin cylinder, six feet 
high and four feet in  diameter, brightly illumined froin inside by a gasoline 
lantern. Tlie effect was that of a huge Japanese lantern or a gigantic gas 
mantle, visible for hundreds of yards tllrough the night. Good lighting 
nights were relatively nuinerolis in  Jnne, July, and August of 1938 and 
could frequently be foretold by the abundance of mating swarms a t  twilight 
2 Although the net hag is reinforced by a canvas rim or tubing, to take the metal net 
frame, a new bag is required about cvrry week to  ten days of actual collecting. 
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and the nlcreased numbel* of ovipositing females at  the eclges of the marshes 
in late afternoon. On  such nights males were ncarly or quite as abuiidai~t 
as females at  the light. Often more than a score of, occasionally more than 
fifty, species were talien in one night; and twice the catch totaled more than 
a thousand individuals. Specimeiis " talien at  light" are always valid for 
seasonal records and, when the habitat of a species has been ascertained by 
other methods, give very good checlrs on the relative abundance of a given 
species in various habitats or localities. I11 two instances a "light record" 
first called attention to a species that had been missed by other collecting 
nlethods. 
The quadrat coui~ts were based wholly on larvae, pupae, and pupal sliins. 
A convenieilt niiit of surface was selected and marked off-usually half a 
square meter for friable soils, and a snialler area, for aquatic situations and 
marsh and swamp floors. The surface of the enclosed area was reilioved to 
a dcpth that would include all matnrc la]-vae and was sifted or washed 
through sieves. 111 May, before mosquitoes were too troublesonie, about 
twelve such quadrats were examined i11 the field; after early June the mos- 
quitoes made lhis procedure intolerable, and the soil, mud, or aquatic 
detritus was carried in pails to the breeze-swept margin of a lake for exami- 
nation. Approximately fifty such quadrats mere examined in detail. 
All specimens that were collected for snbscquent study were given a 
serial number that referred to a permanent field catalogue record of the 
data: time of clay, weather conditions, exact locality, habitat, method of 
collecting, and special field iiotcs oil habits or behavior. The adults were 
cleposited in sinall cyanide bottles and papered while still pliable (four 
hours or less after capture) in snlall white c~lvelopes.~ The papered speci- 
inens were next dried for twenty-four hours over gent,le heat and then paclred 
with naphtha flalies in tight dry boxes. Such specinieiis are not only pre- 
served with a minimum expenditure of time, but retain their color, are much 
less fragile than if directly pinned, and are in excellent condition for snb- 
sequent mounting on points and coiive~iient examination beneath a binocular 
microscope. 
The immature-stage specimens were brought from the field alive and were 
sorted to species under a binocular microscope; some from each lot that were 
not definitely identified were placed in rearing jars. The remainder were 
liilled i11 hot water and preserved in 80 per cent alcohol. Each lot was ac- 
companied by its field catalogue nurnber and a subnamber that referred to 
the appropriate rearing jar. 
3 Druggists' "Numbel. 2" envelopes, three and one-half inches wide by two and 
one-eiglith inches Irigh, are eveellent and incxpensive and furnish a very good space on 
which field data may be written or stamped a i d  field determinations recorded. As many 
specimens may be arranged in one envelope as will lie along the bottom fold without over- 
lapping. 
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Data concerning aclults and inlnlatures that were seen and determined 
in tlie field but not periiianently collected were recorded on the appropriate 
" species sheet. " This information included date, locality, habitat, fre- 
quence, abn~ldance, and any other renlarlrs that seemed pertinent. This 
record is particularly useful for the nunlerous species that, because they are 
so common and frequent, are never proportionately represented in the per- 
manent collections and are lilccly to be unduly neglected. 
Pinally, all special and noiirolitine observations and data were recorded 
111 the forni of separate field notes. Thcse i~icluded observations on behavior 
o r  habits, notes on color and color patterns in life, queries as to exact taxo- 
nomic status, and data on the various habitats. 
The plant names that are adopted are those given in the seventh edition 
of Gray's Manual, except for the genus Cornzu, where Deam's Shrubs of 
Indiana has been followed, and for the ferns, where Small's Ferns of the 
Vicinity of New York was used. Hydrogen-ion concentration was measured 
with a Taylor slide comparator, and all readings were based upon a niid- 
range value of the appropriate indicator. 
Tllc taxonomic arrangenieut of the crane flies tllemselves follows Alex- 
ancler's treatment of this group in the forthcoming "Diptera of Connecti- 
cnt." Thaiilrs to Dr. Alexander's grnerosity, I have bad a carbon of liis 
manuscript since its completion six years ago. When this excellent work on 
the Tipuloidca of northeastern North America finally appears, accurate and 
full keys to, figures of, and pertinent diagnostic remarks on more than 95 
per cent of tlie Michigan crane flies will be available. 
Some accurate, or a t  least objective, method of colliparing the numbers 
of individuals of two or more species, habitats, or seasons was required in 
estiniating population numbers. Theoretically, the most accurate method 
would seem to be some form of quadrat count; actually, the time required to 
collect a11 of tlie larvae and pupae from half a sqnare meter, or to tent t rap 
all of the adults that emerge from the same area, is a matter of hours, and 
i t  is out of the question to examine one one-hundredth of the samples that 
wol~ltl be requirecl in an ecologically varied area of two square miles. 
Much work on the use of nct collecting for comparative estimates, and 
even for quantitative data on insect popnlations, has been reported in pub- 
lishcil form. The data have been gathered by recording the number of 
iiidividuals talien per uniform sweep of the net. Studies by DeLong, Gray 
and Treloar, and Beall, however, have shown that such counts are exceedingly 
inaccurate for quantitative data a n d  have a dubious comparative value, even 
though made ill such uniform situations as a field of alfalfa or of beans; for 
crane-fly populatjons in the vast majority of habitats, such a method would 
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be not only useless in  estimating relative numbers, but would result in missing 
a large proportion of the species that are present. The reasons for  this are 
numerons and varied-the inefficiency of a measured sweep in  collecting 
specimens, the varied habits of different species, the change in behavior with 
variations in  light, hamidity, and temperature, and the tremendous differ- 
ences in the "~weepableness~~ of the diverse types of habitats. The closest 
approach to efficient collecting by "uniform measured sweeps" of the net 
can be clone in May, in  some of the off-the-Reserve marshes that have been 
burned over the previous fall;  but by June  the growth of the herbage has 
made even these niarshes almost unsweepable with ally type of net. I n  most 
of the other habitats one can collect with a net throughout the summer, but in  
these a "uniforni, measured sweep," if not physically impossible, is stultified 
by the definitely nonuniform dispersal of individnals and species. 
A more dependable methocl of approximating comparative numbers is 
believed to be that of basing the estimates upon the maximuin number of 
individuals of a species that can be collected in a given unit  of time. Even 
the most secretive species of marsh-inhabiting crane flies beconies vuliierable 
to net collecting for a t  least a short period of the day-often a t  late dusk- 
when both sexes are on tlie wing. Snch flight periods are specific; once 
Imown, they permit fairly accurate comparisons to be made between differeilt 
localities and seasons for a given species; and, since specific differences in  
flight habits are generally niuch less marlred than are clift'erences in the rest- 
ing habits and habitats, they cause fewer errors to be made in comparing the 
relative abuiidance of different species. 
I n  practice, the time given to inteiisive collecting for inaxiniuin numbers 
varies with the local abundance of the species; when very abluidant, a ten- 
or fifteen-minute sample may be adequate, and when scarce, an hour or more 
may be required, but all are converted to a cominon "maximum number per 
hour. " The several recognized categories used to indicate number were : 
Fewer than ten per honr-Rare or scarce--actual number used 
From ten to twenty per hour-Numerous 
From twenty to forty per hour-Common 
From forty to fifty per hour-Very cominon 
Many more than fifty per hour-Abundant 
Since the majority of species do not have an even distribution throughout 
the more or less uniform complex of plant associatioil and topography that is 
recognized as the habitat,4 the "mauimllm number per hour" does not neces- 
4 I n  this paper tlie term habitat is used for sue11 major, recognizable, and repeated 
complexes of plant association and topograpl~y as oak-liicltory woods, grass-sedge-fern 
marshes, and Cassandra-sphagnum bogs, whereas tliosc small parts or dctails of a habitat 
that, for a given species of crane fly, may be the essential and sole requirement for  con- 
tinuous existe~lee within tlie area, are considered " microhabitats. " Tliere is a very 
evident correlation between certain clane flies and a definite microhabitat, and such 
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garily indicate the extent of dispersal or frequence within the particular 
habitat. Consequently, i t  is also necessary to note whether a given species 
is restricted to limited spots within the habitat or may be found throughout. 
In  practice, four degrees of frequence were recognized : 
Very local ......... confiiied to one or two restricted spots within the recog- 
nized habitat 
1~0cal .. ..................p resent at  intervals within the habitat but clearly absent 
from many parts of it 
General ............... distributed throughout the habitat and more or less 
equally numerous in all parts 
Widespread .....g enerally distributed throughout the habitat and spread- 
ing into the surrounding ecotones 
Such annotations are believed to have been fairly accurate for species that 
were talien or recorded from fifty to one hundred times or more. The various 
degrees of frequence are largely determined by two factors: how generally 
the specific microhabitat is conditioned or provided by a given formation, 
and the amount of spreading by the adult flies. For example, Limoniu 
macateei and Tipu la  tra.rzslucida are each represented by about the same 
number of specimens (175-80) seen or taltcn during the three summers ill 
the field, but they differed greatly in abundance and frequence. Lirnonitr 
macateei was foluld in only three spots, each less than 200 square yards in 
area, in the whole 320 acres of oak-hickory woods and thus was very local." 
In  these restricted spots, however, i t  was occasioiially common or even abun- 
dant. Tipu la  tmns lnc idn  never yielded more than twelve specimens on any 
one date and hence was recorded as rare or barely numerous, but since i t  was 
repeatedly collected in all areas of the oak-lliclrory woods,G its Dqueuce was 
rated as general. Tipu la  disjuncts, on the other hand, was both abundant 
and generally distributed throughout the oak-hickory, and the number of 
specimens actually seen ran into the thousands. 
species are typical of as  many (often several) kinds of habitats as regularly provide 
that  particular microhabitat. There appears to be a definite correlation between other 
species and the habitat itself, and in such instances i t  is probable tha t  the essential require 
ment for the existence of the sl>ecirs consists of some major factor or combination of factors 
that  is pcculiar to that  habitat. Generally spealting, rotten-wood, algae, and moss- and 
liverwort-inhabiting species arc lilrely to belong to the first group and soil-inhabiting forms 
to the second; but there arc some known exceptions to this generalization, and more 
cxecptions may comc to light ~vllcn the life histories and ecology of the various species 
are lnorc fully undcrstood. 
5 L. macateei breeds in I'olyporus or Poria-grown logs, whicl~ are very rare on the 
Reserve, and tho adults rclnain near the larval habitat. 
6 Tipula transluczda breeds in tlic leaf mold and llumus layer of thc forest floor, and 
the adnlts range freely over this area. 
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SEASONflL DISTRIBUTION 
The seasonal distribution of acltxlts of the various species is listed in Tablc 
I (pp. 19-28). I n  order to present these data concisely and graphically, 
each month is divided into thirds; coluiliii 1 from the first thi.oagh 
the teuth oU the month, column 2 from the eleventh through the twentictl~, 
and column 3 from the twenty-first through the thirtieth or thirty-first. 
Records for adults in  the first or secoilcl half of ally third of any molltli arc 
expressed by a dash (-), a lower-case x, or a capital X in the appropriate 
column. The dash (-) denotes a ~o inpa~a t ive ly  srnall iiumber of individlials, 
the lower-case x, greater nunibers, and the capital X denotes maximam (or 
nearly rnaximtulz) ilunlbers for that species. These syillbols express c~nn- 
parison within the species mther that1 comparison between species, altllougl~ 
s is ilot used unless the specie? was a t  least numerons, nor X unless i t  was 
common. The species are nuinberet1 colisecutively ailcl will be found listed 
in  the same order in  the "Ai~llotatetl List" (pp. 58-118), wliere further 
clctails and comments on seasonal distribution are given in  the first para- 
graph under each species. 
Except for those species wllicll are on the wing belore May 10 or after 
September 12, I believe that Table 1 prcseiits all accurate summary of the 
typical seasonal appearance, d~tratioii, aiiil disappearance of the adults of 
the local crane-fly fauna. In  nearly all species the seasonal dates for 1936, 
1937, and 1938 were marlrctlly coilsistent, and, altl~ongh further collecting 
would uiidoubtedly extci~d the extreme clates for many species, I clo not 
believe it would greatly shift the date or dates a t  \\lhich ally species is char- 
acteri.;ticallp on the wiilg. 
DISCUSSION OF SEASONAL DIST~IIBUTIOK 
Table I indicates, to some esteiit, the great variety of' specific seasoaal 
appearances of the crane flies. Many species have single, clear-cut, allil 
limited adult seasons aiid are definitely vernal, early wlmmer, midsum- 
mer, late-summcr, or autumnal forms. Other species rnalre two separate 
appearances-oiie in  the spring or early sl~nimer, tlle other in the late summer 
or autumn. Still others are on the wing. continuously for several months 
anil may or may not have one or more pealrs of nearly maximlxm abundance. 
Much of the peculiar seasolla1 behavior of each species is undonbtedly 
specific and inherent ; but etlviroil~lieiltal factors are also clearly involvecl, and 
the seasonal appearance of ally species is affected by both local and 
geographic influences. I n  a t  least a score of species of which valid com- 
parisons were possible during 1936, 1937, and 1938, the more mesic habitats 
about An11 Arbor had slightly but persistently later dates and more extended 
seasons, and more than a dozen species that have bu t  a single adult season in  
sonthem Michigan definitely have two in  southern Indiana. 
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At present there are too little data on specific life histories, the range of 
larval habitats, and even on adult seasons over large extents of the range of 
any species to make possible any broad generalizations or any very complete 
classification of species on the basis of seasonal distribution. These species 
with a single adult season very clearly have a single generation per year, 
and yet in many of these species the life cycle can be completed in one-third, 
or less, of the normal time in a breeding cage in which food, moisture, ancl 
temperature are kept as near as possible to optiinmn conditions. In  several 
species on which extensive breeding-cage observations have been made (T. 
caloptera, Tipzcla triplex, T. trtmslzccicla, Epiphragnza fascipennis, et al.), 
either low temperature or too little moisture causes the larvae to become 
quiescent and remain so as long as the lunfavorable conditions obtain. In  the 
breeding cages such cessation of activity without death or injury can be 
maintained for moiitlls by second or third instar larvae, and activity anti 
growth can be resumed when the  cold or low moisture colitent is replacaed by 
more nearly optimum conditions. I believe i t  is probable that many or all 
of the Reserve crane flies which have but a single generation per year un- 
dergo two main interruptions in their larval existeuce-the winter cold and 
a summer laclr of moisture. What temperature and what degree of desic- 
cation will produce cessation of activity undoubtedly varies widely from 
species to species, and the intensity of both of these factors (particularly the 
latter) is markedly affected by tlle ltiud of habitat. Certainly, in the oak- 
hiclrory woods, where nearly all of the typical species have a single genera- 
tion per year, the midsummer and late-summer desiccation is very marked 
and must also redure such lrnown foods of larvae as rootlets and leaf-mold 
fungi. 
The species in which there are two clear-cut adult seasons could have 
either two separate broods or two generations per year. For some of these 
there is good evidence that the latter explanation is correct, and I believe i t  
is probably true in all instances in this region. Most of the species that are 
on the wing throughout much of the summer probably encounter no general 
checlc to development except the cold of winter and produce as many gen- 
erations between spring and fall as their rate of development will permit. 
Local departures from optimum conditions in temperatures, food, and 
moisture produce considerable diversity in development so that some mem- 
bers of each generation arc comparatively accelerated and others lag and 
a more or less continuons emergence of adults results-the laggards of an 
earlier generation living simultaneously with the accelerated individuals 
of the ncxt generation. I n  most of these species two generations per year 
are probably usual, but, in favorable habitats, there may be a third gen- 
eration, whereas in a few species, with potentially very short-life cycles 
three generations are probably the rule. 
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Although thcre were a nrtmber of well-marlred exceptions, it is chiefly 
among tlle inhabitants of the continuously wet marshes, swamps, arid stream 
inargins that more than one geiieration per year was most frequently en- 
co~xntered, but in the continuously wet but persistently cool rills, mud, and 
seepage of Iialmbach7s woods, most of the species had either one generation 
a year or two widely separated generations. 
I n  the "Annotated List" I have attempted to state the number of lcnown 
or highly probable generations a year. These statements are based chiefly 
upon field notes on increases aiid decreases in abundance, teneral individ- 
uals, and immatures, but they have, to some extent, heel1 influenced by 
breeding-cagc data obtained in this or other regions. 
In  a rather large number of species, incl~tding Tipu la  fuliginosa, T. lati- 
pennis, T .  translzccida, Hel,izi..s flavipes, Epiphragma farcipennis, Pilaria 
recondita, and Pse~cdolinznophila noveborace~zsis, there were both a seasonal 
variation in size and some change in the ii~teilsity of the color patterns. 
Generally spealring, specimens taken near the beginning of the peal< of 
abundance were, on the average, distii~ctly larger i ~ n d  morc intensely col- 
ored than specimens taken after the peak had passed. In  1938 some mea- 
surements were made on H. flazjipes, P. recondita, and P.  noveboracensis. 
I n  each species the last fifty specimens talcen were compared with fifty 
specimens collected near the beginning of the main flight period. I11 H. 
flavipes and P.  noveboracensi.~ the wing length of specimens talcen in the 
late season averaged about 20 per cent less, and in Pilaria recondita nearly 
15 per cent less, and other dimensions appeared, at  least, as greatly reduced. 
The late-season specimens were also distinctly more variable in size and 
coloration and appeared to include a larger number of sllch abi~orinalities 
as those of venatioi~ and of fusion or malformation of antenna1 joints. A 
similar variation with reduction in size and color intensity of late-emerging 
individuals is often noticctl in breeding cages, where it is nslxally associated 
with a reduction i11 food and moisture. 
Seasonal differences in the appearances 01 males and females were most 
noticeable in the changc in the proportions of the two sexes as the season 
progressed. In  nearly all species there was a noticeable majority of males 
at  the beginning of the season, but they comprised a rapidly decreasing 
minority soon after the peal< of abundance had been reached. Usually, the 
last records from a flight period are those for females, and i11 most instances 
the last female record was from one to several ~veeks later than the last 
record for a male. 
HABITAT DISTRIBUTION 
One of the chief objectives of the study of the crane flies of the George 
Reserve was to ascertain the correlations that exist between the various spe- 
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cies and the several complexes of plant association, topography, and drain- 
age represented in this area, ancl an attempt to account for this correlation, 
insofar as possible, in terms of' the actual habitats of the adult aiid immature 
stages. I n  order that the material may be presented as accurately and con- 
cisely as possible, the description of the several areas aiid stations at  which 
detailed collections were niade, and a proposed classification of these areas, 
or parts of them, into eleven more or less distinct habitats is followed 
by a tabular slrmmary (Table 11) of habitat distributioa. Finally, in  the 
"Annotated List" (pp. 58-118), where the species are listed in the same 
numerical order as in  Tablc 11, the habitat distribution of the adults and 
of the immature stages is given in somewhat g r e a t ~ r  detail. 
CRANE-FLY HABITATS O F TIIE RESERVE 
TT1E UfIIi-TTI~'I<O1LY \VOOI>S 
The oalr-l~icliory \~oocls of this region are apparently n stable preelirnax 
on the well-tlrained soils. They occupy an aggregate of approximately 320 
acres on the Reserve, about one-fourth of the elltire arcla, and the individilal 
woods, which vary from a, few acres to 125 acres, inclnile five separate areas 
of twenty-five ac2rcs or Inore (Map 1 ) .  I n  general, these \voods consist of 
moderately open stands of wcll-developecl or mature trees, with the dominant 
white oalc (Qzr ercz~s albtr ) , blaclr oali (Qzr crczu velut i n o )  , and shagbark hiclr- 
ory (Carya ouata) constituting fully 90 per cent of the iriajor forest. The 
relative density of timber stocliinp, however, and the relative clevelopniei~t of 
shrubs, herbage, litter, and leafniold varies considerably, both with slope 
and exposure ancl with the relative maturity of the tloniiuant trees. Sap- 
lings of oalr and hiclrory are generally distributed ; their illrmbers are more 
or less inversely proportioiial to the stand of the older trees; sassafras 
(Sassafras ofleinale) is the most abundal~t  species of the tall-shrub stratum, 
but witch hazel (Hamaelis virgi~ziancr) atid hazelnllt (Col-ylzcs anzericcrlzus) 
are comlnoil and nsnally conspicuo~~s and tend to form numerous, small 
local tliicliets in most of the wooded areas. The hl~clcleberry (Gaylzcs.saeaa 
baccnta) and the blueberry (Vaccinaz~nz canaclense) are the most abundant 
low shrubs, thc lol.nier beilrg espceially conspicuous on the drier slopes. 
The herbage is inore varied, and its appearance changes more with the 
season. The grasslilie sedges Carex conz?7zzc?zu and C. pe~znsylva?zica are 
always in sight and, with stlch grasses as Poa comprcssa, Panicurn te?z?zes- 
seense, H ? j s t r i ~  patula, and Danthonia sp~eata ,  form definite grassy patches 
in  many areas of the forest floor. Bedstraw (Galiunz sps.), the legumes 
Des~~~oclizcwz nzcdiflorz~nz and Vicin carolznia~za, and thc procumbent rosettes 
of the aster (As t c r  ~ ~ z a c r o p l z y l l ~ ~ s )  are geiierally clistriblxted; other herbs 
that are often conspic~~ous at certain seasons are much rilore locally re- 
stricted. The horsenlint (iVonczl-da fistzrlosa) often marlis the more open 
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areas, and May apples (Podophyllz~m peltaturn) forni occasional dense 
stands in  the lower, more mesic woods ; the bracken fern (Pteris latiuscz~la), 
generally numerous in many places, is strikingly abundant in  several low, 
fairly open situations; and the yellow lady-slipper (Cypripedizcm pzcbes- 
cens), occasional clumps of Hepatica, and wild sarsaparilla (Aralia nudi- 
cazclis) are not uiiconimon near the bottoms of several of the north and east 
slopes. 
Over most of the level areas axzcl gentler slopes well-developed leaf litter 
and leaf mold are present; on the steeper slopes, large patches of bare soil 
alternate with pocliets and depressions of well-formed leaf accumulations. 
The greater par t  of the litter is rather d ry  or only ~iioderately moist, but its 
lower layers niis with the sandy loam beneath to form a damp but friable 
and aerated mold or humus. Over most of the woods the combined litter 
and mold are probably four to eight inches deep. Fallen twigs, branches, 
and trunks accumulate undisturbed in  all of the wooded areas, bu t  in niost 
of the oali-hickory this deadwood is too dry to form a habitat for any local 
species of crane fly. 
I n  several places the oak-hickory woods form the west or south boundary 
of a marsh, and here narrow dense tllieliets of tall shrubs are characteristi- 
cally developed. Dogwoods (Cornus sps., especially panictclata) and 
elderberry (Sanzbzcc~is canadensis) are dominant, with poison sumac (R~LZGS 
vernix) frequent on the marsh side and luxuriant thickets of hazelnut 
toward the woods, which here are largely white oali with an occasioilal slip- 
pery elm (7Jlm1cs ftclva) or horizbeain (Curpinzcs caroliniana). The soil of 
these thickets is blacli and wet, marshward it  becomes a deep muck that for 
the niost par t  is bare in the denser shade, but develops a luxuriant growth 
of touch-me-not (Impa2ie?zs DifEora) , bedstraw (Galizcm sp.) , water purslane 
(Ludwigia palustris) , sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis) , royal fern (Os- 
rntcnda regalis), and tall grasscs and sedges. The trees and limbs that fall 
from the oak-hickory undergo a wet, mycelium-riddled decay, and sodden 
logs covered with mosses aiid bracket fungi are common. Moss also develops 
on the wet soil, and the leaf litter is compacted into a sodden, silt-impreg- 
nated layer. 
The transitions from oak-hickory woods to swamp are more varied. At  
the junction of the southwest oak-hickory aiid the southwest swamp, the 
ecotone is a broad gradient characterized by perillaneiltly wet to damp soil, 
a more luxuriant herbage, and wet, rotten wood. Between the northeast 
oak-hickory and the birch-maple-tamarack swamp there is an exceedingly 
sharp line of demarcation along most of the boundary. Elsewhere the oak- 
hickory and swamp margins are more or less intermediate, but all along the 
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margins a narrow zone within the oak-hickory proper is affected by the more 
persistent lllarshlaiid moisture of both air and soil. 
The southwest swamp is at  once one of the richest crane-fly habitats of 
the region and the most anomalous area on the Reserve. The great com- 
plexity of its plant associations and crane-fly habitats, so difficult to classify, 
was no doubt caused largely by the change in drainage aiid in water level 
that took place about fifty years ago. Until then an area of some fifty to 
seventy acres, including Fishhook marsh, the tamarack swamp just north of 
it, the southwest swamp, and their adjacent slopes, had drained through the 
south end of the swamp into Patterson Lake. When this outlet was bloclred 
by a road fill, the ponding water was diverted by a tile line from the north 
end of the sout,hwest swamp into the Honey Creek drainage via the big 
swamp. Since that time the southwest swamp has had a much more widely 
fluctuating water level. I n  the spring moaths, water accuinulates more 
mpidly than it can flow oat through the tile line; then during inidsurnilzer 
or late summer, when the water has drained to the level of the outflow tile, 
the water level is belatedly but rapidly reduced by the high evaporation rate 
usual i11 that season. 
The area here called the southwest swamp coniprises approximately 
twenty-five acres. The northern half of its east-southeast margin is bounded 
by open, grassy fields, the north margin by Fishhoolr marsh, and the north- 
west by the southwest oak-hicliory. Elsewhere-that is, for slightly more 
than the southwestern half of its peripherjr-it is bordered by a narrow belt 
01 maple (Acer saccharinzcm and A. rzcbrzcm), elm (Ulnzzcs amcricanzcs), ash 
(Praxznzcs amertcana and P. fiigra), and willow (Xalix sp.),  with an occa- 
sional butternut (Juglans c i ~ ~ ~ - e a )  aiid small patches of aspen (Populus 
tremuloides). This area has very much the appearance of a flood-plain 
woods, often with a dense herbage of nettles (Urtica sp.), richweed (Pilea 
punzcla) , false nettle (Boehmeria cylindrica) , smartweed (Polyginz~s sps.) , 
and royal fern (Osnzunda c-egalzs) ; frequent clumps of sensitive fern (Ono- 
clea sensibzlis) ; and, aillong the aspen stands, large areas of lush grasses. 
The marshward margin is slightly inundated i11 the spring, and when the 
water recedes several types of wet strands are formed. Where the shade is 
densest the wet leaf-filled mucli remains nearly bare; elsewhere, the recently 
exposed sodden brush, logs, and leaf mats develop a luxuriant growth of 
mosses, and the mud flats are invaded by a dense herbage that shades the 
stranded mats of algae, duckweed, and aquatic liverworts. 
Except for this marginal flood-plainlike woods, the swamp consists of a 
low "island" of dense maple-ash-aspen swamp completely surrounded by 
diverse marshy areas. On the north a shrub-sedge marsh extends into a low 
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dogwood-aspen thicket before reaching the south margin of Fishhook marsh ; 
on the east, a very wet grass-sedge-cattail marsh extends southward from 
the dogwood-aspen thicket to a slnall buttonbush (Cephelanthus occiden- 
talis) swamp in the southeast corner. On the west a series of small grass- 
sedge (Calanzagrostis = Cares),  pure sedge (Cares sp.), and reed (Scirpzu) 
marshes, more or less delimited by invading willows, separate the "island" 
froni the southwest oak-Iliclrory and the marginal tree zone soutli of it. 
South and southwest of the " islaild" the nlarsh is much inore open. Here 
occasional clumps of Carex, Scirpz~s, and Sparganum are separated by fre- 
quent patches of Sagittarin, Ponlederia, iVympl?aea aduenfa, and the numer- 
ous small expanses of open water are covered with duckweed (Lema sps.) 
and floating liverworts (Riccia sps.). This area, which is separated from 
the marsh on the east by the small buttonbush swamp, becomes dry  in late 
summer and is then invaded by a ranlr growth of smartweed and coclrlebur 
seedlings. 
I n  the dry summer of 1936 the maple-ash-aspen swamp on the "island" 
was free of standing water by mid-June, but the deeply shaded floor re- 
mained wet all through the summer, with clumps of royal fern and other 
swamp herbarge interspaced with areas of bare muck, sodden deadwood, and 
small sllallow pools. Throughout that summer the swamp had an abundant 
crane-fly population; but in 1937 and 1938, when the floor remained com- 
pletely inuiiclatecl until well into August, this central island was almost 
devoid of crane flies from June  to September. The same coiltrast between 
1936, and 1937 ancl 1938 was apparent, although not nearly so marked, in  
the marsh areas, and was still less evident in the marginal maple-elm-ash 
zone. 
TITI; Ti\hlf~Itl\CI< S\VA>II'S 
Approximately 150 acres, or nearly 12 per cent, of the George Reserve 
is occupied by tanlarack swanips i11 various stages of development or retro- 
gression. In all of the mature swamps most of the older trees have been 
lrilled by the larch san~flp, leaving a forest of dead standing truiiBs 
among which the younger taniaraclis (Lurix laricina), poison sumac (Rhzcs 
vernix), dogwoocls (chiefly Cornzu raccmosa and C. obliqz~a), Michigan 
holly ( I les  vertic7llata), mountai~l holly (Nenzopantl~zis nzucro?zata), and 
rholreberry (Pyrlrs nrbz~tifolia nt~op~ry-pz~rea) often form a thick understory 
of small trees and tall shrubs, with spiraea, swamp birch, ferns, and sedges 
forriling a well-developed lower stratum. The tamaracli alid poison sumac 
are everywhere doniinant, the latter frequently making up nearly the whole 
of the understory a i d  forming the dominant shrub of the ecotoile with the 
shrub-sedge marshes. Throughont the tamarack swamps the soil is a black 
peat or muck that ranges Prom sodden to inundated. The surface water and 
silty nllxd is predominantly acid, with a p H  between 5.0 and 6.0. The wet 
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soil and exposed roots are overgrown with mosses, and the occasional small 
pools and depressions are often filled with sphagnum. A generally high 
humidity is maintained below the upper shrub stratum, where a moderate 
to deep shade is generally prevalent. 
Dead, sodden tamarack tr~ullrs are abundant on the swamp floor, but 
they rarcly, if ever, provide a habitation for crane-fly larvae. This is in 
marked contrast to the much rarer sodden logs of such hardwoods as have 
fallen into these swanlps from the bordering forests. 
TIIE I1IRCII-3IAPLE-ELM S\\'AMP 
The only well-developed birch-maple-elni swamp on the Reserve occupies 
a tract of five or six acres in the extreme north angle of the big swamp. 
The doniinant trees are Bettcla lzctea, Acer rubrzcnz, and Ulnzzcs anzericana, 
which, except near the margins, form the whole of the dense forest crown. 
Here a deep shade and a high humidity are more pronollnced and more con- 
tinuous than in any other part of the Reserve ; practically no shrub stratum 
is developed, and the swamp floor is an expanse of sodden leaf mold and 
black, peaty muck strewn with dead limbs and branches and dotted with 
frequent clumps of royal fern (Osmzcnda regalis) and scattered individuals 
of wild sarsaparilla (Aralia nz~dicaulis). Numerous shallow pools remain 
for weeks after the higher water of early spring has receded, but their silty 
margins are bare of herbage, and a scant growth of sphagnum is usually the 
only plant life within the pool itself. The water and mud of the swamp 
floor has a pI-I that is usually below 5.5. 
I n  contrast with the absence of an uklderstory in the central part, the 
margins of this swamp have a marked development of shrubs and herbage. 
On the north, where the swamp is bordered by oak-hickory, is a marginal 
zone of tall poison sumacs, dogwoods (C. racenzosa), and a rank herbage 
dominated by ferns, chiefly (Osm~~nda  regalis, 0 .  cinnamonzea, and Anclzis- 
tea virgiwica) on the low muddy hummock and root-bound platforms about 
the bases of the shrubs, and by skunk cabbage (Symploearpz~s foetidus), with 
water arum (Calla palzutris) in the pools between. On the south, where 
the swamp is bordered by a belt of young tamaracks and poison sumac, a 
deiise thicket of dogmrood (C. racemosa), ~nountaili holly, Michigan holly, 
and high-bush huckleberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) grows from the peat, 
which is covered by sphagnum ancl the fern (Anchistea virginica). On the 
east, where the swamp is sharply separated from a grassy upland by a short, 
steep slope, the thicket is even denser than on the south and differs in includ- 
ing much chokeberry and in having a scant herbage of skunk cabbage, water 
nnum. arum, and fern, rather than spha, 
T H E  CASSANDRA BOGS 
The Reserve includes two acid bogs dominated by Cassandra or leather- 
leaf' (Chamaedaphne calyczclata) and peat moss (Sphagnum sp. ?). The 
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larger bog, "big Cassandra," occupies a basin of some fifteen acres; the 
smaller, "Buclr Hollow," js about three acres in extent and lies a t  the bottom 
of a deep kettle hole within the iiortheast oak-hickory. Except for size and 
the relative developnient of thc sinall areas of tamarack, the two bogs are 
much alike; in each a nearly pure stand of stiff, shrubby Cassandra bushes 
is swathed in  a deep, dense, eoiitinuous inass of sphagnum, the two together 
forming an exceedingly springy bed of alternating mounds and depressions. 
The whole mass is sodden with water, the depressions visibly inundated in 
the spring and definitely wet throughout the year. The pern~anent water, 
which one can reach by clcpressiiig the sphagnum with the hand, has a p H  
that is corisisteiitly below 4.5, with occasional samples as low as 3.7.7 The 
inore shaded inargins of both areas have a narrow submerged or wet zone 
where the Cassandra and sl,hagnum are replaced by tall sedges and grasses 
(cl~iefly Curex laclistris ripuria and Calawzngrostis canadense) ; here the p H  
of the water ranges from 4.5 to 5.0. 
111 Buclr I-Iollow tlie eastern rim of the bog is occupied by a narrow but 
mature tamarack-shrub zone in which poison sumac is absent and all of the 
tainaraclrs are alive. 13eneath their shade, and especially between them and 
the oak-hickory woods which rncls abruptly a t  the margin of the bog, there 
is a mature thicket of tall swamp shrubs, much like that which borders the 
birch-maple-elm swalnp on the south and east, except that here the high- 
bush blueberry is clearly tlominant. The big Cassandra contains two small 
tamarack "islands." These, like the tamarack "zone" in  Buck Hollow, 
consist of rather mature, living tamaracks and lack poison sumac, but they 
Irave a much less clevelo]-)ed unclerstory of shrubs. All three of these tama- 
rack areas are frequentecl by deer, and their trampling has doubtless modi- 
fied the herbage. Fcriis (chiefly Anchistea virginica), mint (Lycopus rubel- 
11~s) , fireweed (Erechtitcs liieracifolia) , smart~veeds (Polygonizcnz sps.) , and 
nonsphagnui~i mosses dominate the muddy soil, with water arum (Calla 
palustris) ablxndant in the inundated depressions. 
GltASS-SEDGE-FERN hIAIiSIIES 
Although the marsh areas of the George Reserve can be subdivided into 
a number of types and stages, based on specific associations of marsh vege- 
tation and a successional interpretation of their histories from the stand- 
point of the crane-fly faunas, not more than three intergracling types can 
be r-ecognized. Of these, the extensive herbaceous marshes, doilliiiated by 
bluejoint (Calamogrostis canadensis), sedge (Carex sps.), and marsh ferns 
(Thelypteris thelypteris), are perhaps the most iinportant as a distinct 
crane-fly habitat. 
7 Tlrc 10 cc. s:~mplcs liad a surprisingly rirll fauna of rotifers, large ciliates, and 
ot11c.r forms, easily disccrniblc with a 10 x hand lens. 
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Such marshes occupy three considerable basins oil the west side of the 
Reserve and some fifty to sixty acres in the southeast and southwest parts 
of the big swamp. I n  early summer these marshes, when viewed from a 
short distance, appear to be level expanses of dease, tall inarsh grasses, 
broken by all occasional individual or clump of taller shrubs-willow (Salzx 
sp.), rose (Rosa palststris), ai~cl dogwoods (Cornzcs stolonifera)-that rise 
above the uniforiii stratum of tall herbage. Actnally, there is considerable 
diversity in detail; a variety of seclges (Carex) occurs, and several species 
of these, as well as Calnnzayrostis, cut-grass (Leesia oryzicles), and occasion- 
ally Scirpzcs and Jtcnczis, occupy local areas in near l ,~  pure stands. By mid- 
summer the variety of the marsh vegetatioi~ is more evident, for then the 
frequent individuals oJ b~u .  marigold (Bidens sps.), goldellrod (Xolidngo), 
joe-pye weed (Ezcpatorizlm nznc~clatzcn~), and other coinposites are in flower. 
The dense dogwoocl-elclerbe~ryoocl-elderberry thickets oil the shaded west and south 
borders of several of the marshes were briefly described in the discussion 
of the oak-hickory wroocls. Where the marsh borders are not so well shel- 
tered, the marginal growtl~ of shrubs may be scant. The eastern edge of 
Fishhook marsh has a narrow zone in which a considerable developmelit of 
shrubby ciiiquefoil (Potentilla frzctzcosa) bushes is interspaced with the 
marsh herbage and, with a fringe of Spiraea alba, forins a transition to the 
grassy fields and dry, clewberry-growa slopes that bound the marsh on the 
east. The abrupt uplailcl margin of the grass-sedge areas of the big swamp 
are marked by a scant bnt continuolw line of low shrubs, with ail occasional 
swamp white oak (Qzcercl~s Dicolor). 
The separate marshes differ considerably in the height and seasolla1 
variations of thejr water levels. The two areas that forill parts of the big 
swamp are more deeply and permanently inuuclatecl than those on the west 
side of the Reserve, with Fishhook marsh intermediate, but none can be 
crossed dry shod even a t  the driest season. The cliflerences in water level 
affect the proportion and seasolis of various crane-fly species that comprise 
the total populatioii of each marsh, but are not correlated with the coinplete 
absence or unique presence of even a single species. The water and mud 
range from circumneutral to slightly basic. Several scores of p H  samples, 
taken in June, July, and August, 1937, and all of the larger 
marshes, varied from 6.9 to 7.7. Samples from small ope11 pools and deer 
trails in the deepest water areas railgecl from 7.4 to 7.7, ancl here nearly 
every 10 cc. sample coiitainecl a ]lumber of Volvox. 
Below the tops of the dominant herbage, these marshes are markedly 
similar in the ecological factors that govern crane-fly populations. The soil 
is a deep black muck, a i d  much of the floor consists of pillar-like hummocks 
separated by narrow con~iected channels, that together produce a strikingly 
stippled topography. I have bee11 tolcl by a number of the long-time resi- 
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dents of this region that such a hummock forination is caused by trampling 
by cattle, and that once formed the hummock and channels are permanent. 
The latter statement is certainly borne out by the plant growth, for each 
humniock is the site of a dense clump of seclges and grasses, and of a luxuri- 
ant unclergrowth of marsh fern (Thelypteris), their roots, rootstocks, and 
stolons binding the hurnmock into a tenacious sod, and the water-filled 
channels between are choked with the fallen and slowly rotting stems and 
froncls from the year before. The size of the hixnlrnocks varies somewhat 
with the average water level 01 the marsh, the taller ones being situated 
where the prevailing water level is higher. 111 general, each hummock is 
from one to one- ancl one-half feet high alicl about a foot in  diameter, and 
most of the channels between humruoclrs are approximately one foot wide. 
A variety of stable larval habitats is provicletl by the rnore or less per- 
~naiient water of the channels: tlie sernisiispended accurnulation of plant 
tlebris, the satnrated silt at the water line, the wet soil of the hummocks, 
the sodden lower stenis aiid stolo~is of the herbage, ancl the nearly ubiquitous 
carpets ancl sheaths of algae ancl mosses that grow on tlie sides of the hum- 
rrioclrs ancl swatlie the bases of the tall I-icrbage. Jus t  above the water line 
i ~ ~ l d  belween the bases of the grass ancl seclge cl~unps, a maze of moist shaded 
I'>lssikgewilys and resting places shelters a huge population of adults. 
THE SIIILUI3-SICI)t:IC AIr\ItSTIICS 
I 1  I liese marshes are characterized by a dense stand of closely intermiiigled 
shrubs and a tall sedgelike herbage. The upper surface of this formation, 
nnlike the grass-sedge-fern niarshes, has a definitely uneven, rugged aspect, 
individuals ancl clumps of the taller shrubs protruding abruptly above the 
irregular level of lowel. shrubs and herbage. Spiraea (Spzrnca alba), 
swan~p birch (Bctzrla plrmila), and shr1lbb.v cin(lllefoi1 (Potentilla frzbfl- 
cosu) are the cloniiilant shrubs; but clogwooils (chiefly Cornzu sfolonzfera) 
are abundant, and poison snmac (Rhr~s  verniz) is riot i~zfreqilent. The 
herbage is dominated by sedges (Carex, Elr~ochuru, Sc~rpzrs) and grasses 
(Calurnogrostis, L~ers ia ,  and others), with a dense lower growth of ferns 
and numerous plants of arrowhead (Sngi t tar~a latl_folw). 
The soil is a black, cleep, peaty muck, aud except for that in the highel. 
liummoclis is inostly submerged in  the spriug aiid early summer. The deer 
pxtths, which are slightly deeper than the average between-hummock chan- 
nels, are more thail lrare-deep in water ill the spring, and ankle-deep in  late 
summer. The floor above the water line has an extensive carpet of thin 
mosses, and the lower stems of the herbage and a narrow zone on the sides 
of the lium~nocks often bear tliill fil111s of emergent algae. Water and soil 
are generally slightly basic, but in this respect there is much local variation. 
TJrlless one follows the numerous deer paths, progress through such a 
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marsh is slow aiid difficult; the shrubs are often higher than one's head and 
so thiclrly growl1 that they necessitate frequent detours, aiid the dense waist- 
high herbage coiiceals the hummoclrs and channels underfoot. Adequate 
collecting is almost impossible. Sweeping that can reach the resting places 
of the adult crane flies, deep within the fern stratum, is confined to the nar- 
row deer paths aiid the solnewhat similar "n~oa t s "~  that encircle the clunips 
of taller shrubs. Most of the specimens and records froill the shrub-sedge 
were obtained either by hunting on hancls and knees through the more open, 
overgrown passageways or by net collecting from the upper stratum a t  late 
dusk. 
The largest continuous area of shrnb-sedge inarsh occupies some fifty 01- 
sixty acres ill the southwest end of the big swamp, and there are small 
patches and zones in inany other parts of this same swanip. On the west 
side of the Reserve, a shrub-sedge marsh covers about six acres at  the junc- 
ture of the southwest swamp, the southwest oalr-hickory, and Fishhook 
marsh; there are also a few smaller areas of shrub-sedge marsh dong the 
east borders of thc west marshes. 
TIIlD CATTAIL RIAI1SllI<S 
Several areas definitely dominated by cattails (Typha latifolia) are 
found on the lieserve. One of these, by far  the largest, is a contiiiuous 
stancl of six or seven acres. Hrre the water stands two to three feet deep 
in early summer, but steadily rccedes, to expose rnost of the black-muck soil 
by late July or early August, when the luxurialit understory of smartweed 
(Polygonizcm sps.) , touch-me-not (Impatiens biflora) , and bur marigold 
(Bidens sp.) reaches its maximum developmelit. The water and mud of 
all the well-developecl cattail marshes were rather basic, with a pH of 7.7 
to 7.9. Several other marshes in the vicinity of the Reserve have similar 
readings. 
OTIIEI:. JIARSIl AREAS 
The grass-sedge-fern, shrub-sedge, and cattail marshes of the Reserve 
have sufficiently uniform coiiditioils to permit a fairly close correlation 
between each of these forinations aiid a typical or predictable crane-fly popu- 
lation. A nun~ber of other marsh areas, however, are either so small or have 
snch an individual coinbillation of characteristics that they could not be 
identified with any recurring or recognizable type. The nlixture of small, 
diverse n~arslies that occupy the western part of the southwest swamp has 
been already referred to; another fairly large iiondeseript area of marsh 
surrouiids the small, allnost extinct glacial lake or pond near the northern 
extremity of the big swamp. 
This lake at  one time doubtless included the whole basin now occupied 
8 Tllese "moats" are probably cnused by the trampling of the dccr in browsing. 
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by the big swamp. At  present i t  is reduced to two or three acres of shallow 
water, already invaded by floating and emergent vegetation. Around the 
lake an irregular zone of marsh, with a maxinluni width of about twenty- 
five yards, separates the open water from the encroaehilig tamaraclr sTvamp, 
and even this zone is dotted with isolated inclividuals of poison sumac and 
young tamaraclrs. Almost the entire marsh perceptibly quakes as one walks 
upon it, but a brealr-throngh, even a t  the inner edge, does not subnierge one 
more than thigh-deep in the semisuspended, silty peat beneath. I I r re  cat- 
tails, sedges, gl.ilsses, and even occasional mounds of sphagnll~n and rarer 
pitcher plants, are more or less intimately mixed. The p H  of the water and 
silt ranges from about 6.6 a t  the edge of the open water to fro111 5.5 to 5.0 
a t  the swamp margin. 
The marslriy areas associatecl with the varions seepage areas have a 
marked individuality that is probably conditioned by the quantity and sea- 
sonal variations of the water supply and the amount of shade provided by 
adjacent slopes or trees. In all of these marshes, however, the dominant 
shrubs and herbage are  varions combinatioiis of the same species that inhabit 
the grass-sedge-fern, shnlb-sedge, and eattail n~arshes. 
SI'ILIN(:S AN11 AI'RING llIIJI,S 
The four permanent springs oil the Reserve are all ssnall, the largest 
somewhat modified by the insertion of a hydraulic ram and the diversion 
of about 10 per cent of the water for human use. All have a nearly constant 
temperaturc of from 48' to 50' Fahrenheit and are slightly basic-pH, 7.3 
to 7.7. I n  the three smaller of these springs, the flow gives rise to small 
rills that, after a course of some fifteen to twenty yards, are lost in  the adja- 
cent marsh or swamp. I n  spite of their smallness and marked isolation (the 
two closest are more than 700 yards apart)  all show small reaches of both 
sandy and silty bottom and margin and support a ssiiall but perniaiient 
population of a t  least a few rill-inhabiting species. 
Close by thc central and largest spring are two semipermanent springs 
or seepage areas that are fecl by a pair of hillside liettle holes. I n  1936 
these semipermanent rills had ceased to flow by the end of June, but i n  1937 
and 1938 one of them lasted througliotlt the summer and the other well into 
July, and both had a small population of such species as Tzpz~la strcpens and 
1'. tephrocephala, although lacliinq Aclelphoniyia cayzcga, Pedicia inconstans, 
and Limnophila Drevif~irca, ~vllieh were present, in a t  least small numbers, 
along the rills of the permanent springs. 
Several types of crane-fly habitats characteristic of the general region 
are not found on the Reserve, or are but poorly represented. For  this rea- 
son several stations along I-Ioney, Hell, and Unatlilla creeks, the borders of 
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Say1 Lalre, and Balinbach's woods were included in the area studied. Most 
of these were in the immediate vicinity of the Reserve, and noile was farther 
than three miles away. 
W E S T  RRANC'I-I O F  HONEY CREEIC 
Upper Honey Creelr has its origin near the northwest corner of the Re- 
serve and flows eastward throngh low, marshy meadows parallel to and a few 
hundred yards north of the north bounclary fence. I n  the spring and early 
summer the lower valley slopes of this brook are a morass of springs and 
seepage areas, and i t  is largely spring-fecl throughout the year. Reputed to 
have once been a good trout brook, the channel and margins are now deep with 
silt and often allnost choked with cress-grown, silty bars. The banks are 
overhung with tall herbage and an occasional willow or dog\vood, and the 
valley floor for from twenty-five to fifty yards on either side is overgrown 
with inarsll vegetation and an occasional clamp of cattails or tamaraclrs. 
NOlLTlS I3I~ANClS OV IIONEY C R E E K  
The north branch, which joins the west branch about a mile east of the 
Rescrve, is a small, lalre-fed broolr with distinctly warmer water a i d  a silt- 
free, sandy bottom. Just  before its juncture with the west branch this 
brook flows for about one-fourth of a mile through a low or gently sloping 
valley. The western side of this valley consists of some thirty acres of wet, 
seepage-filled, grass-sedge-fern and cattail marshes ; the narrow upper east- 
ern side contains several rills and chara-cholred lagoons between the broolr 
and the valley slopes, beyond which i t  widens into an extensive swampy 
thicket dominated by maple, ash, liinebarlr (Pltysocarpt~s opulifolus), high- 
bush cranberry (Vibz~rnl~nz opz~lzis americantcm), and shrubby St. John's- 
wort (Hypcric~cnl p~olificzrnz) . 
LOIVER I-IONEY CREEK 
Some two or three miles east of the Reserve, Honey Creelr is dammed to 
form the Pinlrney millpond and enlerges froin the spillway as a comparatively 
warm, sand-gravel-bottom creek that flo~7s through a succession of grassy 
and wooded pastures to empty finally into Portage Lake. Here nearly all 
collecting was confined to the first hundred yards below the spillway. 
11E1,I~ CREEIC 
Hell Creelr begins a mile southeast of the Reserve as the outlet of a very 
old niillponcl now lrnown as Highland Iialre. $'or the first several hundred 
yards i t  is a large sand-gravel-bottom creek, flowing through a low, swampy, 
flood-plain woods; i t  then expands into a small, sluggish, marsh-bordered 
"lalre." For about the next mile it follomrs a low, frequently flooded, 
marshy course, and beyond is a mile-long reach in which the creek traverses 
a belt of moraiiles in a well-defined valley. Here there are many pools and 
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riffles, flood-plain woods, and steep valley slopes. Below this section Hell 
Creek winds through another mile of low, marshy land into Portage Lake, 
by way of Little Portage. 
The chief collecting statio~is on Hell Creek were the upper and lower 
reaches through wooded flood plains and two valley-slope spring rills between 
them. 
THE TIPLADY Roan nii lnsII  
R few hundred yards north of Hell Creeli, and just southwest of the 
caressing of the Tiplady and Toma roads, a seepage and spring-rill marsh 
occupies a basin of abont twenty acres. Several springs and a small rill 
arising at  the northern edge of the basin flow across i t  as indefinite, braided 
channels, in  some places lost in  the dense marsh vegetation. Dense stands 
of cattails, sedges, a i d  grass-sedge-fern occupy most of the basin, but the 
northern edge has an  extensive tleveloplnent of blue flag ( Ir is  versicolor) and 
watercress (Rncliculu nastlcrtitcm-ccqz~(~tictcm) ; and near the center of the 
area a small lhicliet of clogwoocls, young tamaracks, and ninebarlr shades 
a series of rootbound mossy platlorms, that are interlaced with silty water- 
ways ancl stagnant miniature lagoons. The areas dominated by lnarsb 
vegetation are 1Tel.y like those on the Reserve, except that here the water has 
a definite flow over much of the area, and the relatively high water level 
has a minimull1 of fluctuation. 
IJNADILLA ClIEEK 
This is a snlall brook that fornls the outlet of the Unadilla millpond. 
The reach from which collecting was clone begins as  a sand-bottom rill a t  the 
foot of a shaded, wooden spillway and continues for about one-half of a 
mile through alternating low grassy margins, steep shaded banks, and over- 
hanging streamside thieliets. 1Jnlike Honey and Hell creelrs, it is bordered 
by neither swamp nor marsh and has few springs or banlrside seepage areas. 
TIIE MARGINS OF SAYL I,AI<I~: 
Sayl Lalie, about one hundred yards south of the southwest corner of the 
lieserve, is now R marl, or semimarl, lake with about fifty acres of open water 
i ~ ~ l d  extensive margins of marsh or swampy bog. On the north and northeast 
ii wide belt of marsh exhibits a fairly xvell-developed zonatioil from the open 
water of the lalre to the steep woocled hillsides that enclose the basin on 
the north; on the west the marsh zone is a narrow, grass-sedge-sphagn~~in, 
cgraliing mat, immediately beyond which is a definitely acid sphagnum-sumac- 
tamarack swamp or bog; elsewhere, a wide marsh zone of reeds and sedges is 
bordered by a low woodecl shore, dominated by maple-ash-elm, with a consid- 
erable understory of swamp shrubs, including many poison sumacs. 
The lake itself is definitely basic, with a p H  of 7.9 to 8.3; most of the 
marsh has a p H  of 7.6 to 7.2, with incrustations of marl on sollle of the stems 
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of the inner-zone herbage. These were the only marshes in the entire region 
in which there were luxuriant growths of s~veet flag (Acorzcs calamus). 
KALMBACII 'S GlZAVEGPIT WOODS'' 
This station, nearly three miles south-southwest from the Reserve, was 
iiiclnded as an excellei~t example of cold, swampy, hillside woods. Here, 
about halfway down the northern slope of a high moraine hill, a large spring 
and a wide area of diffuse seepage marks the upper edge of a densely shaded, 
boqgy swamp that extends some hundred yards to the bottom of the hill. At  
the upper margin a ranlr, shaded growth of touch-nie-not, ferns, skunk cab- 
bage, Xagittaria, and water arum covers a morass of saturated, almost semi- 
suspended black silt and muck into which at  many points, one may sinlr thigh- 
deep. Below this zone a series of small rills descends the hill i11 often braided, 
diffuse channels that are separated by wide areas of firmer, black, rich soil. 
The larger tree growth is dominated by elms, basswood (Tilia americana), 
red oak (1Jzcerczcs rz~bra), and ash, with occasional large specimens of but- 
ternut and of walnut (Jzcglans cinerea and nigra) ; beneath the dense under- 
story includes flowering and alternate-leafed dogwoods (Cornzu fEom'da and 
alternifolia), blue beech, and tall, almost treelike, poisoil sumacs. The her- 
bage is rich in species; aniong the more characteristic are Clitonia (Clitonia 
borealis), wake-robin (Tr.iLlizem sp.), Solomon's-seal (Polygonatunz bi- 
fEorzr m) , spikenard (Aralia raccnzosa) , wild sarsaparilla (Aralia nudicaulis) , 
white baneberry (Actea alba) , richweed (Collonsonia ca?tadensis) , and 
maidenhair fern (Adiantz~m redatzcnz) . 
The spring and seepage waters have a temperature of 48" to 50" Fahren- 
heit throughout the summer anti a pI-I of 7.5. Other samples of water and 
silt collected a t  random throughout the swamp and along the rill courses 
varied in pII from 7.1 to 7.7. 
Any attempt to classify the areas described above under a limited number 
of habitats involves two important considerations: (1) that they have dis- 
cernible differences in their crane-fly faunas and (2) that recognizable and 
repeated examples of such complexes of segetation, topography, and drain- 
age are typical of the region. Actually, no two woods, marshes, bogs, or 
streams are precisely alike ; but, except for the cold, hillside, seepage swamp of 
ICalnibaeh's woods, all the kinds of habitats listed below may be seen within 
a few miles' drive along any of the country roads of souther11 Livingston 
or northern Washtenaw counties; and Kalmbach's woods is not unique, 
9 This wood is situated in Lyndon Township, Washenaw County, about one lnilc south- 
southeast of Unadilla. It is designstcd as  "Prospect Hill" on the map of the Stoek- 
bridge Quadrangle, but this name has been also applicd to several similar hills in this 
region. 
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although such habitats are much rarer i11 this region than along the valley 
slopes of the larger sti-eanzs. 
Eleven types of crane-fly habitats are recognized for the Reserve and its 
vicinity, and each of these heads a columiz in  the tabular summary of habitat 
distribution that follows : 
I. Oalt-hiclrory woods. 
11. Oak-hicltory ecotones. "The low oak-hickory margins" are 
ecotoiies with marsh, swamp, and bog, but chiefly with the 
first two. All are characterized by rather limited extents 
of truly nzesic coi~ditions, domiilated by hardwoods. 
111. Flood-plain woods. These inclucle the true flood-plain woods 
along parts of Hell Creelr and the woods practically indis- 
tiiigilishable from them along the southern half of the south- 
west swainp ancl along parts of the south shore of Sayl Lake. 
IV. Birch-maple-elm swamp. Most of the data were obtained 
from the birch-maple-elm swamp on the Reserve, but these 
\yere well checlred against data from a closely similar swamp 
between Sayl and Pattersoil lakes. 
V. Tamarack-sumac swamp. 
VI. Cold-seepage swamp. Icalmbach's gravel pit woods. 
VII .  Sphagnum-Cassandra bogs. Data upon sphagnum-Cassandra 
bogs were obtained in the "big Cassandra" and "Buck Hol- 
low," but were checked against the data from collecting in  a 
very similar bog in Oalclaiid County. 
VIII.  Shrub-sedge marshes. Shrub-sedge and cattail marshes of 
nonseepage areas. Records from the cattail marshes are 
differentiated in  the Annotated List. 
IX.  Grass-sedge-fern marshes. The marshes of nonseepage areas, 
including the lake margins. 
X. Seepage marshes. Nearly always with varions combinations, 
but hardly ever zones, of grass-sedge-fern, shrubs, and cat- 
tails; and always characterized by a definite though sluggish 
flow of marsh water. 
XI .  Broolrs, creeks, and rills. These include only such rills as 
have definite, nonmarshy water courses. The distinction 
between these streams and the marshy or swampy situations 
that were often associated with then1 was not easy to malre, 
but insofar as possible the correlation of any species with a 
stream is independent of any assignment to the bordering 
marshes. 
A ilumber of species that are not aquatic still had a con- 
sistent tendency to be confined to the immediate vicinity of 
TABLE I1 
HABITAT DISTRIBUTION 
First letter, Abundance : A-abundant ; C c o m m o n  ; N-numerous ; R r a r e .  
Second letter, Frequence : W-widespread ; G-general ; G l o c a l  ; V-very local, 
Third letter, S-adults spread into habitat; B-breeds here; ?-probably breeds here. 
Principal habitat in italic; ( )-not aquatic; *-vicinity not within Reserve. 
Species 
1. B. clavipes .............................. 
2. P. rufocincta .......................... 
3. A. marginatus ............................ 
4. IT. fernuldi .......................... 
5. T .  saltator ............................... 
6. D. dorsalis .................................. 
7. D. obscura .................................. 
8. D. sayi ........................................... 
9. D. similis .................................... 
10. D. subalbipes ....................... 
11. D. walleyi ................................. 
12. D. species? ................................. 
13. P. fuscipennis ........................ 
14. i i .  breviorcornis ..................... 
15. N .  ez~cera .................................... 
16. N. ezt ceroides .................... 
17. N. f erruginea ......................... .
18. N. gracilicornis ....................... 
19. N.  incurva ............................... 
20. N .  polymera ............................ 
21. N. punctum ................................. 
22. N. sodalis ............................... 
23. N. tenuis .- ................................... 
24. N. virescens ................................ 
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T A B L E  I1 (Cont .)  
Species 
.......................... 26. T .  angulata 
27. T .  bicornis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
28. T.borealis .......................... 
29. T. caloptera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
30. T .  Cayuga* ............................... 
31. T .  cunctans .............................. 
32. T . d e j e c t a  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
33. T .  dickinsoni ............................. 
34. T .  dis juncfa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
35. T .  dorsirr~acula ................. 
3 6 . T . d z ~ p l e z  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
37. T .  elzcta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
38. T.fiaz;oz~mbrosa .................. 
39 .T . t r ip lesgrp . -B  .............. 
40. T .  fraterna .............................. 
41. 2'. fziliginosa ........................ 
42. T .  furca .......................... ...... 
43. T.georgiana ...................... 
44. T.  grata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
45. T .  hermannia ........................ 
46. T .  hirsxta .............................. 
47. T .  illinoiensis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
48. T .  kennicotti ....................... 
49. T .  latipennis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
50. T.longiventris  ....................... 
51. T .  mega7~ra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.......................... 52. T .  monticola 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  53. T.parshleyi  
54. T . s a y i  
55. T .  serta 
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58. l'. sulphurea ........................... 
67. T. unimaculata ...................... NL B 
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TABLE I1 (Cont . )  
Species 
81. L solatarla 
82. L. trzocellata 
83. L. trzstzgma 
84. L. ( L . )  species 
85. L. ( D . )  argus 
86. L. ( D . )  aclzrondncenszs 
87. L .  ( D . )  dtvzsa 
88. L. ( D . )  glan7zator 
89. L .  ( D . )  haeretzca 
90. L. ( D . )  humzdzcola 
91. L. ( D . )  zn~modesta 
92. L. ( D . )  nowe?zszs 
93. L. ( D . )  lzberta 
94. L. ( D . )  longnpennis 
95. L. ( D . )  nycteris  
96. L. ( D . )  pudzca 
97. L. ( D . )  rostr t fera 
98. L. ( D . )  species 
99. L. ( 8 . )  whartonz 
100. L. ( R . )  fidelns 
101. L. ( R . )  maculata 
102. L. ( G . )  "sp. A" 
103. L. ( G . )  ((sp. B" 
104. L. ( G . )  dzstancta* 
105. L. ( G . )  rostrata 
106. H .  fiawzpes 
107. H .  maznensts 
108. D. germana 
109. D. septemtrionzs* 
110. U. elegans 
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streams. As f a r  as is known in the larval stage these 
species utilize the consistently moist soil of the banlrs and 
margins. Such species are indicated by parentheses ( ) 
in column XI of Table 11. 
Althougli the habitat distribution shown by the crane flies of the George 
Reserve is in  general agreement with habitat records for the same species 
from other regions, there are not a few apparent discrepancies. Some of 
these are probably caused by the clifferences in  terminology, particularly in 
the definition of such terms as swamp, marsh, and bog; and some may be 
accounted for by generalizations that have been based upon too few data or  
upon chance capture of specimens when the crane flies are spreading widely 
into adjacent habitats. I n  the main, however, 1 believe that most of the ap- 
parent discrepancies are caused by local peculiarities or juxtapositioi~s iiz 
many of the habitats of a specific region. 
Perhaps the most surprising discxrrpancy of habitat distribution on the 
Reserve is that a number of snpposedly sphagnum-bog species were here f a r  
more typical of the circ~~mneutral  or slightly basic marshes than they were 
of the very acid sphagnum-Cassandra bogs. I n  the case of Tipzcla dickin- 
soni, Limnophila fasczolata, L. poetica, Erioptera uliginosa, E. villosa, aiid a 
few other species, Reserve recorcls show that supposedly bog-inhabiting 
species were absent or but very poorly represented in  the bogs aiid were wide- 
spread and cominon to very abundant i11 the marshes. Perhaps the bogs 
are here too acid, as they have a pH more or less uniformly between 4 and 4.5, 
for two of the above species, Linznophila poetica and Erioptera villosa, were 
frequent and common in the moderately acid tamaracks and birch-maple-elm 
where there was a large quantity of sphagnum. Other typical sphagnurn- 
bog species, Limnoplzila lnricicola and L. adz~s ta ,  however, were practically 
confined to the bogs of the Reserve; and Limonia rostri fera and other 
species were found typically, if not chiefly, in  this habitat. 
Several of the most typical, abundant, and conspicuous adults of the 
local oak-hickory woods are dependelit on the almost invariable proximity 
of marshes and swamps to the oak-hickory woods of this region for their 
immature-stage existence, and in other regions are nearly or wholly absent 
from oak-hiclrory woods or their equivalent. Again, the rather common 
occurrence of Bzttaconzorpha c1al;ipes along the cold, shaded rills of Kalm- 
bach's woods, and the total absence of the regional and much more typical 
Bittaconzorphella jonesi is noteworthy, and the comparative abundance of 
such supposedly rare species as Pkalacroccra ncoxena, l l r i o g ~ n a  excz~lpatata,  
Limnophila subienuicornis, Limonia whartoni ,  Heliz/s mainensis, and Pilaria 
osborni is in  marlred contrast to the relatively or actually rare occurrence of 
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such species as Linzonia liberta and Limnopl~i la  macrocera, which are clearly 
regional and which previous experience led ille to expect i11 huge numbers 
in the seepage marshes of this reg' 0 ron. 
Three years of iiiteiisive collecting and inuch additional recoililaissance 
collecting in this region have failed to discover a number of species that are 
well represented froin other collecting stations within a radius of thirty- 
five miles of the Reserve (Owosso, Corunna, and the Shia~vassee River in 
Shiawassee County, oil the north; near Milford, aiid other localities, in Oalr- 
land County, on the east ; nuinei.ous localities abont Ann Arbor and along the 
EIuron River, Washtenaw County, and about Aclrian, Devil's Lalre, and the 
River Raisin in Lenawee County, oil the south; and tlie collections of Dr. 
Sabroslcy in the vicinity of East Lansing, in Ingham County, on the west). 
Amoilg the species that forin a fairly conspicuous element in the fauna 
of two or rnore of these surrounding areas but are absent from the Reserve 
are several that are associated with larger, or more gravelly, streams and are 
probably excluded from the present region by the l~rolonged flood stages to 
which Hell and Lower Honey creelrs are subjected; among these are Tipula 
cowcava, Cryptolabis parudoxa, and Hexatonza longicornis. Another appar- 
ently absent group of species is essentially a sand-banlc or sand-bar fauna, 
which also is probably excluded by the gencrally iiluddy or silty character of 
the larger local streams and by the long flood periods of such streams- 
Eri0pter.a (L.) indiu~zesis, Gono??zyia cognutella, G. sacandaga, and probably 
G. ?zovaboracensis, G. alexanderi, aild G. matheso?ti. 
Another group, well represented in the various cold, shaded, boggy 
ravines of the south slopes of the Huron River Valley near Ann Arbor, 
appeared to be entirely absent Prom the only similar habitat in the vicinity 
of the Reserve, the marlredly isolated, cold, boggy, l~illside ~vootls and shaded 
rills of IZalmbachls woocls-Bittaconzorphella ,jonesi, Tipula oropezoides, T .  
collaris, and T.  nobilis, L in~on ia  parietina, L. ( D . )  spinifer,  Dicranota (22.) 
forceps, D. (R. )  tenwipes, Adclphomyia nzinuta, and Orncosia innocens 
(though the absence of this last species may have beell caused by my missing 
its early and late flight periods). 
Tlie absence of any representative of Tanyptep-a or Ctenophora may be 
traced, perhaps, to the scarcity of well-developed inesic harcl\voods (both of 
these are but moderately frequent elsewhere in Michigan aiid niay have 
been missed because of their early flight period), but I am a t  a loss to 
account for tlie absence of' such usually eonlinoil species as Ncplzl-oioma 
lugens, N .  naacrocel-a, and Linzonia ( D . )  sphag?~icola. The almost total 
absence of Antocha (a  single Antocha sp.? female was taken at  light on the 
Reserve) is also not understood, for both obtusa and saxicola are common 
about small broolrs and creelrs, not unlilre parts of I-Iell, Honey, and Unadilla 
creelrs, along the Huron River Valley. 
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Finally, it sl~ould be noted that the fauna of the Reserve is like that of 
other parts of southeastern Miczhigaii in  lacking a large nnmber of the more 
southeril forms that are found in southwestern Michigan. Anlong these are 
Tipula perlo?zgipcs, Linzorzitc (L.) rara, L. (R.) donzestica, L. (R.) brynnti, 
Epipl~ragma solatriz, and Telcc;~olaDis con~plexu. 
RELATIONSHIPS O F  T H E  CRANE-FLY FAUNA W I T H  T H E  
OTRErL MEMBERS OF' TI IE  BIOTA 
T l ~ e  crane flies are ~ ~ s n a l l y  regarded as a definitely minor group, neglected 
by the general collector and ignored in nearly all ecological surveys. On 
the Reserve, a t  least, their dismissal as cluautitatively negligible would not 
be justified. The largest wild animal on the Reserve is the white-tailed 
deer, Odocotlezcs virginimzxs, ancl in  1936-38, tlie cleer population was near 
the normal carrying power for this area, varying from one to two a i d  
olic-half deer for each twenty acres, as estir~~ated by a careful winter census. 
Ant1 yet conservative estimates (based upon the nunlber of crane-fly larvae 
per clllaclrat, their average weight, and the acreage of suitable habitats within 
the Reserve, ancl checlied by count5 of the ilumbcr of adults in unit  areas) 
indicate that the total poundage of crane flies living oil the Reserve can 
hardly be less, ancl may well be much greater, than that of the deer. 
What role this huge total of crane-fly protoplasm plays in the natural 
economy of this area is almost ~v l~ol ly  unknown. Actual quantitative data 
are almost nil, and the following is little rnore than speculation, based upon a 
long series of actual but random ancl sporadic observations. Breeding-cage 
experiments and intestinal smears from hundreds of wild larvae indicate that 
by Tar the majority 01 the local species, including most of those represented 
by tremendous i~un~be r s  of individuals, are herbivorous in  the broad sense 
of that term, feecling upoil algae, mosses, liverworts, the mycelia of a huge 
variety of fungi, and various parts of higher plants, or upon dead tissues and 
detritus from these sources. The great majority of the Tipulini larvae feed 
upon the rootlets and ~~nt lerground stems of grasses and other herbage, as 
well as upon the leaf iiioltl and its fmlgns and alga flora. A large proportion 
of the inhabitants of mud and semis~lspended silt, including nearly all of the 
Eriopterini ancl Psezcdolimnopliila, depend largely upon the inicroscopic 
flora ancl detritus of this situation for food; and except for Pilaria and 
Linz?zophila, nearly all of the huge crane-fly population of the marshes 
feeds either upon algae, mosses, aiicl liverworts, or upon the detritus from 
these and higher plants. Some half dozen genera (Aclelphonzyia, Pedicia, 
Dicranota, Pilaria, IIezatoma, and a t  least the great majority of Limnophila) 
are carnivorous, living largely upon other insect larvae, small annelids, ant1 
other lilte-sized aquatic of selniaq~~utic animals. Among these carnivorous 
forms, two species (Limnopltila poetica and Pilaria recondita) have popula- 
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tions on the IZeserve that are probably not much less than a million indi- 
viduals each, and several other species from this group are represented by 
probably tens of thousands of individuals. 
Numerous observations suggest that both immature-stage and adult 
crane flies provide a considerable or even a staple item in the diets of some 
of the sinaller mammals, of numerous marsh and woodland birds, of the 
frogs and salamanders, and of many predacious arthropods. Vireos and 
warblers and a t  least two individual ovenbirds were frequently seen catch- 
ing the abundant adult crane flies of the oak-hickory, or returning to their 
nestlings with several crane flies i11 their beaks a t  one time. Twice while 
watching the flight of a large Tipula  that had flushed ahead of my net, an 
unidentified bird, possibly a catbird, darted down from an overhead 
perch to snap the crane fly from the a i r ;  and on several occasions I have 
seen one of the sparrows capture a slowly flying Pcdicia ,inconstans above 
one of the marsh rill courses. Both woodcock and grouse were repeatedly 
flushed from the margins of the marshes, where the larvae of Prionoccra and 
Psezcdolimnophila were abundant, and, so far  as I could discover, the com- 
monest food organism present. These same marshes are visited in the spring 
by large numbers of sandpipers and plover which appear to fi11d them a 
profitable feeding place. 
Possibly because they are the least disturbed by a human observer, most 
of the organisms that have been actually seen feeding upon the crane flies 
are the dragonflies, damsel flies, spiders, robber flies, and dolichopodids. 01 
these the dragonflies, large robber flies and spiders capture the largest Tipu- 
las as well as the smaller Limonini; damsel flies, smaller robber flies, and 
Bittacau apparently confine their attacks to medium- and small-sized species, 
with Pseudolam.nophiLa noveboraccnsa.v near the upper size limit for damsel 
flies and Bitiaczcs. A few instances of ants feeding upon pupae and emerg- 
ing adults were noted on the Reserve, but the toll taken by ants appeared 
to be markedly less than i t  is farther south-in Florida, Tennessee, or even 
southern Indiana. 
I n  the oak-hickory and in much of the flood-plain woods, where crane- 
fly larvae are an important element of the macroscopic soil fauna, they 
appear to perform a role very like that of earthworms in the grasslands. 
They aid in converting the leafmold into humus, not only by ingesting large 
quantities of dead leaves and distributing a huge aggregate of excreta, 
but because their burrowing helps to aerate sodden leaf mats and to dis- 
tribute the spores of leafmold fungi. Similarly, the very large population 
of Epiphragma fascipcnnis probably makes this species of considerable im- 
portance in returning sodden limbs and twigs to the soil, both by reason of 
the relatively large amounts of solid material ingested by the larvae and 
because of the aeration of the waterlogged wood by their burrows. 
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The effect of the huge population of alga- and moss-devouring larvae on 
the natural econoniy of the mai-shes is probably equally great. The volume 
and weight of plant protoplasni and detritus that is turned into frass and 
fine organic debris is certainly large; and, judging from a few random 
inicroscopic examinations, the feeding habits of these larvae may well affect 
the taxonomic make-up and even the succession of the alga and moss flora. 
Almost invariably the minute trails made by the feeding larvae along the 
strands of filamentous green algae or over the leafy stems of the mosses are 
marlred by invasions of blue-green algae, and there is a marked increase in 
the number of diatoms wherever the brownish sludge of decomposing frass 
is well developed. 
The apparently low incidence of insect parasitization in the crane flies 
may be largely due to lack of clata, but I found only four instances of para- 
sitization in the thousands of crane flies froin the Reserve that were euam- 
ined as larvae, pupae, or adults. I n  each instance-that of one pupa and 
those of three adults-the crane flies were female Tiy~llines (one each of T. 
megazcra and 2'. flavotcmbrosa, and t~vo Nephrotonza [crrz~ginea) ,  and the 
parasite was a six-millimeter-long larva of some tachinid fly. These larvae 
were placed in vials with nioist friable soil ancl leafmold, but all of them 
failed to complete their development. External parasites in the form of 
small red mites were rather common, aiid an occasional Psez~doli~nnophila 
or Gonomyia subcinerea had sucli a heavy infestation as to appear red or 
reddish. Such indivicluals were definitely shriveled or shrunken, and I 
believe it doubtful that they could carry on normal reproduction. I have 
several times watched the emergence of Pseudolimnophila lwteipennis and 
Tipula  tricolor, when the protruding but unopened pupal case had several 
mites upon i t ;  and these attached themselves to the soft tissues of the adult 
as the latter emerged from the pupal skin. 
ANNOTATED LIST 
PTYCHOPTERIDAE 
1. Bit tacomorpl~a clavipes (Fabricius) 
1936-38 ; continuously on the wing from May 10 to September 30. Pop- 
ulation pealrs are in May, late June to early July, and mid-August; there 
are ~ ~ s u a l l y  three, sometimes two, generations a year in this region, depend- 
ing upon the habitat. 
Common to abundant about permanent seepage areas and silty rills, 
whether cleeply shaded or with open-marsh vegetation. Occasional but less 
characteristic i11 the vicinity of stagnant but permanent swariip and marsh 
pools. Active throughout the day in partly or wholly shaded situations; 
apparently inactive from late duslr to dawn, hanging from stems and leaf 
margins within the tall herb and shrub stratum of habitat. 
Larvae common in inch-deep pools and in margins of small braided rills, 
where semisuspeiided particles of detritus accamulate; not fonnd, although 
probably present, in shallow pools ol stagliant swamp, marsh, and cattails. 
2. Ptychoptera rufocincta 0. S.  
1936-38; May 18-September 3. Never abunclant, rarely common, but 
recorded for every wcelr between the dates given. 
Almost wholly confincd to the vicinity of seepage areas, spring rills, and 
silty brooks of relatively open, marshy situations. A single record from a 
deeply shaded situation. Apparently wholly diurnal. 
Larvae from silty, slightly submerged, cress-grow11 bars and banks of a 
moderately basic, spring-fed brook. (I  have talren larvae of this species in 
Florida from a sphagnum-choked pool that had a pH of 4.0.) 
ANISOPIDAE 
3. Awisopus marginatus (Xay) 
1937; May 15 and 20. Nine specimens swept from the still nnleafed 
twigs of trees at  the edge of a brook and a t  the edge of a marsh. 
4. Trichocera f ernaldi Alexander 
1937-38; October 25-31. Three separate collections talren from the 
Reserve by Messrs. Camburn and Cantrall. 
5. Trichocera saltator (Harris) 
1936-38; October 7-28. Taken in numbers from the Reserve and its 
vicinity by Messrs. Camburn and Cantrall. 
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TIPULIDAE 
TIPULINAE 
6. Dolichopexn (0.) dorsalis (Johnson) 
1936-38 ; June G c J u l y  14 ancl A u g ~ ~ s t  11-30. Tnro well-marked and dis- 
tinct generations each summer. 
Comnion in shrub and shrub-sedge niarslies and near the shrub-bordered 
margins of the sedge-fern-grass marshes. Numerous but local o r  very local 
in a variety 01 other shaded wet situations : tamaraclr-sumac swamps, birch- 
maple swamps, and shaded seepage areas. 
The larvae live in daiiip or wet iiiosses that partially cover the inarsh 
hummocks ; probably also in liverworts and algae in this same situation. 
7 .  Dolicho2~ezn (0.)  obsczr,ra (Johnson) 
1936-38; cJu~le 11-July 9 aiicl August 11-13, with a single record for 
July 31. T~vo well-marked generations each summer. 
Numerons to occasionally common in the niost densely shaded birch- 
maple-elm aiid tamarack-sumac swamps. Numerous but very local in oalr- 
hickory woocls, where they were occasionally taken froni the dark interior 
of a hollow stlulnp or log. This species is strilringly negatively phototrophic 
and also often occurs in large aggregations, usually with the members in 
slight physical contact with one another. Migrations from the hollow logs 
of the oak-hicliorq- take place after dark, and apparently the flights back to 
the hollow logs take place before daylight. Several hollow logs in the oali- 
hickory were inhabited each clay for a week or more at  a time, but were 
usnally empty when examined between 9 :  30 and 11 : 30 P.M. 
The larvae live in rather dry luxuriant mats of mosses, on dead logs, and 
on root-bonnd elevations of low woods and swamps. 
8. Dolichope,ya (0.) sayi  (Johnson) 
1936-38 ; May 1-July 7 ant1 Jlily 28-September 3. Two well-defined 
generations each year. 
The most abundant member of its gp i l~s ;  common to abundant in the 
grass-fern-seclge and shrub-sedge marshes and but slightly less coninion in 
the birch-maple-elm swamp and the lower flood-plain woods. Numerous in 
the tamaraclr-snmac, in the leatherleaf bogs, and in seepage areas. Prob- 
ably the least negatively phototrophic species of the genus; but rarely ven- 
tures above the tall herbage in its marsh habitat. Easily flushed and often 
spontaneously on the wing in the daytime in well-shaded swamps. 
Larvae were taken from very wet carpet films of mosses on the saturated 
floor of a marsh. 
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9. Dolichopexa (0.)  sinzil.is (Johnson) 
1936-38; June 14-22. Only about twenty specimens taken in the three 
years. 1 believe, on the basis of 1931 collections about Ann Arbor, that the 
Livingston Cotznty records represent the latter part of a late-May and early- 
June flight period. An August generation was sought without success. 
A11 twenty specimens, comprising six separate records, are from the 
deeply shaded birch-maple-elm swamp or from its margin with a tamarack- 
sumac swamp. 
10. Dolichopexa (0.)  szcbalbipes (Johnson) 
1936-38 ; June 11-July 14 and Angust 14-28. Two well-defined genera- 
tions each year. 
Nearly all specimens were from the birch-maple-elm or tamaraclr-sumac 
swamps, where the species was common to abundant in June but rare in 
Augnst. Two records for the flood-plain woods and one for the oak-hiclrory, 
wliere a single specimen was talcen from a hollow log in  company with some 
twenty or thirty specimens of D. obscura. 
11. Dolichopexa (0.)  walleyi (Alexander) 
1936-38; May 28-July 9, with a few records for mid-August in 1938. I 
also have a mid-August record for Washtenaw County, Michigan (1931), 
but I believe that generally there is oilly a single generation a year in this 
region. 
Nnmerous or occasionally common in the lower flood-plain woods, birch- 
maple-elm and tamaraclr-sumac swamps, and along shaded stream banks; 
not taken in the marshes where the closely allied D. sayi is common, although 
the habitats of the two species overlap to some extent in the swamps. 
Larvae were not found in Michigan, but in Florida they have been taken 
from a luxarialit coat of wet mosses growing on sodden wood on the satu- 
rated soil of a shaded seepage area. 
12. Dolichopexa (0.) sp. (near subalbipes Johns.) 
1936-38; June 11-21, July 16-26 and August 15-22. This species is 
very like su6albipes from which it differs in the details of the male genitalia. 
I t  also appears to have a somewhat different habitat correlation. I t  was 
taken in small numbers, or as single individuals, from the grass-sedge-fern 
marshes, sphagnum-Cassandra bogs, and sphagnum-grown areas in the 
sumac-tamarack swamps. Never taken with subulbipes and absent from the 
fern-grown birch-maple-elm swamp, where subalbipes was most frequent. 
13. Prionocera fuscipeuznis (Loew) 
1936-39; April 15-September 30. There is some indication of three 
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peaks in the population of this abundant species, but only in early August 
was there a pereeptible valley in the population graphs. 
Abundant in all perinanent marshes in May and June, and in dense 
seepage-area marshes throughout all of the summer except early August. 
Common to nnmerous in the perniaiient nonseepage marshes in July and in 
late August. Soineu~llat more common and generally distributed in and 
about the margins of cattail marshes than in sedge-shrub or grass-sedge-fern 
marshes. Only an occasior~al specimen froin swailip or deeply shaded seep- 
age areas. 
Larvae in the sodden, partially or wholly submerged plant detritus of 
the marshes and seepage areas; especially cf~aracteristic of the stem-froad- 
leaf-filled "channels7' of hummock marshes and the similar vcgetation- 
choked pools in braided rills of tlie seepage marshes. I n  mid-May the chan- 
nels of Fishhook marsh, a typical grass-sedge-fern formation, yielded twelve 
to fifteen larvae per square meter of channel surface. 
14. Neplzrotonta breviorcorais (Doane)  
1936-38; June 12-27 and July 21-August 26. Two clear-cut genera- 
tions a year. 
Nearly all records are for open or partially shaded grassy stream banks 
and their vicinities. A few specimcns froin a partly cleared flood-plain 
woods, where the herbage was nettles rather than grasses. 
The immature stages are unknown, but a female was observed oviposit- 
ing into wet soil a t  the edge of a grass clump, some six inches from the 
margin of a broolc. This took place about three hours before sunset in a 
partially shaded situation. 
15. Nepkrotowza eucera (Loew) 
1936-38 ; June 8-30. One generation a year. 
Numerous, in one instance common, i11 a low flood-plain woods; a few 
specimens from a low wooded hillside above a hardwood swamp. Usually 
associated with such tall luxuriant herbage as wood nettles, richweed, and 
touch-me-not. 
The immature stages are unknown, but are almost certainly spent in wet 
to damp rich soil. 
16.  Nephrotorna euceroides Alexander 
1936,1938 ; June 13-27. Nunierous in the same situations as euceru  and 
twice taken from the sainc situation at  the same time. I could not detect 
any habitat differelices and could not separate the two species with certainty, 
except with a fairly high-powered lens. There are good genitalia1 differ- 
ences between the Inales of ctccpra and cziccroicles; much more constant and 
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reliable than those shown by the somewhat variable anteilnal segments. 
Nevertheless, i t  is not impossible that euceroides is merely a genetic variant 
of emera. 
17. Nephrotorna ferr.zcgiaea (Fabricius) 
1936-39; May 22-July 8, and Aagust 8-Septeniber 3. Two distinct 
generations a year. 
Numerous to common, but rarely abundant on the Reserve. Abundaiit 
in near-by alfalfa fields and in a well-watered bluegrass lawn. I believe that 
this species attains its greatest abundance in cultivated crops and pastures. 
On the Reserve i t  was taken in some numbers from about the marshes aiid, 
less frequently, from wet wooded situations. It was rare to absent in the 
old uncultivated fields, except for one area about a spring, but was rather 
common in the vicinity of streams. Apparently spreads widely fro111 imina- 
ture stage habitat. 
The larvae live in nioist friable soils and are often exceedingly abundant 
in cultivated areas. 
18. Ncphrotoma gracilicorais (Loew) 
1936-38 ; July 6-August 18. A single generation a year. 
Conimon to abundant along noninarshy banks of brooks and creelts, and 
in the lower parts of flood-plain and lake-margin woods. Taken in peatest 
numbers each year from a partially cleared flood-plain woods, where there 
was a luxuriant growth of flood-plain herbage. Rare in deeply shaded 
situations. 
Immature stages unknown, but probably in wet to moist soil. 
19. Nepl~rotoma i+zczcrva (Loew) 
1936-38 ; June 2-July 14. Apparently a single generation a year. No 
signs could be found of a second, August, generation, such as is well mal-ked 
in southern Indiana and in the Carolinas. 
Rare to nunierous along streams and in flood-plain woods. A few indi- 
viduals from the shrub-sedge marshes and thcir bordering thickets aiid 
swamp margins. 
20. Neplzroloma plo1yrnef.a (Loew) 
1936-37; June 1429.  A single generation a year. 
Apparently very local and with an unusually short flight period. On 
one occasion abundant in a marshy meadow along Honey Creelr; on two 
occasions common in lomi flood-plain forests ; a few single records for lake- 
inargin woods and slopes. 
Immature stages unknown. 
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21. N e p 7 ~ r o t o ? ~ z a  punctzcm (Loew) 
1936-38; May 30-July 30. Probably a single generation a year, the 
long seasoil correlated with local differences in  habitats. 
Locally abundant in  the inargins of grass-sedge-fern marshes, froill which 
it spreads into the grassy slopes above. Twice, on the occasion of eniergence 
in  large numbers, teneral and partially hardened adults were coinnion among 
the cinquefoil and spiraea bushes a t  the edge of FishhooB marsh, with fully 
hardened adults coa~iilon to abnndant on the grassy briar-grown slope above. 
None was ever talcen from well withill a marsh. The slinlbby margins or 
the slopes above nearly all grass-sedge-fern and shrub-seclgc marslies yielded 
a t  lcast a few specinlens, and an occasional individual was swept froin the 
herbage of open woods, hui~di~ecls of yards froni the nearest marsh. 
22. iVcph,.olo?,ta sodal is  (Loew) 
1936-38; May 27-Jluie 23, and Ailgust 8-September 3, with a single, 
rather frayed female wcortled for Jn ly  11. TITO clear-cut generations a 
year. 
Rare on thc Reserve, where it was occasionally taken in  Julie from the 
borders of a marsh and the "flood-plain" moods of the southwest swamp; 
cominon in  June, ancl ab~~iidai l t  in Angust, aloi~g grassy banks and shore 
lines of broolis ailcl crecks. Characteristic of open or partly cleared situa- 
tions ; less characteristic of wooded flood plains or situations gro~t~11 with talI 
ran$ herbage. The niales souglit for einergiiig females within a few feet 
of the brook margins. 
23. Ncp71 ro  tonzn te~aziis (Loew) 
1936-38; Jlure 4-July 8, and ?July 28-Ang~~st 26. Two generatioils a 
year. 
Rare but rather generally distributed about the borders of marshes and 
in  the more open margins of swamps. No records for deeply shaded sitaa- 
tions and very few lor  completely uiishaded marshes or grasslands. 
24. ~ V c ~ ~ l ~ r o t o ~ r t n  v i resccns  (TAocw) 
1936-38 ; Juiic 1 G J n l y  9. 
Rare; not more t l~ai i  a dozen specinleiis altogether. They were froin the 
vicinity of streams and the wooded margins of the south~vest swamp. 
25. l ' ipula a b d o n ~ i ~ z a l i s  ( S a y )  
1936-38; A u g ~ ~ s t  23-September 10. 
Not taken froin the Rescrre, bnt a total of six adult specimens were talren 
from three brooks aiitl rills ~ ~ i t l i i n  a few iniles of the Reserve boundaries. 
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All from sand-bottom or small pools and riffles. Not talren from the exten- 
sively collected, silt-bottomed Honey Creek. 
The conspicuous larvae were taken i11 early and middle Julie from leaf 
drift of tm7o small, sandy broolrs. They apparently leave the stream for 
pnpation in late June or early July, although emergence does not occur until 
six or eight weelrs later. Scveral rearing-cage records have showli both the 
prepnpal ancl pupal stages to be unnsnally long for a crane fly (at least two or 
three weelrs each). 
26. Tipula  angulata Loew 
1936,1938-39 ; June 2-16. 
A total of some twenty specimens from the low, wet, willow-ash-elm-maple 
(flood-plain) woods of the southwest swamp and from a low shrub-aspen 
thicket a t  the jul~ctui-e of the oak-hickory woods and a shrub-sedge marsh. 
A pupal skin of what seems to be this species ~vas  taken from a wet aspen 
log in the low aspen-shrub thicket. 
27. T ipu la  bicorlzis Forbes 
1936-38 ; June 9-20. 
Not common. Nearly all of the score or more specimens were talren 
from grasslands or open woods near the inargins of the marshes or near, but 
not in, open seepad ~e areas. 
The well-lmown larvae are frequently abundant or even pests in meadows 
and fertile grasslands. Apparently, there is little suitable soil for their 
habitat in the Eeserve, most of i t  being either too well drained or else satu- 
rated or inundated in the spring and early summer. 
28. T ipu la  borca,lis Walker 
1936-38 ; July 2-September 4. One of the most conspicuous and stable 
members of the late sulnmer fauna. 
Abundant in low flood-plain woods, especially i11 the willow-ash-elm zone 
of the southwest swamp. Numerous to common in most other partly or well- 
shaded, permanently moist to wet situations. 
The larvae were not talren, but almost undoubtedly live in saturated soil 
that has a considerable mixture of organic material. 
29. T ipula  caloptera Loew 
1936-38 ; June 10-July 2, and August-September 4. 
Probably two generations a year in the majority of instances, but except 
in early June, no well-marlred peak of abundance. 
Commol~ to abundant along all of the creelrs and broolrs with sandy or 
gravelly bottoms or reaches. Distinctly a stream species, but never talren 
along the exclusively silt-bottomed broolrs. 
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The larvae were taken in large numbers from the dense algal mats of the 
spillways of the dams in two creelrs and in lesser numbers from well-sub- 
merged algal sheaths on hard clay or packed sand areas on the bottoms and 
submerged sides of streams. A few pupal skins were taken from just above 
the water line on near-by sloping or vertical clay banks. The single record 
from within the Reserve was a half-grown larva from an algae-moss mat in 
the short gravelly rill of a hillside spring. 
30. Tipula cayuga Alexander 
1938 ; June 12. 
Although only a single speeiliien was talien in all of the three summers on 
the Reserve, this species is rather common along the permanent, wooded, 
ravine rills about Ann Arbor and along the Huron River a Pew milcs east 
of the Reserve. I n  these situations cayuga and tephrocephala are equally 
common thronghont most of June. On the Reserve, although tcphrocephala 
is able to maintain itself in fair numbers, cayuga is extremely rare. I think 
i t  likely that the Reserve is habitable lor Cayuga in wet seasons or sequences 
of wet seasons, but that i t  cannot survive during dry years so well as does 
tcphrocephala. 
31. Tiparla cunc tans  Say 
1937-38; September 24--October 7. A single generation a year with a 
markedly autumiial flight period. 
All of my records are due to the collecting of Dr. Blair and Dr. Cantrall, 
who swept this species from the margins of the marshes, and from the 
Cassandra bog of Buclr IIollow and toolr several females at  light. 
I have taken the larvae and pupae in huge numbers from acid water- 
logged meadows in the "flats" of southern Indiana and from the muddy, but 
no longer submerged, waterways between hummocks in a sedge marsh in 
Lenawee County, Michigan. 
1931,1937 ; May 2-31. Extremely abundant May 10 to 20, 1937. 
Abundant in and about the borders of all grass-sedge marshes and espe- 
cially in the marshy seepage areas. Common along the grassy margins of 
brooks. 
Larvae (Alexander 1920) have been taken from the black muck of an 
alder swamp. 
33. T i p u l a  d ick inson i  Alexander 
1937; May 17, 19, and 20, but on the last date a large hatch was just 
beginning to emerge on the Itescrve. Probably on the wing until the first 
week of June. 
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All from grass-sedge or grass-scdge-cattail marshes. An occasional spe- 
cimen was taken from thc marshes of the low, cold, seepage valley slopes of 
I-Ioney Creek on May 17 and 19 ; and nearly a hundred males and females, a 
number teneral, were taken from the margins of a grass-sedge-fern marsh 
on the Reserve on May 20. All of the p H  samples from this marsh were 
slightly to definitely basic, although Dickinsoii collected the types of this 
species from a tamarack bog. 
34. Tipula  disjuficta Wallser 
1936-39; May 10-June 15, with a definite peak in about the middle of 
this period. A single, clear-cut generation each year. 
Abundant in all of the oak-hiclcory woods and almost wholly confined to 
such woods. This is probably the most distinctive and characteristic species 
of the oak-hickory woods of the north central states, becoming much less 
commoii with the invasion of beech and maple, and rare or absent in well- 
developed beech-maple woods. General collections, made by sweeping, are 
apt to include a coiisidcrable preponderance of the more active males, which 
flush readily ahead of the collector. A slower and more careful scrutiny 
of the forest floor and the low vernal herbage shows that the dimorphic, 
dark, rather short-winged females are fully as numerous. The latter are 
capable of fairly good flight for a t  least short distaiices, but are more apt 
to run or flutter along the snrface of the gronnd than to fly up above thc low 
shrub stratum. The males come rather freely to light. 
The larvae werc taken in May in the damp but friable sandy loam, just 
beneath the coarser leaf mold. They appeared to be most nuinerous about the 
rootlets of small clumps of sedges and grasses, b ~ l t  some were taken a t  a 
distance of several feet from any herbage. P ~ ~ p a t i o n  appears to occur 
usually a t  the surface of the more compacted leaf mold and loam, often 
beneath thc surface layer of loose leaves, so that the adult has to scramble 
through the loose surface leaves to reach full daylight. Empty pupal skins 
are most readily found by raking away the drier upper leaves of the 
forest Aoor. 
The soil from two half-meter areas was sifted for iinmatures on R'lay 12; 
one yielded one larva and open pupa ; the other, three larvae. 
1931, 1936-37, 1939 ; April 22-May 20. A single generation a year. 
Rare, a t  least during the seasons in which I collected. About a dozen 
specimeiis from the vicinity of grassy hillside, vernal seepage areas, and 
from an open grassy area bordering the southwest swamp. 
The larvae live in moist, friable soils of open woods and grasslands. 
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36. Tipula duplex Walker 
1936-38; July 11-September 4. Apparently a single geileratioil a 
year. The conlparatively long adult season is probably caused by the varied 
range of forest soils inhabited by the immature stages. 
Commoil to abundant in the oalr-hiclrory and floocl-plain woods; nnmer- 
ous in the thickets of the n7ood-marsh inargins ; occasional records from the 
bogs ancl swamps. The aclults appear to range rather widely and to spend 
much of the daytiine in the leaf chxsters of the higher shrubbery and lower 
tree strata. Both males ancl females canze to light in numbers, occasionally 
in copulation. 
The larvae have been talren in Florida anti in Indiana beneath and in 
the leaf mold of the forest floor. 
37. Tipula eluta Loew 
1936-38; May 30-Jnne 22, July 28-September 10, and a single record 
for July 7, 1936. Apparently two generations a year. 
Numerous to common in open grassy or marshy situations such as along 
broolrs and creelrs, about seepage arcas, and in the grass-sedge-fern and 
shrub-sedge marshes. 
I am not at  all certain that ela~la is distinct from T. furca Wallrer, and 
I cannot separate the larvae of the two species. I t  is possible that some of the 
larvae referred to furca pertain to this species. If eluta is distinct, there 
is no reason to suspect that its immature stage habitat differs markedly from 
that of furca, or to doubt that i t  is semiaquatic and may be associated with 
either lotic or senlistagriant conditions. 
35. Tipula jlauou~nbrosa Alexander 
1936-38; June 13-July 4. A single generation a year with a clear- 
cut adult season in June. 
Abundant in the lower parts of the oalr-hiclrory xvoods and in the clrier 
and illore open parts of the flood-plain woods. The adults are conspicuous 
as they flnsh mrell ahead of the net from their resting places 011 the forest 
floor or the low shrubbery and fly for perhaps 15 to 30 yards, usually t o  
alight on the upper leaves of the tallest shrubs or among the lower boughs of 
the forest trees. 
Very teneral aclults were frequently taken from the wet but hardly sod- 
den soil of the ecotone between the southwest oak-hiclrory and the southwest 
swamp, and from the clogmood-aspen zone between the oak-hicliory woods 
and the shrub-sedge nlarsll; ancl large larvae and a pupa of this ( t r ip l ex )  
group, almost surely this species, were found beneath the wet, partially com- 
pacted layer of wet leaves in a low damp part of the oalr-hickory. One rich 
collecting spot was a large patch of May apples (Podophyllunz peltaturn) 
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near the swamp margin of the southwest oak-hickory, where in all three 
Junes a number of males were found buzzing over the ground, apparently 
ill search of emerging females. 
39. T i p u l a  sp. t r ip les  group near flauoumOrosa 
1936-38; June 13-July 2. One clear-cut generation a year. 
Common to numerous in the flood-plain woods and the more mesic parts 
of the oak-hiclcory; occasional to numerous in swamps and marshes and 
along stream banks. Habitat distribution very like that of fEavoz~mbrosa, 
but is characteristic of wetter situations and ranges more freely into the 
uiishaded marshes. 
I am uncertain as to the specific status of this form and, pending the 
fnrther accumulation of material for the revision of the triplex group, prefer 
to leave i t  unnamed. I t  differs from flavoumbrosa in several distinct and 
coilstant details of the male genitalia, is slightly larger in size with longer 
but narrower wings, and has an even brighter orange-yellow, unmarked 
thoracic notum. In  spite of these differences the close similarity of its 
habitat and range to those of flavoz~mbrosa indicate the possibility that i t  
may be merely a genetic variant of that species. This crane fly is common 
throughout the southern half of Michigan and westward to Iowa and the 
Ozarlcs 01 southwestern Missouri. 
40. Tipztla Fraterna Loew 
1936-37; June 14-23. Apparently but a single generation a year in 
Michigan. 
Not taken on the Reserve; but on several occasions this species was 
numerous along two different reaches of I-Ioney Creeli, and it was taken on 
several occasions along Hell Creek. 
The larvae of what appears to be the same species have been taken from 
submerged patches of filamentous algae in sand-bottom broolcs in northern 
Florida. 
41. T i p u l a  fz~I.iginosa ( S a y )  
1936-39; June 8-July 13, with a definite peak in the middle of June 
and only an occasional female after the first week in July. 
Abundant in all of the oak-hicliory woods, a.nd common to numerous in 
the drier parts of the flood-plain woods. The females may be observed in 
late afternoon, and earlier on cloudy days, walking about over the forest 
floor in search of oviposition sites. Several times when the female's prog- 
ress was bloclced by a log or brush pile, she began to oviposit near its edge; 
in one instance she backed down through the accumulated loose leaves until 
she was out of sight to oviposit into the more con~pact layer of mold beneath. 
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Larvae were taken from three different areas of oalc-hiclrory in &lay and 
early June. They were found in the lower leaf mold and upper soil of the 
forest floor aiid appear to be most numerous in areas that have the heaviest 
development of leaf mold. 
The habitat distribution of this species on the Reserve is very lilre that of 
T. disjuncta, which has nearly disappeared by the time that fuliginosa is 
well on the wing. Unlike disjuncta, however, fuliginosa appears to be al- 
most equally characteristic of the beech-maple woods of more mesic regions. 
The habits of the two species are rather similar except that both the males 
and females of fu1igino.s~ are much more arboreal than ai-e those of dis- 
,juncia. The fact that fzrliginosa is more crepuscular than disjuncta in the 
oalc-hickory woods may be the rcsult of a higher evaporation rate in Jniie 
than in May. 
42. Tipzcla furca Walker 
1936-38; May 12-June 16, and August 1-September 4. Apparently 
two rather clear-cut generations a year. 
Common to abundant aloug brook and creelr courses and about the open 
to moderately shaded seepage areas; numerous to comrnon in the margins 
of the grass-sedge-fern and shrub-sedge marshes, but less numerous well 
within such marshes. A few records from the flood-plain woods. 
Larvae are semiaquatic; found beneath the surface of the water, or in 
semisuspended silt and dctrit~ls, in shallow pools and margins ; usually, with 
the spiracular disk in contact with the surface. 
43. Tipula  georgiana Alexander 
1939; June 8. Three males swept by Blair from the rather open woods 
of a hillside which faces northwest. This rather surprising record for Mieh- 
igan is not uniquc; I also have males of this species from Midland County, 
talcen by R. R. Dreisbach on May 29 and 30, 1935. 
I have taken the larvae aiid pupae of this species froin the rather dry, 
sandy clay soil oC au open oalr-hickory woods in the upper piedmont of South 
Carolina. 
44. Tipula  grata Loew 
1936-38 ; June 11-July 22, with a definite maxinium ill the last third of 
June. 
Apparently not common, but occasionally recorded as iiumerous in the 
flood-plain woods of Hell Creek. On the Reserve i t  was numerous in 1936 
in the wooded margin of the southwest swamp, but it was very rare in 1937 
and 1938. 
45. Tipu la  l~erlnannia Alexander 
1936-38; Juiie %-July 2, and July 31-August 19. Two generations a 
year, the adults of the first generation are very rare after June 20. 
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Common only in the deeply shaded, cold, boggy woods a t  Iialmbach's 
gravel pit, but an occasiollal specimen was found at  the lower niargins of the 
oak-hiclrory and in the flood-plain \\7oods of the soulh~vest swamp. 
46. T ipu la  hirsuta Doane 
1936-39; Jane  4-22. A single generation a year with a rather short 
clear-cut adult season. Rare in 1936-37 ; locally colnnion in 1938. 
Numerous to comnioil i11 the inore mesic parts of the oak-hickory. Even 
there i t  had a marlredly spotted distribution, with tm7o five-acre (or smaller) 
areas in much larger extents of woods (southwest oak-hickory and northwest 
oak-hiclrory) prodncing more than half of the sixty-odd specimens that were 
talcen. 
Except for this spottiness of distribution, the habits and habitats of this 
species are precisely like those of the very similar, and much more abundant, 
T. ualida.1° 
47. T ipu la  illi~zoiensis Alexander 
1936, 1939; May 2&June 16. A single generation a year. 
The majority of my records for this form is based on the collections made 
by Blair, Camburn, and Cantrall in the last third of May and the first third 
of June. Nearly all of their specimens were taken by sweeping i11 the lower, 
more mesic woods. 
45. Tipu la  lcennicotti Alexander 
1936-39; May 13-Augnst 18, with indefinite pealrs in mid-May, mid- 
June, and early August. Probably two generations a year without very 
definite seasonal correlations. 
A typical marsh species, aumerous or common in all of the grass-sedge- 
fern marshes, less numerous in the shrub-sedge, and more numerous in 
seepage marshes. 
More crepuscular than T. s ~ ~ l p h u r c a  which occupies much the same range 
of habitats and is much niore difficult to flush or sweep from the dense, tall 
marsh vegetation. I11 late twilight collecting, however, Icennicotti is almost, 
or quite, as numerous as szclplzz~rea. 
49. T ipula  latiperz~zis Loew 
1936-39; June l@-August 5, but rare after midJuly  and with a definite 
maximum from mid-Jnne through the first weelr of July. 
10 The not infrequent existence in the Tipulidae of two closely similar speeics that 
liave identical or very similar geographic mnges and habitats merits further scrutiny. 
2'. ltirsula and T. valida, l'. eluta and T. furca, and several members of the T. triplex group 
are eases in point. Tlle amassing of large series from all parts of thc ranges and breeding 
experiments are needed. One can hardly doubt the distinctness of valida and hirsula, and 
yet I do not bclieve that the possibility of genetic dimorphism within one species is  to bo 
absolutely dismissed. 
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One of the most abundant species of Tipu la  on the Reserve ; in nearly all 
shaded wet situations ancl at  times of maximum ab~~ndance  i t  tends to 
spread for colisiderable distances into the oak-hickory. Most characteristic 
of low flood-plain ~loods, but common in the margins of the birch-maple 
and sumac-tamaracli swamps and the shrub thickets at the n~argins of the 
marshes. 
Larvae and pupae were taken from the almost saturated, blacli organic 
soil of an aspen-dog~vood-maple thicket bordering the southwest swamp. 
This is one of the species that were extremely ab~mdant  in 1936, compara- 
tively rare in 1937, and again abundant in 1938. 
50. Tipula  longiventris Loew 
1936-39; May 22-June 15, the latest male, June 11. 
My own collecting yielded t~vo males and a dozen Pemales, but the late 
May and early June, 1900, collections by Blair and Cantrall sho~v that this 
species is abundant to common during thc first ten days of Julie. Nearly all 
of their specimens were swept or flushed froiii the oalr-liirkory woods, and 
most of the collectioiis from the various areas of oak-hickory yielded this 
species in early June. My own records, Julie 10 to 15, were largely from 
the lower, more mesic margills of the oalc-hiclcory. 
A femalc was disturbed while ovipositing into relatively damp leaf mold 
and soil near the lower edge of an oak-hickory slope. She had some diffi- 
culty in withdrawing lrer ovipositor, or perhaps terminal abdominal 
segments from the soil, (&eased wing inovtmelits briefly after the initial flutter- 
ing, and then flew high into the branches of one of the larger trees. Ap- 
parently, the withdrawing of her ovipositor required the push of her legs 
against the ground and tooli considerable effort, but the whole performance 
was too brief to permit me to be sure of any details. I found the soil punc- 
ture made by her ovipositor but could not find an egg. 
51. T ipu ln  megazcra Doane 
1936-38; June 14--July 11. A single generation a year; the early mid- 
summer adult season clear-cut. 
This is the commonest member of the b ico r~z is  group on the Reserve. 
Locally abundant at  the margins of the shrub-sedge marshes and common 
in 1936 about the recently exposed margins of a spring pond in the open 
grassland. Here numerous individuals emerged from sod that had been 
inundated ten days eaylier. ( In  1937 and 1938 this spring pond did not 
rececle until early August and no nzcgaqlra were talcen there.) Locally 
numerous about the margins of seepage areas, rills, and grassy strcams. T. 
megaura flies rather widely, and males and females are frequently swept 
from herbage and low shrubs well into the oalc-hickory and the more open 
tamaracks. 
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Larvae and pupae were secured in definitely wet to sodden soil, a much 
wetter habitat than any from which I have taken bicorfiis. 
52. Tipula  momticola Alexander 
1937-39; June 5-15. Rare; only seven records in four years. Pos- 
sibly less rare in the tea-day period in late May and early June when col- 
lecting was, unfortunately, a t  a minimum. All from the oak-hickory woods. 
53. T ipu la  parshleyi Alexander 
1936-38; May 30--June 21. One generation a year. The adult season 
well defined. 
Common to numerous in the lower oak-hickory and the more open flood- 
plain woods. Occasionally spreading into the birch-maple-elm swamp from 
the adjoining oak-hickory. 
54. Tipu la  sayi  Alexander 
1936-38; August 19-September 8. A single generation a year with a 
clear-cut late summer adult season. 
Common and rather generally distributed about the margins of marshes. 
Rare within well-inundated areas and commoner about shrub-sedge marshes 
than about grass-sedge-f ern. 
The immature stages are spent in the soil of these areas ; the pupae were 
from rather dry soil that had been wet; the larvae taken from much wetter 
situations. Apparently pupation and emergence is definitely correlated 
with the drying up of formerly inundated areas. Oviposition takes place 
in definitely wet or saturated soil, much wetter and softer than that in which 
pupae have been taken. 
55. Tipu la  serta Loew 
1936-38; May 1 W u n e  15. One generation a year; the adult season 
clear-cut. 
Common in the latter half of May and rather generally distributed in 
wet open areas such as the borders of marshes and especially in the vicinity 
of the vernal seepage spots that are frequent along the lower parts of many 
grassy hillsides in May. 
56. Tipu la  strepems Loew 
1937-39 ; May 20--June 16. Apparently but a single generation a year. 
Very local, but common for a short season each year in the vicinity of 
small seepage rills where lush grasses and a carpet of mosses and algae 
grow. 
Larvae semiaquatic in the moss and algal mats of the rills and trickles. 
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Adults were talren in May, 1939, from along an isolated rill course that had 
appeared dry in the late summcr of 1938. Apparently, the larvae can sur- 
vive such desiccation by aestivating in the damp soil. 
57. Tipula szcbmacz~lata-mallochi ntergrades 
1936-38 ; June l o d u l y  10. One generation a year. 
Common to abundant in the more moist parts of the oak-hiclrory and in 
the drier flood-plain woods; occasionally numerous but rather local in the 
tamarack and hardwoocl swamps and in the ecotones between swamps and 
oak-hiclrory. Occasioiially swept from herbage in unshaded situations. 
Mature larvae were taken below the leaf mold of ail oak-hiclrory and 
flood-plain woods ecotone. (Also taken in similar situations from meso- 
phytic hummoclrs of B1lorida and Georgia.) The younger larvae were 
deeper in the forest soil. 
The local specimens of this form are clearly intcrgrades although they 
range in characters from nearly pure submaczclnta to mid-intergrades or 
even closer to mallochi. It is noteworthy that the intergrading involves 
all characters and all combinations of characters that separate submaculata 
submaculata from suDnaucztlala mallochi: form of inner dististyle, shape 
of horns of tergite IX,  the setae brushes of steriiite VIII,  and color of wings 
and thoracic notum. 
I believe that the some five hundred specimens in the Museum of Zool- 
ogy collections clearly indicate that malloclti and sz~bnzaczclata are good 
subspecies, but have an area of intergradation that is much wider than the 
range of either distinct subspecies. Nearly all from east of the Appalachians 
are s~~bmaczclata,  but most of the specimens from Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, 
Tennessee, Georgia, and Florida vary in intermediateness. Of some seventy 
specimens from the Resei-ve before me, all those take11 before June 19 are 
closer to mallochi ancl all but one talren after June 28 are closer to suhwtact6- 
lata, with a nearly fifty-fifty mixture for the last third of June. 
1936-39; May 20-August 29. Continuously on the wing throughout 
this period with definite peaks in June and early and mid-August. l'rob- 
ably two generations a year with coiisiderable overlapping. 
Abundant in all permanent marshes and restricted to such situations. 
More nearly diurnal tl.tan most of the marsh-inhabiting species; especially 
apt to be dinrnal in the spring. 
Larvae semiaquatic ; talren from shallow semiflowing pools between hum- 
mocks. A pupa was talreii from the film of algae just above the water line 
on the side of a hummock. 
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59. Tipula  tephrocephala Loew 
1936-38 ; May 31-June 24. A single generation a year. 
Locally common to numerous about rills and seepage in partial or dis- 
tinct shade. Rare in open situations. Two males were swept from a bog. 
This species was common for two years in a rill course that becomes dry in 
late summer, but is underlain by permanently wet soil a t  a slight depth. 
No larvae were found Irere, in spite of considerable search, but probably 
they were present. 
60. Tipula  translucida Doane 
1936-38 ; July 12-August 13. A single generation a year, with a clear- 
cut, midsummer adult season. 
Scarce to numerous throughout all oak-hickory woods on the IZeserve and 
spreading in somewliat lesser numbers into the hardwoods and flood-plain 
woods. This species is hard to net because i t  flushes easily and flies high 
into the tree stratum. Often found resting among the leaves of the taller 
shrubs and lower boughs of trees. Apparently more tolerant of moderately 
low humidity than most crane flies. 
The larvae have been talren beneath humus and leaf inolcl of the forest 
floor (Indiana ancl Missouri). 
61. T ipu la  t ~ i c o l o r  Fabricius 
1936-39; May 27-August 30. Adults continuously on the wing 
throughout this season with fairly well-defined pealrs in June and in mid- 
August. Probably two somewhat overlappiilg generations a year. 
Common and generally distributed throughout all marshes, with the 
largest populatioiis in unshaded marshes associated with permanent seepage 
and rills. Almost equally ilumerous along marshy streams. 
Larvae in the semisuspended silt and debris of shallow often stagnant 
pools. Pupae have been taken from situations so wet that the pupae could 
be lifted easily from the semifloating scam, and also from only moderately 
moist soil and detritus at  the margin of a pool. 
62. T ipu la  triplex Walker 
1936-38 ; Jtlne 13--July 5. A single generation a year. 
Rare to numerous, but generally distributed, in the lower parts of oak- 
hiclrory and its ecotones with marsh or swamp. Occasionally numerous in the 
flood-plain woods of the southwest swamp. 
The twenty-seven specimens now before me are not entirely typical of 
triplex as redefined by Alexander. Typical triplex is abundant in northern 
Michigan and common in the more mesic habitats of southern Michigan. 
The Reserve specimens are very close to this typical form in all respects 
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save a somewhat lighter body color and a few small and rather variable 
details of the male genitalia. They may well represent intergrades with the 
next form. 
63. T i p z ~ l a  triplex; group, form C 
1936-38; June 4--July 4, mith a pronounced peak in the second and 
third weeks of June. A single generation a year, with the adult season 
clear-cut. 
Abundant in the more mesic parts and especially in the wetter ecotones 
of the oak-hickory ; common to abundant in the more open flood-plain woods. 
This is one of the more commoii and conspicuons Tipula of midJune. 
I n  late afternoon many males are often in sight at  one time, buzzing about 
over the clamp, rather compressed leaf mold of the lower woods in search of 
emerging females. 
The larvae have been taken in southern Indiana in wet soil beneath leaf 
mold or other forest litter. 
This form is distinct from triplez and from what I believe probably to 
be umbrosa. I t  is very liliely that this form was before Doane when he de- 
scribed inerwis, although it certainly is not the form from which Snodgrass 
(1904: 215-16; PI. 13, Figs. 89-93) described and figured the genitalia of a 
specimen that had been labeled inermis by Doane. Pending a planned re- 
vision of the triplex group and an examination of Doaile's and Loew's types, 
i t  seems best to leave this forrn unnamed. At present, excluding flavoum- 
brosa, perlongipes, and Zr ip le~,  which appear to be definitely placed, I have 
four more or less distii~ct subspecies of this complex, all but one connected 
by intergradation. 
64. Tipzcla tr ivi t tata Say 
1936, 1938-39 ; June 2-16. A single generation a year. 
Rare and local ; a total of about fifteen specimens in four years; all from 
low flood-plain woods of the south~vest swamp or thicket-grown ecotones 
between oak-hicliory and marsh. 
The larvae have been freqnently talten from damp to wet decayed stumps 
and logs by a n ~ ~ m b e r  oP collectors. Possibly i t  is a coincidence, but all of 
my records of im~natnrc stagcs have been from well-rotted stumps, where 
the immatures were beneath partially loosened bark. No larvae or pupae 
were found on the Eeserve, but a pupal skin, referred to this species mith 
a query, was taltcn from a crevice in the bark of the dead part of a fallen 
but coppicing willow in a low thicltet. 
65. Tipula  zcltima Alexander 
1936-38 ; September 3-October 14. A single generation a year, with a 
clear-cut, autumnal adult season. 
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Conimon to abuiidant in and about the shrub-sedge marshes; somewhat 
less common and rather local about other types of marshes. Spreads into 
adjacent grasslands and open xvoods in considerable numbers. 
The larvae have been talren in saturated to semisnspended silt and soil 
at the margins of marsh pools. 
66. Tipula  uuzifasciata (Loew) ? 
1937-38 ; September 23-October 7. A single generation a year. 
Apparently rather rare. The six specimens from the Reserve were all 
talren by Blair and Caiitrall from open, oak-hiclrory-grown slopes. These 
specimens diEer slightly in coloration frorn typical unifasciata, but I have 
typical unifascinta taken in other years from near-by localities, and i t  is 
probable that the Reserve specimens are somewhat teneral. 
67. T ipu la  uaimaculata (Loew) 
1936-38 ; Angust &September 3. A single generation a year. 
Numerous to common in a variety of low, rather dense woods ; numerous 
in the flood-plain woods of the southwest swamp and the wetter but similar 
woods bordering Sayl Lake; almost coinmoil in the dense woods of a cold 
hillside seepage. 
68. T ipu la  valida Locw 
1936-39 ; May 30-June 27. A single generation a year, with a clear-cut 
adult season. 
Abundant in the lower parts of all oak-hiclrory woods and common to 
numerous in nearly all areas of the oak-hiclrory. Common to abundant in 
all but the most dense of the flood-plain woods. This is one of the most char- 
acteristic and conspicuous members of the oalr-hickory crane flies in June. 
A fully grown larva was taken in rich, damp, but friable soil beneath 
leaf mold of a moraine woods in Iowa in 1920. Several nearly full-gro~vii 
larvae, believed to belong to this species, were taken May 16 from the mel- 
low soil of rather low oak-hickory woods on the Reserve but died in the 
culture jar. 
69. Tipula  viciuza Dictz 
1936-37 ; May 18-June 20. A single generation a year. 
Rare; but once, May 18, 1937, rather numerous along the banks of the 
North Branch of Honey Creel;, a small sand and gravel bottom brook 
about a mile from the Reserve. A single record for Unadilla Creek and 
two from the "pool and riffle'' section of Hell Creek. 
70. T ipu la  yozungi Alexander 
1937-39 ; June 7-26. A single generation a year. 
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Rare to numerous, and apparently very local. All records are either 
from the flood-plain woods of the southwest swamp or from the cool, deeply 
shaded hillside rill and seepage area of Kalmbach's woods. 
CYLINDROTOMINAE 
71. PhaZac.rocera neoxena Alexander 
1937; May 12-20. May 12 was close to the beginning of the season in 
1937, but i t  is probable that adults remain on the wing until early June. 
At most, a rather short and clear-cut adult season. 
Locally common to abundant about the moss and Myriophyl lum choked 
pools of unshaded seepage marshes. Not talren in association with Xplzag- 
nnnz. Numerous to rare about the margins of two grass-sedge-fern marshes 
on the Reserve. 
On May 12 a very teneral female, barely able to crawl, was taken from a 
small emergent tuft of mosses in the midst of a cold, vegetation-filled pool 
of a seepage area, but no larvae or pupae wcre found. In  the summer these 
seepage pools are nearly dry and are very inconspicuous, but retain a re- 
duced growth of mosses beneath the luxuriant summer stand of tall sedges. 
72. T.riog?na excz~lpta Osten Sacken 
1937 ; May 15-20. A single generation a year. 
Local to very local, but numerous to common i11 five restricted stations 
in this region. Fairly common in the seepage area on Honey Creelr, from 
which P. ncoxcna was taken, and in a grassy seepage rill near the foot of 
IZalmbach7s hillside ~voods ;numerous along a short marshy spring rill that 
flows into Hell Creelr; and somewhat less numerous on the borders of Fish- 
hook marsh and about an unshaded permanent spring and rill on the west 
margin of the southwest swamp. 
The immature stages occur in the floating mosses of the small marsh 
pools and probably in the submerged mosses as well. 
73. Liogmn ~zodicornis Osten Sacken 
1939 ; May 30-Jnne 4. A single generation a year. 
All of the fifteen specimens from the Reserve were talcen by Blair. Most 
of them are from the margins of shrnb-sedge and grass-sedge-fern marshes 
and, judging from Blair's and Cantral17s extensive collecting from many 
parts of the Reserve at  this season, must be very local in distribution. 
My own collecting in southern Michigan places the season for this species 
from the last week in May to the second week in June. I have never taken 
the immature stages of this species, but have talren larvae and pupae of 
Liogma nodicornis flaveola Alexander from the emergent mosses of a small 
mountain rill a t  Highlands, North Carolina. 
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LIMONIINAE 
74. Li~nouzia (Lirnowia) ciwctipes ( S a y )  
1937-38 ; August 2-28. 
Rare and local; all six records and nine individuals are from moist, mesic 
woods-the oalr-hickory and swamp ecotones of the Reserve and 1Calmbach's 
woods. 
The immature stages live in moist decaying mood or, more commonly, in 
old, moist woody fungi. 
Whether the Livingston County records represent the second generation 
of the year, the first having been totally missed in all three years, or a single 
generation per year is not Imown. I have Michigan and Minnesota records 
from Jtuie to September inclusive, but never both spring and fall records 
from a single locality. In  southern Indiana there are t~vo definite genera- 
tions each year. I t  is of interest to compare the local seasonal records of 
this species with the very nearly allied L. immatura.  
75. Limo+zia ( Limonia) fallax (Johnson)  
1937-38 ; July 8-27. 
Rare and local; the few records are either from the margin of beech- 
maple swamps or from IZalmbach's woods. 
I am not convinced that fallax is distinct from solitaria. The above 
specimens pertain to fallan: if i t  is distinct, but many specimens in the large 
series of solilnria that were talreli in this area approach fallax rather closely. 
76. Lirnonia (Li+qzonia) globitl~orax (Osten Saclien) 
1936-38; J ~ u l e  21--July 31, and August 31. Two generations a year. 
Eare to numerous and very local; all from tlie hardwood swamps or the 
oak-hickory and taniaraclr ecotones. The oiily station from which specimens 
were taken in all three years was the immediate vicinity of an aspen log that 
had fallen into the margin of a sumac-tamarack swamp. I have bred adults 
from sodden, fungus-riddled Iiardwood logs. 
77. Limolzia (Li+gzo.lzia) ilqzqqzatzcra (Ostcn Sacken) 
1936-38 ; Julie 20--JnIy 24. A single generation a year. 
Numerous to rare, and markedly local. A total of twenty-three speci- 
mens were takeii in the field, about a dozen more were seen, and some thirty- 
odci were reared from wet rotting wood and bark. All were from the thiclr- 
ets that form the oalc-hickory and marsh ecotones. One fallen oalr produced 
a few specin~ens in each of the three years. 
None of these specimens showed any approach to cinctipes, and the 
larval habitat was in all cases in an earlier stage of a log's decay than any 
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from which I have ever taken cinctipes. Individuals taken early in the 
season were definitely larger than any that were taken after the first week 
of July. 
78. Lirnonia (,linzonia) indigena (Osten Sacken) 
1936-38 ; Julie 2-16, July 16 (a single male), and August 13-26. Ap- 
parently two fairly clear-cut generations per year. 
Numerous or rarely commoil alid definitely local; rare in 1936. Nearly 
all specimens from the mesic thickets bordering oak-hicliory or marsh, or 
from Kalmbach's woods. 
79. Lirnonia (Li.ilzolaia) nzacateei (Alexander)  
1936-38; June 9-July 6, and Augnst 1423.  Two geiieratioiis a year. 
Very local; rare to occasionally common. I n  the vicinity of the same 
oak log in the oali-hickory and marsh ecotone from which L. inzmatura was 
taken, and from two sodden, fungus-grown aspens of the oali-hickory above 
Bllcli Hollow. 
The larvae and pupae live in such fungi as Poria, Polyporzcs, and Pontes, 
or i11 rotten wood riddled with mycelia. I n  the oali log, mentioned above, 
from which both immatura and mncateei were bred, the macateei inimatures 
were taken from limbs three to five inches in diameter, which lay in contact 
with the soil, well out into the ~ 7 e t  liicliet ; the inzmalzcra larvae and pupae 
were from the basal portion of the trunk, nearer the oak-hickory aiid not in 
contact with the soil. 
SO. Lirnonia (Linzonia) sirnulaas (Walker) 
1936-38; Jnne 16-August 4. Probably two or more overlappiiig gen- 
erations. 
Local but usually abundant in its restricted habitat. All recorcls are for 
single localities on Hell, Honey, and Unadilla creeks. The habitat was 
always some man-made situation: spillways, seepage, leaking from a dam, 
or the constantly wet abutincnts of a bridge. Here larvae, pupae, and adults 
were always to be found between the dates given. The larvae live in silken 
tubes among the algae that coat the wet surfaces and protrude their anterior 
ends ill order to feed or even leave the tubes altogether. Feecling was ob- 
served both in subclued daylight and at  night. The adults were never seen 
more than a few yards from the immature stage habitat and often stood in 
thin trickles or rested beneath the small cascades of water that jutted from 
crevices and tiny ledges. Both Dolomedes and wolf spiders take a consid- 
erable toll of adults. 
81. Lirnogzia (Linzouzia) solitaria (Osten Saclren) 
1936-38 ; May 13-July 8, and July 21-September 5. Two generations 
a year and probably only two ; most numerous in June. 
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Moderately local, but common to abundant wherever i t  occurs. Most 
characteristic of the margins of shrub-sedge marshes and the more open 
tamarack-sumac swamps; numerous about the margins of the grass-sedge- 
fern marshes and in the vicinity of seepage and spring rills, spreading to 
some extent into the hardwoods but rarely far  from wet soil. Adults were 
not infrequently taken in Cantrall's molasses traps, glass jars buried to the 
brim in the soil and baited with crude molasses. 
82. Limogzia (L imonia)  ts-iocellata (Osten Sacken)  
1936-38; June 9-14, July 8-September 1, and October 3. At  least two 
generations a year. The J ~ m e  records are for the last of a spring and early 
summer flight period in which the number of individuals is small; the peak 
of abundance in midsummer is in late Ja ly  and early August. The October 
record may represent a third and rather exceptional generation. There is 
considerable evidence that this species has two generations a year as far  
north as t,he northern third of the Lower Peninsula. 
Never common, but generally distributed in the birch-maple-elm 
swamps, the lower flood-plain woods, and the more mesic thickets that border 
the oak-hiclcory. 
This species has been bred from woody fungi and wet rotting hardwoods. 
83. Limonia (L imonia)  tristigma (Osten Saclien) 
1936-38 ; June 17--July 31. One generation a year with a definite peak 
of adult abunda.nce in the first half of July. 
This is the most abundant member of the subgenus Limonia on the Re- 
serve. Common to abundant in the birch-maple-elm swamp and in the 
shrubby margins of shrub-sedge marshes. Locally common in the wetter 
parts of the flood-plain woods and somewhat less common in the more open 
tamarack-sumac swamps. At the height of its abundance i t  is apt to spread 
somewhat into the lower oak-hickory. 
I do not know the immature stage habitat, but, judging from the situa- 
tions from which the adults are taken in numbers, sometimes teneral, i t  is 
likely that the larvae live in the mossy carpets of persistently wet soil. 
84. Limomia (L imonia)  , new species " 37 A" 
1937-39 ; June 2-July 8. 
Five specimens altogether: two taken July 8, 1937; two Ju ly  8, 1938; 
and one (Blair) June 2, 1939. All from a strip of low aspen-maple-oak- 
willow-dogwood woods that separates Fishhoolr marsh from a small tama- 
raclr-sumac swamp. The first four specimens all came from an area of less 
than a quarter of an acre, and the fifth was taken within one hundred yards, 
or less, of this area. 
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Superficially, this species loolis very like L. (L.) fusca Meigen in  body 
color and in  the conspicuously hairy \\rings, b ~ ~ t  i t  is actually a very different 
fly an(1 from a very different habitat than that occupied by fusca. 
55. Linzonia (Discobola) argtcs ( S a y )  
1936-38; June  11-July 5, Ju ly  23-August 25, and October 20. A t  
least two generations a year with an occasional third generation under 
f ;~vor;~hle circnmstances. 
Rare to numerous and fairly local. Tal<eii i11 greatest numbers, in all 
three years, from the flood-plain woods bordering the southwest swamp. 
Here all adults were talren within fifty yards of a gigantic, fallen, but par- 
tially living, willow. Other records are for diRerent areas in  the flood-plain 
woods, the birch-maple-elm swamp, and the more nlesic margins of the oalr- 
hiclrory. This is one of the species that became definitely more numerous in 
1937 and 1938, the more mesic par t  of the oak-hiclrory being near the dry  
limit oC tolerance for this species. 
Linzonia argus has been bred from moist, partially decayed (usually 
beneath loose barli) ~ \ ~ i l l o \ ~ ,  aspen, and birch. 
86. Limonia (Dicrano,nzyia) adirondacer~sis (A lexander )  
1936-39 ; June  1-October 4 ;  coiltinuously on the wing througl lo~~t  this 
season, with a marked peal; from June  10 to July 10 and lesser peaks in late 
July, early Angnst, ancl September. Probably three generations a year. 
Abundant in  11e;trly all marslies; numerous to common in the more open 
parts and margins of tamarack-sumac and birch-maple-elm swamps. 
Adults emerged from moss brought in  from humilloclrs of a marsh, but 
the immature stages were not founcl-at least not determined. 
1 am inclined to believe that this species may represent a race of brc- 
uiuena. The series examined from the Reserve included more than five linn- 
tired individuals; and a dozen or so specimens, representing one extreme 
from the series, if taken alone would have been determined as brevivena. 
(I have bred brevivcna in Florida from flatwoods mosses and collected it in  
great numbers without finding any inclividuals that approach ndironda- 
censis. ) 
87. Limonia (Uicranornyia) divisa Alexander 
1936-09 ; May 13-September 23. Continuously on the wing throughout 
this season; definite peaks in late June  and in  Augnst. Generally two, but 
occasionally three, generations a year. 
Numerous to common in nearly all well-shaded mesic and hydric situa- 
tions. Generally distributed in  the birch-maple-elm and tamarack-sumac 
swamps ; somewhat more local in  the flood-plain moods ; rare to barely nuiner- 
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ous in the marshes and bogs. (This apparent rarity may be caused chiefly 
by the difficulty of netting the flies in such situations.) 
The immature stages occur in moist to wet moss and in films and mats 
of algae, both on wet wood and the swamp or marsh floors. 
85. Limo~zia (Dicra.no?n.yia) gladiator (Osten Sacken) 
1936-38 ; a few records, June 30--July 5;  a conspicuous and clear-cut 
adnlt flight period August 13-September 8. I believe jn most instances 
there is but a single generation a year. 
Abundant to colnmon and generally distributed in the birch-maple-elm 
swamps ai~cl shrub-sedge marshes; common but more local in and about 
other marshes. Absent from bogs atid rare along streams; rare to absent 
in oak-hiclrory and flood-plain woods. 
Immature stages almost certainly in lush mosses on marsh and swamp 
floors as adults were taken in tent traps over thick mossy carpets. 
L. (D.) gladiator varies considerably geographically in coloration. The 
Livingston County specimens are unniistakably gladiator in all details of 
the male genitalia and in the fuscous blotches at  the base of the sternal 
valves of the ovipositor, but differ from the types (Washington, D. C.), and 
from more southern lowland specimens in general, in laclring the lateral 
stripes of the thoracic dorsuin i ~ l d  the brow11 blotches on the mesosternum. 
89. Lirrzolzia (Dicra,nonzyicr.) haeretica Osten Sacken 
1936-39; May 22-June 11, June 20-August 30, September 23. Prob- 
ably two generations a year are the usual life cycle, but the peak of adults 
in July is very pronounced. I think i t  very probable that emergence is 
marlredly affected by the water level. 
Common to abundant about the niore open ancl more inundated marshes ; 
particularly abundant in the marshes of the sonthm~est swamp in 1936 and 
1938, about the margins of the open water in Say1 Lake, and in the wetter 
sedge-grass-fern and shrub-sedge marshes on the south margin of the big 
swamp. Much rarer in the drier Fisllhoolr and west marshes. Rare to 
absent in well-shaded situations. 
The larvae live in the moss and algal carpets at  the margins of open 
pools in the marshes. 
My series of several hundred specimens give some indication of being 
intergrades between haeretica and the more western penicillata Alexaniier, 
if the latter is to be separated from haeretica. 
90. Linzouzia (Dicranomyia) huntidicola (Osten Sacken) 
1936-38; May 15-20, and August 13-26. At least two generations a 
year; with apparently clear-cut spring and late summer adult seasons. (I 
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have, however, a m~mber  of adults talren in  Ju ly  from the vicinity of Ann 
Arbor.) 
Very local but usually abuildant to iiumeroas in  the f em situations where 
it  was talcen a t  all ; abundant on the abutment of a snrall bridge over a spill- 
way from I'incBney Millpond (EIoney Creel<) in May; fairly coniinoii on 
the vertical earth banks of the maill spring that emerges i11 Ralmbach's 
woods; numerous abont a small seepage rill that flows into Hell Creelr; and 
rare in the vicinity of a small spring on the Reserve. 
Alexander (1920) has described the immature stages fro111 specimens 
talren in  wet mosses a t  the margin of a rocky ravine stream. I have also 
talcen them from the thin filmy network of strands of algae on met banks, 
a t  or near the water line. I11 several of the situations in  Livingstoil County 
from which specimens were taken in  spring and late summer, there is a 
definite midsummer drying up  that very possibly results in  a midsummer 
aestivation on the par t  of tlie larvae. 
91. L i m o ~ l i n  (D ic t .anon ty ia )  immodes ta  (Osten Sackcn) 
1936-39; June  9-October 7, with marked pealrs in mid-June and in  
August. At  least two generations a year;  probably two or three, depending 
upon the habitat. 
Generally distributed throughout most situations, except bogs, that have 
a permanently wet soil and, a t  times of population pealrs, spreading some- 
what illto the lonrcr parts of the oak-hickory. Abundant in the birch-maple- 
elm and tamarack-sumac s~vamps; common in tlie shrub-sedge niarshes and 
the wetter margins of tlie flood-plain woods; nnmerons to coillmon in  the 
grass-sedge-fern marshes. Only occasionally taken in thc vicinity of 
streams and seepa, ~ , e  areas. 
The larvae live in the film or carpet of algae arid mosses that flonrish on 
the wet soil of the swamps and marshes. 
92. T,intonicc ( I ) i c r u n o m y i a )  iotoeg~sis (Rosers) 
1931, 1938-39 ; May 31--7Ju~~e 2-10, and Ju ly  24. 
Evidently very rare a i d  local in the vicinity of tlle Reserve. I took six 
sl)ecimms holm thc so~~th\vcst swamp in May, 1931, and lour specimeiis were 
swept from the same area ill early June  of 1939 by Blair. Specimens were 
collected persistently and in detail in this same area froin June  10 to early 
September in 1936-38 mithollt a record. The Ju ly  24 record is for a male 
talcen at  light near a marsh. Records for other rcgioiis in southern Michi- 
gan show that this species is most iiumerous in  early June  and i11 late 
summer. 
I have twice talren the larvae and pupae of this species from the algal 
coat growing 011 the coarse submerged gravc.1 of a creek bottom (I-Inron 
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River at  Ann Arbor). Some of the larvae were as much as twelve inches 
beneath the surface aiid three feet or more from the water's edge. 
93. Limoszia (Dicralzomyia) liberta (Osten Sacken) 
1936-38 ; May 11, Jnne 12-26, and August 24. 
Apparently rare and local. The thirty-odd specimeiis recorded are 
allnost all from the vicinity of the spring-rill seepage on Hell Creeli or the 
taniaraclr-sumac swamps or flood-plain woods of the Reserve. Other Michi- 
gan records suggest that i t  may have been inore numerous in early spring 
and late fall, when intensive collecting ~vas  impossible. 
94. Limonin (Llicraszor~zyia) lon,y%pennis (Scliummel) 
1936-38 ; June 19-August 17, with a definite peak in early July. 
Numerous to fairly cominon in the open inarshes surrounding the small 
relict lalre in the big swamp and about Say1 Lalre; numerous in the wetter 
parts of shrub-sedge and seepage marshes ; rare among cattails and in grass- 
sedge-fern marslles except those of the lalre margins. Never talcen from 
shaded areas. I t  is probable that this species is more abundant than my 
records would inclicate, for it is partienlarly difficult to flush from the dense 
marsh growths that i t  frecluents. 
The larvae were talcen frorn thin, inconspicnons films 01 algae on satu- 
rated soil near the lake margin. I have also reared this species in Iowa from 
larvae washed froin wct organic soil i11 a low marshy area. I11 the latter 
instance algae were probably present but not noticed. 
Among some one hundred specimens taken from the Reserve, four have 
the discal cell (First M-2) closed in one wing. 
95. Lil?ao+zia (Dicra~aomyia) 9zycteris (Alexander) 
1931, 1937-38; May 10-20, and July 31-August 7. Two generations 
a year, the spring adult season far  more coiispic~~ons than the midsummer 
one. 
In  May abundant and generally distributed throughout all areas of un- 
shaded seepage marshes, common along spring aiid rill banlis, and numer- 
ous in the sedge-grass-fern and shrub-sedge marshes of the Reserve. All 
July and August records are for specimens found in cool, permanent seepage 
marshes along Honey Creelr or a small seepage area on Unadilla Creek. 
The larval stage is almost certainly spent in wet mosses aiid algae. 
96. Liq7zolzia (Dicranomyia) pzcdica (Osten Sacken) 
1937-39; May 23-Jnne 22. Rare; most of the few records are for spee- 
inlens "talcen at  light." One specimen swept from the birch-maple-elm 
swamp on June 22. 
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As far  as my records go, this is a rather rare species in ntichigan; all of 
the score or so of records are for May and early June. I n  southern Indiana, 
May 9, 1937, I took a large series of males and females of this species, swarm- 
ing at twilight about the terminal branches of a budding cherry tree. This 
tree was near the margin of a wet, spring-seepage drainage where Helobiu 
hybrida and Linzonia (U . )  liberta were emerging in numbers. I t  is prob- 
able that the pealr of the season for pudica at  the Reserve is between May 
21 and June 8 when collecting was at  a minimum. 
97. Limonia (Dicralzomyia) rostrifera (Osten Sacken) 
1937-38; August 22-September 5. Apparently a single generation a 
year, with a clear-cut, late-summer, adult season. 
Very local, but briefly abundant where i t  does occur; abundant in the 
last third of Angnst in both 1937 and 1938 in a small area of very wet, open 
marsh at  the juncture of the north and west branches of Honey Creek; 
common to numerous at  this same season in Buck I-Iollom and along the 
margins of the big Cassandra bog; two specimens from grass-sedge-fern 
marshes of the Reserve. 
To judge by the adult habitat aiid observations on the larvae of the 
allied adirondacensis and brcvivena, the immature stages probably live 
among wet mosses on the floor of the adult habitat. 
98. Li9zonia (Dicralao.~zyia) species 37-A 
1936-38 ; June 18-July 18. 
Apparently vrry loc;~l, but numerous, perhaps common, in two areas of 
wet grass-sedge-fern anti shrub-seclge marsh in the big swamp. A11 occa- 
sional specimen ~vas  taken from other dense wet marshes. 
This species is apparently allied to sphagrzicola Alexander and cramp- 
toniana Alexander, which i t  resembles in its huge complicatecl genitalia. 
r i  1 hls . is one of the definitely marsh species and, like other members of this 
fauna, can rarely be fonlld except at  late dnslr when both sexes and, occa- 
sionally, mating pairs may be seen and swept from among the tips of the 
tall herbage. 
1936-39 ; May 24--July 3, and July 26-August 31. Apparently two gelz- 
erations a year; certainly two rather distinct pealrs of adult abundance, late 
June and mid-August. 
This forms one of the main snrprises of the faunal list of the Reserve. It 
had previously been known only froin the unique female type, talten by 
Needham at  Walnut Lalre, Michigan, in 1906 ; but on the Reserve it proved 
to be an abundant species in nearly all of the wetter marshes with a few 
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specimens from the margins of the sphagnum bogs. Apparently absent 
from all marshes that beconle definitely dry at  ally season of the year. 
Larvae and pupae were taken from wet sheaths of algae that encased the 
lower stenis of the sedges, and several adults were reared from the quarter- 
inch thiclr mats of algae that spread over the wet huinmocks and float at  (not 
011) the surface of the water. 
During 1936 and 1937 wkartoni was still regarded as a rare species. 
Although the marshes were hunted carefully until i t  was too dark to see, 
no signs of swarming individuals or mating pairs were discovered, and only 
an occasioiial specii~ien could be found resting on the lower stenis of the 
sedges and ferns. Then, on June 23, 1938, more thari two hundred mating 
pairs came to a light near the edge of a niarsh between 9 : 30 and 10: 45 P.M. 
At  subsequent lighting both inales and females and many pairs in copulation 
came to light between cornplete nightfall and 11 : 00 P.M. All of these nights 
were warm and humid. Very few specimens were talren after 11: 00 P.M. 
or  if the light was more than fifty yards from a wet marsh. 
100. Lirnonia ( R l ~ i p i d i a )  fidelis (Osten Sacken) 
1936-39 ; May 30-June 27. 
Rare and local in the flood-plain and lower oak-hickory woods. A total 
of sixteen specimens were taken as adults and four others bred Prom a moist, 
but not sodden, aspen log that lay in the ecotone between a marsh and the oali- 
hickory woods. (I have also talren the larvae of this species, from beneath the 
loosened bark of an oalr log, in the southern Appalachians.) 
1936-38 ; June 16-July 10, August 17, and September 15. 
Rare and local. A few specimens each year from the vicinity of a huge, 
fallen, coppiced willow in the flood-plain woods of the southwest swamp; 
and an occasional, isolated specimen was swept from the birch-maple-elm 
swamp and from ICalnibach's woods. A single specimen from the oak-hiclr- 
ory in three years. 
A Note on Lintonin (Gerano~ny ia)  canadensis (Wes twood)  
I have large series of three distinct species that liey to canadensis West- 
wood and perfectly answer the rather general descriptions for that species. 
Of these three species "A" and "B" are widespread over the eastern part 
of the United States and Canada, and " C" is confined to Florida, where i t  
is abundant. Species "A" is the one determined as canade.nsis by Osten 
Saclren. I examined the four specimens in the Osten Saelcen collection at  
the Museum of Comparative Zoology a t  Harvard in February, 1939 ; one of 
ihese bears the red type label (M.C.Z. No. 10211) for Geranomyia communis 
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Osten Saclren, which Osten Saclien synonymized with canadensis. This 
specimen and the other three determined by Osten Sacken are all cospecific. 
Since Westwood7s type of canadensis may still be in existence and could 
very possibly be species "IB," I have hesitated to give names to these species. 
The species for which the life history and immature stages are so fully de- 
scribed and figured by Alexander and Malloch (1920) is undoubtedly spe- 
cies " B. " 
102. Limonia (Geranomyia) canadensis group,  spccies "A" 
1937-38; May 16, and June 13-August 28, with fairly distinct peaks in 
.Tune and August. 
Rare to numerous, and rather local. Numerous in the marshes and in 
the vicinity of unshaded seepage areas; fairly numerous in the vicinity of 
a nearly permanent pond in the oak-hickory woods. In  three instances it 
was taken in some numbers when lighting was done within or close by a wet 
marsh. Never from a stream unless it was definitely marshy. 
103. Linzuvzia ( G ~ r a ~ n o ~ n y i a )  canadensis group, spccies " B " 
1936-38; June 12-16, and August $--September 4. At least two genera- 
tions a year, but probably breeds continuously throughout the summer with 
as many as three generations under favorable conditions. 
Usually common to abundant in its typical habitats, the contiiiuously 
wet to slightly subnicvged film of algae on abutments, spillways, and pilings. 
Never talren from marshes that were more than a score of yards froin some 
wooden, stone, or concrete structure on which algae grew. Females of this 
species were twice talren while ovipositing into a permanent trickle on the 
outside of a concrete watering trough fed by a spring. Twenty yards below, 
where this spring was lost in a hillsiile marsh grown with sedges, cattails, 
and a rich moss carpet, species "A" was taken. Species "B" was never 
talren From the marsh, nor "A" from the watering trough. 
The larvae and pupae were present in large numbers on the vertical 
faces of the permanently wet or triclrle-covered wooden or stone structures. 
The larvae form slender silken tubes among the strands of algae and feed 
on the algae. Feediag takes place in well-shaded daylight and at  night, and 
the undisturbed larvae protrude far  from the mouth of the tubes or even 
leave them entirely to wander through the algal strands. Pupation takes 
place in the mouth of the larval tube within a second cocoon-lilre sheath, 
usually in a permanently wet but ansubmerged zone. I n  most instances the 
algal film that was inhabited was rather thin, the strands spreading thinly 
over, but not concealing, the wood or masonry beneath. 
104. Limonice (Gcraqzomyia) distincta (Doane) 
1936-37 ; July 1-12. 
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Rare and very local; four speciineiis froin a small marshy, unsliaded, 
semipermanent seepage area along upper IIoney Creek. A prolonged search 
for other specimens in 1936-38 was unavailing. 
105. Limonia (Geranomyia) rostrata ( S a y )  
1936-38 ; May 17, and August 18-29. 
A very rare species in 1936 and 1937, somewhat inore numerous i11 1938. 
ill1 from unshadowed niarshes, particularly such marshes as surround seep- 
a.ge areas and rills. 
The larvae and pupae live in wet mosses, liverworts, and saturated but 
not submerged algal mats. 
106. lleliqcs flccvipes (Macquart) 
1936-39 ; May 20-Augnst 30. Two generations a year with well-marked 
peaks of adult abundance in early June ancl froin mid-July to mid-August. 
Almost disappears in late June and early July. 
Abundant and widespread. The adults emerge in huge numbers from 
nearly all of the marshes, swamps, and pools in woods and spread into all 
parts of the oak-hiclrory alicl flood-plain woods, where they form a conspicu- 
ous element 01 the crane-fly fanma. Less nunierons i11 wholly unsliaded 
situations, but often present. Particularly abundant during the main 
"hatches" on steep hillsides, where the adults are coilcentrated as they 
fly from the marsh and swamp margins. Sometimes allnost a nuisance in 
sweeping becalrse the large numbers of individuals talren in a few sweeps 
obscure the presence of less common species. 
The inimature stage habitat ranges from detritus-filled pools and chan- 
nels in the swanips and marshes to the sodden, algae-covered niargins of the 
hummoclrs and pool margins. Full-grown larvae were abundant in the vegc- 
tation-choked channels of Fishhoolr marsh in May. 
Net collecting of the adults assigns this species to the oak-hickory, where 
i t  does not breed, and shows but few netted adults from the marshes, al- 
though i t  was often common on all sides of the marsh. Pairs in copulation 
are numerous in nearly all of the daytime habitats, but oviposition appears 
to take place nearly always after sunset. At  this time the females return to 
the marshes in numbers, and sometimes as many as a dozen can be found 
ovipositing at  one time about the sides 01 the liumnioclrs. Oviposition takes 
place both below the waterline and in wet ooze just above the water. Teneral 
flies can often be fourltl on the floor of the marshes, aitd I believe that most 
of the flight from the marshes by emerged adults and to the marshes by 
females ready to oviposit takes place at  times of reduced light-toward dusk 
or after nightfall. 
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107. Ae l i z l s  m a i n e n s i s  (Alexander) 
1936-39 ; May 24--ilugnst 24. Two geaeratioiis a year with peaks i11 the 
last third of June  and in  mid-August. The pealis not so well marked as 
they are for jiavipes, possibly because the adults of mainensis are more dif- 
ficult to collect. 
Coinmon to abundant in permanent wet marshes, both grass-sedge-fern 
and shrub-sedge; less abundant bat  often coinmon ainong cattails. Not 
talcell elsewllere. Both males and females remain well coileealed alllong the 
dense iliarsEl vegetatioii until late dnsli, when they begill to appear ainong or 
above the tips of the tallest sedges and grasses. A swarm of about twenty 
males, about a foot above thc tips of the tallest sedges was taken fully ail 
hour after sunset one evening ill late June. They came to light ill large 
inlinbers when the light was placed a t  or near the edge of a marsh, but rarely 
came to light as mnch as fiEty yards away. 
Several unreared larvae, identified by cornparisoil with Alexander's 
(1920) descriptiolls a i d  figures, were washed from the semisuspended 
detritus dredged froin betxi~een-hnmmocli cha~lilels of a grass-sedge-fern 
marsh. Alexander's larvae mere taken from the semisuspeiided, blacl~, 
plant-filled soil of a swamp (llarch Meadows) a t  Ithaca, New Yorlr. 
1936 ; June  26 and J ~ d y  3.
Two specimens only, both from tlie steep, well-wooded slopes in the oak- 
hickory. 
As f a r  as my owl1 collccting goes, this is a very rare species in souther11 
Michigan, becoming more nnmerous in  the northern third of the Lower 
I'eninsnla. 
109. D i c r a n o p t y c h a  s c p t e m t r i o n i s  Alexander 
1937-38 ; August 13-23. 
Xare to numerous. All froill a moderately open flood-plain ~voods, just 
below the cold, boggy hillside of ICalmbach's woods. 
One of Alexander's paratypes came from about twenty miles south of the 
Rescrve, and this species is much more common in the region just south of 
the Livingston County moraines. 
110. [Tin e l cgans  Ostcn Sackcn 
1938 ; August 4. 
Thrce specimens were talreii from a tamaraclr-sumac swamp that had a 
consicler.able mixture of maples, elms, and shrubs. Ula is not rare in  the 
inore mesic beech-maple woods south, east, and west of this region; but the 
dearth of Po1ypor.1~~ and Fomes on the hardwood logs of the Reserve prob- 
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ably indicates that the oalr-hickory of this region is too dry for the local 
species of this genus, which are often abundant in the beech-maple and birch- 
maple-hemlock woods of Michigan. 
111. Pedicia (Pedic ia)  albivitta MTalber 
1937-38; June 15-21, and July 31-August 19. Probably two genera- 
tions a year ; but some indication that there are two broods, each with a single 
generation. 
Rare to numerous and rather local; all from the vicinity of small, cold 
rills. All adults were either from a spring that flows into Hell Creek or from 
Kalmbach's woods, but a larva was talren from the cold permanent spring 
at  the west end of the southwest swamp. 
112. Pedicia ( T r i c y p l ~ o n a )  autumnalis (A lexander )  
1936-38; August 21-September 8. A single generation a year with a 
clear-cut, distinctly autumnal adult season. 
I n  all these years local, but abundant in a few definite areas: two shaded 
or partly shaded shrub-sedge marshes, and the shaded margins of two 
grass-sedge-fern marshes. Never talren from about a rill course. Usually 
associated with sensitive fern, touch-me-not, and saturated black peat soils. 
The larvae were washed from senlisuspended black peaty silt scraped to 
a depth of two inches, just marshward of the wet thiclrct that separates 
Fjshhoolr marsh Prom the oak-hickory. 
113. l 'edicin ( l ' r i cyp l~ona)  calca,r (Os ten  Saclcen) 
1937 ; May 20. 
Numerous to comrlion about the deep, boggy areas that 11ial.gin the upper 
rill courses and springs of Icalmbach's woods. 
114. Pedicia (Tricyphoma) inconstans (Os ten  Sacken)  
1936-39; May 19-October 14. Probably two generations a year; per- 
haps three under favorable conditions. 
Locally abundant in the vicinity of permanent seepage and of marshy 
or swampy rill courses; sometimes numerous about the pools of the stagnant 
birch-nzaple-elm swamp ; rare about or in the stagnant marshes. A11 records 
after July 7 are lor the cold shaded rill courses of Ralmbach's woods. This 
species does not appear to spread very far  from the immature stage habitat, 
even when emerging in nninbers. Almost as nuinerons in shaded as in 
unshaded situations. 
The immature stages take place in saturated or semisuspended silt and 
organic mud, most abundantly in areas where there is some movement of 
the soil water. 
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115. Pcdicin (Tr icyp l~onn)  paludicoln (Alexander)  
1931, 1937; May 1G20. A single generation a year. 
Common in May about wet seepage areas and along the borders of small 
rills through marsh areas where the adults may be found running or buzzing 
about over the saturated earth. At  this time of year one often sinks more 
than knee-deep in the marshy soil on which they occur. 
No larvae could be found; but a pupal skin, assigned with confidence to 
this species, was found protruding from a tiny turreted chimney-much like 
a miniature crawfish chimney-just outside of a tiny rivulet throngh the 
marsh. (A very similar chimney is often at  the niouth of the pupal burrow 
of inconslans and joh?zsoni.) 
This species is exceedingly variable in size, in venation, and in size of 
wing. In  a series of fifty-four specimens from Livingston County, wing 
length ranges from 5 to 9.5 mm. ; the body length from 5 to 8.5 mill. in the 
males, and from 8 to 11.5 mm. in the females. The range, both in size and 
in venatioiial details show11 by specimens taken from the same ten square 
yards at  oiie time, includes all of the characters of palzcdicola and of pz~nzila 
Alexander. 
116. Dicraqzotn (Amnlopina)  flaveola (Osten Saclren) 
1937-28 ; May 18-20, August 13-26. Two generations a year. Nunier- 
ons to conlmon along the seepage bogs and swamp rill course of Kalmbach's 
woods. Two specimens from a partly shaded spring rill course on the 
Reserve. 
Alexander (1920) has reared adults from larvae taken from "rich, 
organic mud" of a wet woods. 
117. Dicranota (Pnradicranotn) eucera (Osten Sacken) 
1938 ; August 14-26. 
Rare to barcly numerous along the cool, shaded rill courses of I-Calm- 
bach's woods. My records for the region about Ann Arbor and other parts 
oC southern Michigan suggest that I missed the early spring generation and 
possibly much of the fall generation. Ann Arbor date limits are May 4 and 
September 25. 
119. Dicl-a?zotn ( I i l ~ a ~ ~ l ~ i d o l a b i s )  cnyugn (Alexander)  
1937, 1939 ; May 20 and September 18. 
Seven of my eight specimens were from the rill margins of ICalmbach's 
woods in May; a specimen was taken by Cantrall from a small rill course on 
the Reserve in Scptember. Probably actually rather rare, although the peak 
of the spring season and all of the fall season were probably outside of the 
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extreme date of my o1\711 collecting. Although I could only find seven speci- 
mens at  Kalmbach7s woods on May 20, this species was abundant i11 a ravine 
in the Huron River bluffs near Ann Arbor on May 19. 
119. Adelpho?nyia cayuga Alexander 
1936-38; August 10-31. One generation a year with a clear-cut, late- 
summer adult season. 
Common to a b ~ ~ ~ i d a i l t  in he iniinediate viciiiity of sniall rill courses; 
hardly any permanent rills, whether deeply shaded or sunny, are without 
a t  least a sniall populatioli in this region; usually more abundant in situa- 
tions with moderate shade. Very local along the larger brooks and creeks 
and usually associated with a small seepage area of the banlis. The pernia- 
lient rill courses of the Reserve are small and separated by many hundreds 
of yards of varied terrain, yet each rill course had its population of this 
species in all three years. 
The immature stages live in the fine seiiiisuspended or submerged silt of 
the rill margins; pupation taking place slightly above the water line. 
120. Ade lp l~omyia  plezlralis Dietz 
1937-38; July 5-31. A single generation a year with a clear-cut, mid- 
summer adult season. 
Abundant along the deeply shaded seepage areas and rill baillis of I<alni- 
bach's woods, but nowhere clse in this vicinity. Common about Ann Arbor. 
I have talrcn the immature stages of this species froin much the same sort 
of saturated silt as that inhabited by the larvae of Cayuga. From Tennessee 
southward this species has two generations a year. 
121. Epiphragma fascipen?zis ( S a y )  
1936-39; May 20-July 8, but no niales later than June 26. A single 
generation a yfar  with a distinctly spring and early sllnimer adult season. 
An abundant and colispicuo1xs element of the late May and June fauna. 
Abundant in the flood-plain ~voods, the hardm~ood swamps, and all wooded 
ecotones between the oali-hieliory and swamps or marshes. Common in 
much of the shrub-sedge nlarshes and spreading into other areas a t  times of 
greatest abundance. Marlredly reduced in numbers in 1937. 
The iniinature stages arc spent in very wet to sodden or temporarily sub- 
merged wood, iron1 logs to small branches not much larger than a lead pen- 
cil. Often scores of larvae may be talien from a two-foot length of a limb or 
trunlr six inches in diameter. Apparently confined to hardwoods. Larval 
development niay be stopped for as long as two months by partial desiccation 
without killing the larvae. The immature stages appear to utilize any 
sodden wood and often occur in limbs that fall into open marshes or into the 
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mud of unshaded seepage areas and rill margins. I have observed oviposi- 
tion take place in the frass-packed old tunnels of Passakzcs cornz~tz~s a well 
as in the sodden wood of logs froni which the bark had fallen away. 
122. Arc7~l.imnophila tosoneura  (Osten Sacken) 
1936-38; June 11-18. A single generation a year. Possibly more 
numerous in the first weelc of June. 
12are. A few specimens were tal~en each year from the birch-maple-elm 
swamps, the tamaraclr-sumac swamps, and the lower niargins of the oalr- 
hicliory woods. 
123. Pse.zcdoZim~ophila co lz te~npta  (Osten Stlcken) 
1937-38 ; August 1-7. 
Rare or locally nnnlerous. All from marsl~y spring rills and seepage 
areas. The apparent rarity of this species is puzzling, for i t  is abundant 
in many other parts of soat,hern Michigan. 
The larvae live in semisuspended silt a t  the inargins and in the channels 
of rills and seepage areas and appear to be rather clearly correlated with 
nonstagnant conditions. 
124. Pseudolimnophila i9zornata (Osten Sacken) 
1936-39 ; May 18-ilugnst 26. Apparently most abundant in mid-June, 
late July, and early August, but no clear-cut peaks of abundance. 
Abundant in the marshes surrounding the marly Say1 Lake and spread- 
ing from these marshes to be generally conilnon in the low woods and shrub 
thiclrets surro~~nding this lalie. Common in the birch-maple-elm swamp, 
ancl numerous to coninlon in the shrab-sedge arld grass-sedge-fen1 marshes. 
This species is a iilarlcecl "sl)rcader." I t  accumulates in huge numbers on 
hillsides near the lnarslles i t  inhabits and extends well into the nroods a t  
times of considerable emergence. 
Larvae were talreii frorn semisuspended vegetation of shallow pools 
among tl.re lake-margin marsl~es. 
125. Pseudolinz~zopl~i la luteipennis  (Osten Saclien) 
1936-39 ; May l&Septcmber 23. Continuously on the wing throughout 
this season but with some indication of two nlaiii peali-s-May and early 
June, and late July and August. 
Although this species never reached the tremendous numbers of P. nove- 
Ooracensis nor had thc huge pealrs of P. inornata, i t  was often an abundant 
element in the fauna, and ~vlrhen the population was at  its peak i t  spread into 
many habitats not 01-clinarilp occupiecl. Abuiidaiit in the grass-sedge, sedge- 
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shrub, and cattail marshes of seepage areas and rill courses; coiiinlon to 
abundant in the nonseepage marshes of the Reserve and spreading as adults 
into the lower, more densely shaded part of the flood-plain and oak-hickory 
woods ; common to abundant a t  the margins of the birch-maple-elm swamps. 
At times of large "hatches," which often reach their peak before or a t  mid- 
day, this species acc~ulinnlates in conspicuous multitudes in slightly sheltered 
spots near the foot of steep slopes and then spreads out from such spots 
during the night. 
The larvae exist in huge numbers in the almost fluid, semisuspended silt 
and organic debris of marsh pool margins and wet marshes. Several fully 
grown larvae were washed from such seiniliquid inaterial dipped from the 
center of a large area of cattails. Two mreeks before, this area had been 
nearly a foot under water, with no hummoclcs or other earth emergent. 
Some larvae were washed from the mnddy margins of deeply shaded pools 
at  the edge of the birch-maple-elm swamps. 
126. Pseudolimvzophila noueboracensis (Alexander) 
1936-39; Julie 2-August 28. Probably but a single generation a year. 
The adult season, which has a conspicuous broad peak in middle and late 
June, is probably prolonged by tlie occurrence of laggard emergence after 
the first third of July, when this species rapidly becomes less common and 
finally rare. 
This is probably the most abundant species of the Reserve; certainly it 
produces the greatest mass of adult crane flies. Throughout June and early 
July i t  is extraordinarily abulxndant i11 all of the oak-hiclcory and flood-plain 
woods and is coiilmon to abundant in most of the swamps. Intensive sweep- 
ing would indicate that the adults are rare in the marshes, although numer- 
ous to common about the shaded margins. 
The larvae appear to be typical inhabitants of the grass-sedge-fern and 
shrub-sedge marshes. A few were talcen after a long search from small 
pools in the swamps, but could hardly haye been abundant. I11 the iiiarshes 
the larvae are present in the semiliquid silt near the water line of the huni- 
mocks and in the thicker mats of floating or semifloating plant debris. 
The emerged adults apparently leave the nlarshes soon after ceasing to 
be teneral, usually a t  dusk or later, spend all of the aclnlt life in moderately 
to deeply shaded situations, and return to the marsh oilly for oviposition. 
In  the woods the adults spread throaghoat the whole of the oalc-hicltory, 
although they occur in greatest abundance on the slopes and in the more 
mesic lower margins. Here they rest on the herbage and lower shrubs. 
They are relatively inac t i~e  during the clay, although copulation becoines 
frequent toward late afternoon. 
This species mas tremendously abundant in all of the three years I col- 
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lected and was soilletimes a nuisance when other species were sought in the 
same habitat. Only niosquitoes surpass them in numbers of individuals 
taken in a random sweeping through the low ~voods herbage, and then only 
a t  the season when the mosquitoes were almost intolerable aiid when the col- 
lecting was done in areas where mosquitoes were particularly abundant. 
Numerous counts were made of the number of individuals talien when an 
insect net was brought down vertically against the ground, catching only the 
indivicluals in an area of 1.25 square feet; and the average 1111lllber of adults 
throughout the oak-hickory during the period from June 10 to July 10 could 
hardly have been less than three a square yard and may have been much 
larger than that. At  this time they were considerably preyed upoii by the 
birds of the oak-hiclrory and by robber flies, Odonata, and, in July, by 
Bittacus. 
127. Limfiophila (Lasionzastix) rnacrocera ( S a y )  
1936-37 ; June 16 and July 22. 
Rare. Six specimens in the three years. All ill the vicinity of marshy 
or swampy rills. I am at  a loss to explain why t,his uslxally cominoii species 
should have been so rare, but I am s u e  that the rarity mas real. 
128. Limnop11,ila (Lasiomastix)  subtefiz~icornis Alexander 
1931, 1937-38; May 4-31. A single generation a year with a clear-cut, 
vernal adnlt season. 
Abundant about the braided courses of marshy rills and locally conlmon 
about seepage areas of unshaded creeli banks. The spring rills are wettest 
a t  this time of year and tend to spread out among sprouting lizard's-tails 
and sedges; the adults are frequently seen singly ailcl in copulation on this 
low herbage. 
Larvae were washed f'roni the semiliquid silt and ililtd of the boggy 
unshaded niargins of the rills. Later in the summer these spots were much 
drier and covered with luxuriant marsh herbage. 
I believe i t  very possible that subten~cicornis will prove to be a nrestcrn 
race of tenuicornis. 
1 29. Li~n+zopl~iln (Dicran,opl( ~ a g m n )  angust z1la Alexander 
1937-38 ; June 16-July 5. 
Common to abundant along the cold, shaded rills and seepage areas of 
Kalmbach's woods. A Pew other specimens, referred to this species, from a 
shaded rill course and seepage on the Reserve. 
130. Lirnnopliila (Dicl-anophragwza) fwscovaria Ostcn Sacken 
1936-39 ; May 30-August 27. Apparently two generations a year with 
rather clear-cut adult seasoi~s. 
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Common to abuiidant in nearly all pernianently wet situations except the 
bogs and grass-sedge-fern marshes. More abundant in regions of spring 
rill seepage, both shaded and unshaded; coinnioii to abundant in the soath- 
west swamp, at  the iiiargi~i of the flood-plain ~voods and the open marshes, 
in the birch-maple-elm swalnps and the taniaracli-sumac swamps ; numerous 
to coinmon about the margins of many ol' the shrub-sedge marshes ; numer- 
oas locally along many of the broolrs. The species spreads, at  times of great- 
est abundance, into the lower parts of the oak-hickory. Immature stages 
take place in saturated organic earth and silty margins. 
If fuscovaria and angz~stula are really distinct-and I believe that they 
probably are-the collections in and about the Reserve gave the best evi- 
dence I have seen of colisiderable ecological differences i11 the habitats of the 
two species. L. nngzutula was confined to cold rills with muddy banlrs in 
considerable to deep shade ; fzcsco?)a?"ia was much more characteristic of open 
to moclerately open n~arsliy situations. Both were talren a t  IZaln~bach's 
woods, but even there fzrscovaria mas largely in the more open marginal 
parts. A similar distinction, although less clear-cut, is showii by illy records 
for other regions. The overlapping may be caused by the tendency of the 
ad~r l t  fuscova?~ia to spread for considerable dista~lccs Iron1 the larval habitat. 
131. Lirnvzophila (Idiolinznopl~ila)  fasciolntn Ostcil Sackell 
1936-39 ; ,June 1-30. A single generation a year. 
Numerous to eomiiion in nearly all of the open marshes; somewhat less 
numerous from the shrub-sedge marshes than from the grass-sedge-fern. A 
few specimens from the birch-maple-elm swamps, spring rill margins, and a 
cattail marsh. 
Although the two bogs were regularly hunted, no specimens were talien 
from either one. This was the lnore surprising to me because the oiily situa- 
tion i11 which I have ever Sound this species strikingly abundant was the 
Cassandra-sphagnuni nlat surrouiiding First Sister Lalre near Ann Arbor. 
IIere hundreds of specimeiis were swept from the quaking mat, June 2-5, 
1931. 
132. Lim~zophila (Eleaophila)  solstitialis Alexander 
1937-38 ; July 14-August 23. 
Numerous to common along the shaded rills and seepage areas of IZalm- 
bach's woods. 
I have taken the larvae of this species (in Florida) from the wet, silty, 
semisuspended mud of rill margins. 
133. Lirn~zophila (Phyl idorea)  adz~sta  Osten Sacken 
1936-39 ; May 22--June 11, and July 21-August 18. Two generations a 
year; the adult seasons clear-cut and relatively brief. 
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A definite bog inhabitant; here it is common to abundant for a brief sea- 
son, and numerous to common for about a weelr before and after the pealr 
of the flight period. Few individuals wander beyond the limits of the bogs. 
The rare to barely nuinerous specimens from the birch-maple-elm and the 
tamaraclr-sumac swamps may breed in the occasional sphagnum patches of 
the swamps. 
T did not find the immature stages, bnt took very teileral adults from 
abont the bases of high-bush huclrlebe~ry at  the margin of the sphagnum and 
tamaraclr border in Buck IIollow. 
134. Limnophila (Phylido t-ecc) allrip elzgzis Alexander 
1936-39 ; May 27-Jrrly 1, and J111 j r  26-October 7. Two generations a 
yeaT; the adult seasons longer tllan those for adlis fa.  Most of the specimens 
talren in the last ten days of each season were female. 
Conlmon to abuiiclant through a rather wide range of habitats. Abun- 
dant in the birch-maple-elm and tainaraclr-sunlac swanips and along the 
woods-marsh margin of the southwest swamp ; common to ablindaiit in the 
Cassandra-sphagnur~~lra-san~ bogs and along the shaded margins of the shrub-sedge 
marshes; often iiilmerolxs along broolrs and creeks and in cattail-sedge 
rnarshes. At  times of greatest abundance this species spreads rather widely 
so that there are occasional recorcls for nearly all situations. 
Larvae, clearly Phylidorea, and referred to this species with considerable 
confidence, were washed Prom the inch-deep, wrface layer of the silt and 
plant detritus at  the niargin of a snlall pool in a sedge-cattail marsh. 
135. Limlzopl~ila (Phylidorea) caudifera Alexander 
1931, 1937-38; May 13-,Jtuie 13. One generation a year. 
Rare ; six records of one to five specimens each. Possibly more numerous 
in the last weelr of May and first weelr of June, but not taken in the exteiisive 
collecting of Blair, Camburn, and Cantrall, who collected from appropriate 
situations in this period. All specimens from about nnshaded or partly 
"re areas. shaded rill courses and seepa, 
1 RG.  l,inz~zopl~ila (Pl~~ylidor.ea) cofzsi+nilis Dictz 
1936-38; June 12--July 16. A single generation a year, with a definite 
peak in the last week of June and first ~veelr of July. 
Ilocally abundant aloiig small streams where the banlcs have boggy seep- 
age areas, and in the marshes of seepage areas and rill courses; oeeasionally 
numerous in restricted areas of the grass-sedge-fern marshes of the Reserve, 
nsnally in spots where there had been seepage during the spring. All local 
areas inhabited in 1936 were also occupied in 1937 and 1938. 
A few larvae and several pupae were talcen from a boggy mud bar along 
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the banlrs of upper IIoney Creelr. Here a small spring or seepage area pro- 
duces a bank of oozy mud at  the inargin of the creek. Emerging adults and 
several ovipositing females were taken from the mud bar and from the 
slightly firmer, but still saturated, blaclr mud a foot or so shoreward from 
the bar. More than two hundred fully hardened adults mere netted not 
more than twelve yards from this spot within two successive days. 
The series of more than three hundred adults froin the Reserve and its 
vicinity has given a great cleal of difficulty. Wide variations i11 wing, leg, 
and body color are evident; ancl the two hundred specimens taken oil July 
8 and 9, 1936, from a single area of a few square yarcls possess all extremes 
of these variations. Isolated specinleils from this series would lrey to con- 
sirni l is,  fz~nz id icos la ,  pers i rn i l is ,  and perhaps to lzcteola, and in each case 
would answer the detailed descriptions of these species. Alexander kindly 
loaned me his slides of genitalia (iiicludiag the types), and specimens froin 
my series appear to include all differences that niight be appealed to in 
separating these species on the basis of genitalia1 differences. Moreover. 
some of the Livingston County specimens have a leg coloration lilre that of 
the species allied to sirni l is,  and there is considerable indication that leg 
coloration is correlated with sex, the females have inucli less pigmentation 
of the femur, although a small percentage of ir~dividuals of each sex do not 
conform to this difference. For the purposes of' the present paper at  least, 
I am regarding furn id icosta and per.sinli1i.s as  cospecific with consirni l is.  
Possibly l u t e o l a  should be included, but a sinall series determined as l u teo la  
can be separated frorn those here referred to consinztl is and may be distinct. 
137. Limnophila (Pl~ylidorea) iowcnsis Alexander 
1936-38; June 14-28. A single generation a year. 
Numerous, but ciefillitely local. Sinall series from two wet seepage 
marshes, the inargin of the open marsh and flood-plain woods of the soutli- 
west swamp, and from local marshy spots on Hell and Honey creeks. 
These specimens, together with several larger series froni other regions in 
souther11 and ceiitral Michigan, give considerable evidence of being inter- 
mediate bet~veen the eastern adustoides and the more western iowensis, 
although somewhat closer to the latter. Much more material is needed, 
however, before the limits of adustoides and iowensis and of intergradation 
between them are definitely stated. 
138. Limnopl~ila (Phylidorea) lz!,teola Alexander 
1936-37 ; June 26 and 27. 
Two small series referred to this species were talien a year apart froni 
the same cold spring seepage and iris bog along Hell Creelr. They differ 
from specimens referred to consinzil is in having a much brighter wing colora- 
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tion, especially basally, and in being slightly larger. I t  is not improbable 
that these specimens represent a closely inbred population of consirnilis, but 
I believe that for tlie present they should be referred to luteola. (See also 
the disclxssion of I;. consirnilis.) 
139. Lirnlzophila (P l~y l idorea)  p l n t ~ p l ~ a l l z ~ s  Alexander 
1936-39 ; June 2-25, and August 15-28. Two generations a year; the 
adult seasons, apparently, are very short. 
Rare to nunlerons ant1 rather local. Most of the specimens came from 
sphagiiilm-Cassandra bogs or from birch-maple-elm swamps; a few from 
tamarack-sumac and the wet thickets between Fishhook inarsh and the oak- 
hielrory. 
140. l1il7?nophila (Phylidol-en) siozba~za Alexander 
1938 ; June 13-16. 
Some twenty specimens from one small area in the ecotone between an 
arm of the northwest marsh and the west central oak-hiclrory. Here an 
area of vernal seepage ancl a temporary ]-ill are marlred by skunlr cabbage, 
sedges, iris, and royal and cinnamon ferns growing from the black muddy 
soil. 
141. Li~~az~oph i la  (Ylzylidorea) subcostata Alexander 
1937; May 20. 
Three specimens taken froin along the cold shaded rill courses of IZalm- 
bach's woods. 
142. Lirnnopl~ila (Lir~tlzopllila) Orevifurca Osteli Sacken 
1931, 1937 ; May 13-20. A single generation a year. 
Abundant about most of tlie nilshaded rill courses and seepage areas; 
much less numerolls about swan~py rills and in Ralinbach7s woods. Possibly 
emergence is slightly later, and so ~vas  largely missed, in the latter situations. 
143. Lil,zl~oyhiln (Lin7+zopl~ila) laricicola Alexander 
1937-38; June 9-July 21, bnt 110 males after July 11. A single genera- 
tion a year. 
Numerous to co11111io11 in the sphagnum-Cassandra bogs and spreading 
Prom these for a few score yards into the bordering oalr-hickory woods. 
This is one of the most definite and characteristic sphagnum-bog species. 
I t  is not uncommon over much of Michigan and is always taken from 
sphagiiuin-Cassandra bogs ; in Teiinessre and Indiana, however, i t  is talren 
from sphagnum bogs where Cassandra is lacking. 
144. Lirnmophiln (Lirnnophila) poetica Osten Sacken 
1936-39; May 12--Angust 29, with well-marked peaks of abundance in 
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June and in mid-August. Probably t~vo generations a year, but possibly 
two distinct broods. 
Abundant in nearly all of the wetter marshes-grass-sedge-fern, shrub- 
sedge, cattail-in spring and early summer, becoming rare in July and fairly 
conznlon in August. Common to abundant in the birch-maple-elm and 
tamaraclr-sumac swamps in August, but only numerous to comnlon in these 
situations in June. A number of specinlens were also taken froin the flood- 
plain woods aiid along the stream banlrs, but I believe that the adults had 
spread into these sitnations from near-by marshes aiid swamps. Only a 
single specimen (a male) was taken from t l ~ e  sphagnum-Cassandra bogs in 
spite of persistent searching in both Buck Hollo~v and the big Cassandra. 
I did not find the larva; but three adults were reared from a peck or so 
of wet silt, plant detritus, and mosses that were gathered from between and 
on the sides of the hnmmoclrs in Fishhoolr marsh in May and left in large 
jars until my return to the Reserve in June. The small, comparatively 
short-winged, darker female, although capable of fairly rapid flight, remains 
near the floor of the marshes and swamps and is much more difficult to flush 
or to take by sweeping than the male. Consequentlj~, although the sexes 
appear to be approximately equal in numbers, nlost collecting yields a dis- 
proportionately large number of the more active males. 
145. Shannono?nyia leqzta (Osten Sacken) 
1936-39; May 3 G J u l y  18, aiid July 28-September 14, with definite 
pealrs in June and in the latter two-thirds of August. TTVO generations a 
year. 
This is an abundant and characteristic species over inost of the Reserve. 
Common to abnndant in all of the marshes, the flood-plain woods, and the 
birch-maple-elm and tamarack-sumac swamps, it is also often numerous in 
the lower part of the oak-hiclcory aiid in and about the bogs. 
Talren emerging from the wet margins of a small temporary pond in a 
low, unshaded, semimarshy area. 
146. Pilaria inzhecilla (Osten Sacken) 
1936-39 ; June 2--July 12, and August 11-19, and a single specimen on 
July 23 and another on Jnly 28. Probably a t  least a part of the population 
has two generations a year, although the adults are far  more common in June 
than in the short Auglxst season. 
Common, occasionally abnndant, in the flood-plain woods of the south- 
west swamp, in the birch-maple-elm swamps, and in the lower, inore densely 
shaded parts of the tamarack-sumac swamps; spreading rather freely from 
these situations into the more mesic parts of the oak-hickory. Numerous in 
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a few local spots in the shrub-sedge inarshes and in the wetter thiclrets that 
border grass-sedge-fern niarslies. 
Larvae and pupae were washed froin the seinisuspended silt a t  the margin 
of open niarsh and flood-plain ~voods i11 the southwest sx1~a11113. 
147. Pilnrin osbor~zi (Alexander) 
1936-39; June 10-August 29, with a definite peak in late Julie and the 
firs1 half of July. Probably two overlapping generations a year. 
Tlocally cornmoii to abundant in a variety of rather open to semishaded 
we1 lnarshes and swamp margins ; abundant and rather generally distributed 
in all wet, well-developed stands of cattails. I11 the grass-sedge-fern 
marshes, where this species was locally comilioii to abundant, i t  was very 
difficult to obtain by sweeping, except at late duslr; in more shaded situa- 
tioiis, however, O S ~ I O ~ ? I I '  was active throughout most of the day and could be 
flushed or netted much more readily. I n  the cattail n~arshes individuals 
could often be seen oil the wing in early afternoon, flying just above the tops 
of the lower story of such plants as smartweeds and bur marigold. 
Larvae were found in the ooze and semisuspended silt of the hunintoek 
margills and the edges of' the liiarsh pools, and a pupa that emerged two 
days later was talren floating vertically in the stagnant nluddy water of a 
148. Piltavia quadrata (Osten Sacken) 
1936-39 ; May 28-Jnne 23. Appareiitly but a single generation a year. 
Locally coinnlon in a litlniber of definitely well-shaded situations-low 
thiclrets, the wooded margiiis of t~vo widely separated ponds in the oalr- 
hickory woods, aiid ~vooded seepage areas. ltare to inlrnerous in the birch- 
maple-elm and tamaraclr-suiiiac swamps. The correlation of this species 
with bare, shaded, muddy areas is very evident. 
Alexander (1920) took immati~res of this species froin temporary rain 
pools in a lo~v ~voods. 
149. Pilnrin 9-ecoladitn (Osten Saclien) 
1936-39 ; May 19-August 26. Probably two widely orerlappiiig gen- 
crations a year. 
This is the niost abulidant Pilaria ancl one of the most abuiidant crane 
flies on the Reserve. Abruiid;n~t and geiierally distributed throughout the 
birch-maple-elm and tamarack-sumac swamps, the wooded parts of the south- 
west swamp, the low thickets, aiid tllc cattail marshes; conimoii in the 
marsl.~es, the flood-plain woocls, and along streams; spreading into the oalr- 
hickory for co~isiderable distailces; not found in the bogs. 
The immature stages were follnd in the semisuspended silt of the swamp 
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pools and were particularly numerous in the thin layers of silt between 
sodden, partly decayed leaves in the pool margins. 
150. Pilaria tcmuipes ( S a y )  
1936-39 ; June 2-Jnly 5, and Jnly 22-August 26. Two generatioils a 
year. 
This was the least common Pilaria talren in this region. Rare to barely 
numerous i11 and about the marshes, swamps, and low thickets; common 
only in the vicinity of streams aiid seepage areas. There it was more fre- 
quent in shaded or semishaded situations. 
The larvae were talren from the fine semisuspended or colloidal silt of 
stream and pool margins. Pupae were talren from the same situations and 
from distinctly drier, though still wet, mud a foot or more from the water's 
edge. 
Among the series taken fro111 the Reserve I have a male specimen with 
veins M-1 and M-2 fused to the tip in one wing, thus obliterating cell M-I. 
I n  another male specimen from this same series, veins M-1 and M-2 are 
fused at  the tips, leaving cell M-1 a short closed cell no longer than the fused 
tips of M-1-2. These specimens lend weight to Alexander's recent surmise 
that his Pilaria edwardi may have been based upon an abnormal specimen 
of telzz~ipes, with M-1 obliterated in both wings. 
151. IIelr;atoyna (Eriocera)  cilzer~cc (A lexander )  
1937 ; May 18 aiid May 26 ( 7 )  
I took a single male of this species on May 18 from Hoiiey Creeli, just 
below the Pinclrney Mill Dam. Camburn returned to this spot several tiines 
within the following weelr and just before dusk on May 26 observed a large 
swarm too far  overhead to net. I have large series of this species (May 19 
to June 10) from along the Huron River and from Fleming Creek, near Ann 
Arbor. 
Alexander (1914 and 1920) obtained the immature stages of this species 
i11 large numbers from a gravelly sand banli along Fall Creek, near Itliaca, 
New Yorlr. Here adults were emerging on April 30. 
152. Hexatol9za (Eriocera)  gibbosa (Doane)  
1936, 1938; June 16-27. il single generation a year. 
Numero~zs to conimon along the pool and riffle sections of Hell and lower 
Honey creeks in 1936, not taken at  all in 1937, aiid only two specimens found 
i11 1938. Never talien s~varming, but males aiid females mere swept from 
the shrubs that overhang the water. 
The larvae were talreii from hard-packed sand, somewhat overgrown with 
algae aiid beneath four to six inches of water, just below a slight riffle. In  
the breeding jar these migrated well above the water level before pupating. 
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Although I am referring these aiid other southern Michigan specimens 
to gibbosa (Doane), I believe that the latter will prove to be, a t  most, a 
northern race of fuliginosa (Osten Saclcen). 
153. Atal-ba picticornis Osten Sacken 
1937-38; June  16, Ju ly  6-11, and August 4. 
Rare to barely numerous and very local. 011 one occasion nllmerous ill 
1<almbach7s woods, and twice taken in  small numbers in  the birch-maple-elm 
swamp. Other records are for single specimens from the birch-maple-elm, 
the southwest swamp, aiid a few inesic areas of the oak-hickory. 
The immature stages live in sodden rotting hardwood logs. 
154. Eleplr,anto~~zyin westzooodi Osten Sacken 
1936-39 ; June  l&August 1. Probably a single generation a year. 
In 1936 this species was confined to the birch-maple-elm swamp, where 
it  was twice recordetl as nunierous and a iiuinber of single individuals were 
taken. I n  1937 and 1938 i t  was coinnion in this swamp and numerous to 
common, but vcry local, i11 the tamaracalr-slumac swamps alid in the flood- 
plain woods of the southwest swamp. I11 1938 it was also fairly cominon in 
two other restricted areas-one a low oak-hickory and the other a thicket 
between the oalc-hiclcory and a marsh. 
The larvae live i11 wet decaying hardwoods, aiid nearly all of the speci- 
mens from this region could be referred to the vicinity of a definite log. 
One maple log in  the birch-maple-elm swamp was inhabited in  1936, 1937, 
and 1938; and an aspen log in  the tamarack-sumac was inhabited in both 
1937 and 1938. The adults do not spread into the drier woods, even when 
common near their margins. 
155. Clacl,ura flauofew-ugiqzea Osten Saclcen 
1936-38; Septenlbcr 23-October 25. One generation a year with a 
markedly autumnal adult season. 
All of my records are due to the collecting of Blair and Caiitrall, who 
swept a considerable series from the oak-hicltory moods and reported many 
more that were seen on the wing in October. 
Dr. and Mrs. Alexander took tlre larvae and pupae of this species from 
the rather d ry  soil of an  open moods near Urbana, Illinois (Alexander, 
1922). 
156. Ncolinz~zoyl~iln zrltinzn (Osten Sacken) 
1936-39; April 25-May 10, and August 31-October 7. Two genera- 
tions a year. 
Rat,her generally distributed, in the spring spreading widely from t,he 
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vicinity of vernal seepage areas, in the fall from the vicinity of rills and 
seepage. All of the spring records from the Reserve and its vicinity are 
from Camburn's collecting. The fall recorcls are partly mine, but are chiefly 
those of Blair, Camburn, and Cantrall. 
157. G n o p h o ~ n y i a  t r is t iss i rna Osten Saclce~i 
1936-38; June 18-July 9, and August 11-22. Two generations a year. 
Rare to numerous and very local. Chiefly from the flood-plain ~voods 
of the southwest swamp, but several records from the birch-maple-elm 
swamp, the lower areas of oak-hickory, and the thicliets between oak-hiclrory 
and marsh. 
The larvae live in wet decaying wood, particularly beneath the wet loose 
barlr of a partly dead standing tree or beneath the loosening barli of recently 
fallen logs. On the Reserve a standing but damaged willow was inhabited 
in 1936, 1937, and 1938, producing adults in Julie and again in August of 
each year. Larvae and pupae were also talren from a fallen aspen in a low 
moist thicket between Fishhook marsh and the southwest swamp. 
158. Gonounyia (Gon,onzyia) florens Alexander 
1936-38; Jnne 12-July 11, and August 11-15. Two generations a year. 
Rare to numerous and rather local. Most frequently talren from along 
the courses of IIell, IIor~ey, and Uizadilla creeks; occasionally nuinn-ous 
about the margins of the marshes and of the tamarack-sumac swamps on the 
Reserve. 
159. Gononzyia (Golao9nyia) k a ~ s e n s i s  Alexander 
1937-38 ; June 23-August 2. 
Rare, except for ilumerous specimens that came to light. Those col- 
lected in the field ~vei-c from the margins of the tamarack-sumac swamp and 
from along the course of a small rill. 
Elsewhere, in Washteiiaw and Lenawee counties, Michigan, southern 111- 
diana, and southwest Missouri, I have always found this species definitely 
associated with sand and gi-avel bars and the banks of streams. 
160. Golaon~yin (Go?zo~?zyia) szcbcinerea Osten Saclcelz 
1936-39; May 20-October 30. Except for Jnne and early July, when 
lhis species is at  a peak, there is a more or less constant level of high abun- 
dance throughout the summer. Probably a mixture of two and three gen- 
erations during the year. 
Next to Pseudol imnophi la  ~ z o v c b o ~ ~ a c e n s i s ,  this is the most abundant 
species on the Reserve; and it may even equal that species in numbers of 
individnals. The adults are abundant and generally distributed through- 
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out the oak-hicliory, the flood-plain woods, and the swamps, and are numer- 
ous to common in nearly all moist situations. They are particularly concen- 
trated on the slopes above marshes and swamps. 
Larvae have been taken from a rather wide variety of situations, but 
always in wet to semisuspended, black, silty mud: seepage areas, margins 
of pools and streams, and permariently muddy areas in swanips. They are 
able to thrive in very thin strata of wet silt, such as cow tracks and other 
miniature depressioils. 
161. Gogzornyia (L igoy l~ leps )  s~ulyhurella Osten Sacken 
1936-39; May 31-September 15, with definite peaks in early June and 
in August. Two generations or more a year. 
Locally numerous to common along Hell, Honey, aiid TJnadilla creeks; 
numerous to (rarely) common in early June along some of the short rill 
courses and about sorlie of the seepage areas of the Rcscrve ; rare to numer- 
ous during the rest of the season about the margins of the bogs and marshes. 
I have talien the immatixre stages only from saturated sand or sandy silt 
a t  the margins of streams, ponds, and lakes, where the larvae and pupae are 
often abundant. Such sitnations were very restricted a ~ i d  local on the 
Reserve, and no immatures were foniid in the few that were examined. I t  
seenis probable that the immatures are able to live i11 much less sandy situa- 
tions than any from which they have actually been taken. 
162. Gonomyia ( P t i l o s t e ~ a )  blanda Osten Xacken 
1936-39; May 2 6 A u g u s t  31, with well-marlied peaks in June aiid in 
late August. Probably two generatiolrs a year. 
The adults of this species are arnoiig the most persistent spreaders into 
the upland woods. They were common in most of the oak-hickory and often 
abundant on oak-hicliory slopes that extended from the margins of swamps 
or marshes; common in the flood-plain woods, the birch-maple-elm and 
tamarack-sumac swamps, a ~ i d  nunierous to common along rills and brooks 
and in seepage and shrub-sedge marshes. A11 occasio~~al specimen was taken 
from nearly every sort of habitat. 
The immature stages have been taken (Berrien County, Michigan, and 
southern Indiana) froni the very wet to saturated silt of niarshes and seep- 
age areas. 
163. Helobia hybrida (Meigen) 
1936-39; April 25-October 25, with well-niarlied pealis i11 April-May, 
early July, and in late August-September. Of these, the spring and fall 
pealrs are much more conspicuous. At least a few records for every week of 
this long season; probably three generations a year. 
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Abundant in the spring about nearly every area of vernal seepage, 
although many of these areas become very dry during the summer. After 
early June most of the records are from the oak-hickory, the thickets, and 
the flood-plain woods in the vicinity of marshes and seepage areas. I n  the 
summer most of the specimens are taken from definitely shaded areas, but 
in the spring they are equally numerous in the open grasslands. I$. ltybrida 
is a marlced spreader as an adult, individuals moving comparatively long 
distances from the place where they emerged. 
The imnia t~~re  stages are spent in met soil, and the larvae and pupae have 
been taken from seepage arcas, rill margins, marshes, and especially Prom 
areas in grasslands that are boggy in early spring even though they become 
Priable or comparatively dry in summer. 
164. Erioptcra (Br iop t  e ra )  c7~1oroy7z~11a Osten Saeken 
1936-38 ; June 20-July 30, with a well-marked peak in midseasotz. 
Locally abundant along the streams, particularly in the vicinity of small 
seepage areas and in marshes traversed by rills; conlmon to abundant, but 
rather local, in the grass-sedge-fern marshes and in the birch-maple-clm 
swamp; locally numerous (rarely conlmon) in the shrub-sedge marshes, the 
flood-plain woods, and the tamaracli-snmac swamps. Daytime collecting in 
such open situations as the grass-sedge-fern marshes would indicate that this 
species is much less abnndant than i t  actllally is, hut toward late dusk indi- 
viduals and small sm~tr~iis appear in limnhers above or in the tips of the 
tallest grasses and sedges. 
The immatures were taken from the serriisuspended, alrnost semifluid 
mud of a diffuse seepage spring on the sloping banlrs of IIell Creeli. Other, 
unreared larvae, almost cclrtainly this species, were taken from the black, 
semisuspended silt of pools in the birch-maple-elm swamp. 
165. Erioptera (Ev iop tcrn )  chlorophylloides Alexander 
1936-39 ; Jane 8-July 26. Apparently but a single generation a year. 
Abundant in the grass-sedge-fern, shrub-sedge, and cattail marshes; 
numerous to common in the flood-plain ~voods and tamarack-sumac swamps; 
locally numerous in the oak-hickory; rare in the vicinity of streams and 
seepage areas. The specimens from the flood-plain woods, tamarack swamps, 
and oak-hicliory are doubtless spreaders from the marshes. 
Unreared larvae, almost certainly this species, were taken from the black, 
oozy mud of the cattail marshes and from the satt~rated silt of a hummoclc 
margin in a very wet, grass-sedge-fern marsh. 
Although the habitats of this species overlap with those of chlorophylla, 
i t  is much more characteristic of the marshes and is relatively rare along 
the streams and seepage areas that form the most cl~aracteristic habitat of 
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chlo~ophyl la  in  this region. E. chlo~~ophylloides mas particularly abundant 
in  the cattail marshes and in  a very wet ecotone between a grass-sedge-fern 
and a shrub-sedge marsh i11 the big swamp. Both sexes were on the wing 
from early to late dusk (about 6 : 30 to 8 : 30 P.M., E. S. T.) in  the last days 
of June, but  they began to settle down on the leaves of the tallest herbage 
and shrubs, or among the leaves of the lower boughs of the trees that bor- 
dered the marshes, before i t  was too dark to see a crane fly against the sky. 
I n  this interval numerous swarms of males formed in the vicinity of project- 
ing tall shrubs or beneath the overhanging boughs of bordering trees. Often 
a dozen swarms of perhaps twenty males each could be seen a t  one time. A 
swarm rarely moved lnore than a few feet from the spot where it formed, 
and i t  re-formed in  the same place if i t  was dispersed by a net. One swarm 
was repeatedly collected from for half a n  hour and, although no more than 
twenty individnals were 'ver present a t  a time, continued collecting of from 
two to six individuals a t  a time yielded over sixty individuals. Four  of the 
sixty were female. Ordinarily a lone female flies into the swarm, zigzags a 
moment or two with the moving males, and is seized in  copnlation by the 
first male that touclles it. The pair then flatters to a near-by support to 
complete copnlation. The few pairs that were seen to leave a swarm in 
copulation quiclrly moved to the underside of the leaf or blade of grass 
upon which they had alighted. 
166. Erioptera (Er iop tera )  furcif er Alexander 
1936-38; Julie 25-July 27. A single generation a year. 
Much less common than either chlorophylla or chlorophylloides, this was 
the third most common ineinber of the chloroplz?jlla gronp. Apparently 
inucll moi-e local than either chlorophylla or c7zlorop/zylloides; i t  was occa- 
sionally numerons in the vicinity of a marshy spring rill that flo~7s into the 
southwest swamp, i l l  a seepage marsh along Hell Creelc, and in  several cattail 
marshes-both those along seepage rills and in small ponds in  isolated areas. 
A t  least two of these isolated cattail ponds gave a considerable number of 
individuals in both 193G and 1937. Occasional specimens were talcen froin 
tamarack-sluinac snamps, from grass-sedge-fern and shrub-sedge marshes, 
and from alonq s t r ~ a m  (2011rses. 
167. Z<r.ioptera (Er iop tcra )  gaspeana Alexander 
1936-39; July 14-29, August 24. 
Locally numerous in  the shrub-seclge and cattail marshes, and in  one wet 
shrub-sedge and swampy thicket along Honey Creek. A few specimens were 
talren from the grass-sedge-fern marshes. Cantrall took this species in  some 
numbers a t  light in late Jnly.  
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168. Er iop t c ra  ( E r i o p t c r a )  ?negop t l~a lma  Alexander 
1936-39 ; June 3-Jnly 17. 
Locally numerous in the shrub-sedge and grass-sedge-fern marshes, espe- 
cially in the ecotone between Fishhook marsh and a tamarack-sumac swamp 
at  its northern end, where a fern speciinens were taken in each of the three 
summers. 
Alexander (1920) took the larva from the rich organic mud of a cold 
l~illside swampy woods. ( I  did not find the species at  all in the only similar 
habitat of the present region, ICalmbach's ~voods.) 
169. Er iop t e ra  ( E r i o p t e r a )  septe?7~triogais Osten Saclcen 
1936-39; May 28-October 7, with a pronoui~ced midsummer pealr. 
Probably two generations a year with a marlred midsummer overlapping. 
Numerous to occasionally common, to judge by net collecting ; abunckant 
a t  light. The netted specimeiis were swept from the herbage of the birch- 
maple-elm and tamarack-sumac swamps and the bordering slopes of the 
oak-hiclrory in some numbers; somewhat less numerous in the grass-sedge- 
fern marshes and along the streams. This species is marlredly nocturnal. 
It is the most characteristic and persistent visitant of lighted sheets of any 
crane fly, and both sexes come to light in large iiumbers, frequently in 
copulation. Tndeed wherever I have collected throughout its range, lighting 
produces fa r  more specimens than all other methods of collecting eombi~~ed ; 
and specimeiis often collie to light on nights that appear to be too cold or too 
windy to permit any other species to be attracted. 
Alexander (1920) describes the larvae as talreii from the "rich, O ~ R R I I ~ C  
nntd of a cool, shaded woods. " 
170. Er iop t e ra  ( E r i o p t e r a )  s t r a m i w a  Osten Xacken 
1936-38 ; June 14--August 23, with a definite peak in late June and the 
first half of July. 
Abundant i11 marshes that are dolniilated by flowing water, whether 
braided rills or seepage areas ; locally numerous in the shrub-sedge and grass- 
sedge-fern marshes and the bogs of the Xeserve. Absent from all mell- 
wooded situatioi~s. 
The immature stages were taken from the semisuspended silt that was 
washed from the roots and stems of sedges that had been pulled up from a 
very wet marsh; other larvae were taken by seining through a coffee strainer 
the muddy water of a vigorously trampled area of a marsh. 
E. straminea appears to be the most characteristic and abundant Eriop- 
tera of marshy seepage areas in this region and could always be talien in large 
numbers from the extensive rill and seepage areas of Hell and I-loney creeks; 
but it was definitely much less coinmoil and much more local thaii c l t l o ~ o -  
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pl~yl la ,  ch lo~~ophy l lo ides ,  ?~l iginosa,  vespert ina,  or villo.sa in the more stagnant 
marshes and s\vamps of the Reserve. 
171. Er.iop tern (Er iop tera )  ~ ~ l i g i n o s a  Alexander 
1936-39; May 20-August 17. Probably two broadly overlapping gen- 
erations a year. 
L\bundant and generally distributed throughout nearly all extensive 
permanent marshes of the region except the seepage marshes, where it is 
comparatively rare ; inlmerous to coinmon ill the birch-maple-elm and tama- 
rack-snmac swarrips. Spreading very slightly beyond these areas. Absent 
or very rare in the local sphagnllin-Cassandra bogs, although taken in large 
numbers from tarnaraclr-invaded sphagnum bogs of Washtenaw and Jaclrson 
c.ounties. 
Larvae were found ill the saturated or semi-iiiuiidated silt and plant 
detritus of the marshes, particularly in the wet silty deposits between the 
b;ises 01 the older sedge stems. 
E. ~t l igznosa  becomes very active about twilight, when sinall swarms fly 
for short periods in rather loose, horizontally disk-shaped groups, slightly 
above the grass and sedge tips. These swarms, unlike those of chlorophyl- 
l o i d ~ s ,  do riot c e ~ ~ t e l  about projecting shrubbery and are not more common 
near the edges of the marshes. Usually, the participating individuals set- 
tle down again into the grass-sedge stratun~ after a few moments of flight. 
011 ?June 27, 1938, a swarm of a dozen or so individuals was found every 
few feet over many acres of grass-sedge marsh in the big swamp, and a sim- 
ilar distribution of sinall swarms was noted several times at  dusk in Fishhook 
marsh. 
172. Erioptera (Er iop tcra )  vespcrtivza Osten Sacliren 
1936-39; May 5-September 3. Probably three generations a year is 
usual. 
Never abnndant, but nnmerous to fairly comnion in nearly all situations 
in which definitely wet or muddy soil is persistent throughout most of the 
year. This includes all marshes and swamps, muddy stream margins, rills 
and seepage areas, and the margins of the bogs. The adults do not spread 
in1 o the oak-hickory. 
The larval habitat is saturated silty mud, ranging from almost semifluid 
to moderately plastic ; often in the one- to two-millimeter-deep accumulations 
of silt in the depressions of sandy stream margins. I n  early July of 1936 
females of this species were observed ovipositing in the recently exposed, 
saturated black silt a t  the edges of the then receding relict lake in the big 
swamp, and teneral adults were talren from this spot on September 3. 
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173. Er ioptera  ( E r i o p t e r a )  villosa Osten Saclien 
1936-39 ; June 1-August 2. 1 believe that one generation a year is the 
rule. 
Abundant in the wetter grass-sedge-fern and shrub-sedge marshes and 
i11 the ecotones between these marshes and the tamaraclr-sumac swamps; 
locally numerous to comnion i11 the bil-ch-maple-elm and tamarack-sumac 
swamps and the cattail marshes; occasional specimens from the flood-plain 
woods and from along streams. Very few froiii the sphagnum-Cassandra 
bogs. 
Unreared larvae, referred to this species with confidence, were washed 
from the silt and plant debris of the marsh channels and from tile semi- 
suspended black mnck of the semi-inundated ecotone between a marsh and 
a tamarack-sumac swamp. 
E. villosa was often taken in the same net sweep with zcliginosa; and in 
late summer, when a considerable number of smaller and darker individuals 
of villosa are on the wing, i t  was often difficult to separate the two species 
without inspection of the genitalia. Generally speaking, villosa is active 
mach earlier in the afternoon and ranges more freely away from the marshes 
than does tc5iginosa. E. villosa was much more characteristic of the swamps 
than was ~cliginosa, so that on days when the two species were taken in almost 
equal iialnbers from the marshes of the big swamp, the tamarack-invaded 
ecotones would yield ten villosa for every individual of zcliginosa. 
174. Er ioptera  (Gonemgeda)  sp. 
1937 ; May 15, 18, and 20. 
Five specimens swept from the marsh vegetation along EIoiiey and Hell 
creelrs. This species differs notably from nyctops  Alexander in the much 
tlarker body coloration and i11 the inale genitalia. 
175. Er ioptera  (Mesocyplzo+ta) c a l o p t e ~ a  ( S a y )  
1936-39; May 8-October 8. Common to abundant throughout this 
season ; probably two or three generations a year. 
Namerous to abundant i11 every habitat on the Reserve ; rather generally 
distributed and a marlrecl spreader froin the larval habitat. T~east numerous 
in the bogs. 
The immature stages live in seniisuspencled silt and mud and can 
utilize very small areas and very slight depths for completion of their 
development, if persistently m~et conditions are maintained. Data on the 
emergence of adults of this species on September 3,1936, from the margin of 
the rapidly shrinking relict lake of the big swamp, when checked with the 
recorded water levels of this lake during the summer, indicate that the 
combined length of egg, larval, and pupal stages could not have been longer 
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than eight weeks. This agrees rather well with sollie of the breeding cage 
records for this species. 
Swarms of the males of E. caloptera, on the same dates and under the 
same conditions as swarms of E. ?zeedhanai, differed distinctly from those 
of the latter in  both behavior and shape. Swarms of E. caloptern, seen on 
June  29, 1938, were lnore or less sphericaal i n  shape and from four to ten 
feet above the top of the n~a r sh  vegetation. A11 were beneath the over- 
hanging boughs of tall marsh shrubs (poison sumac) or the swamp white 
oaks that here and there border the marshes. 
As i n  all other regions from which I have examined large series of this 
species, the local series vary a great deal in  the extent and intensity of wing, 
body, and leg coloration, although they do not approach the markedly niela- 
nistic conditiori of specimens from the soutllern states. 
176. Evioptcra (Mcsocyp7~ona) kfiabi Alexander 
1936-39; May 24-Jnne 13, and Aagust 8-23. Apparently two genera- 
tions a year. 
Rare on the lteserve, where several light records were obtained, but 
locally cornnlon to abundant along very sandy shores of several of the near-by 
lalres; once taken in some numbers from a sand bar of lower I-Ioney Creelr. 
This species, originally described from Mexico, has since proved to be 
well reprcselitetl in Florida, Texas, Olrlahoma, southrvestern Missouri, and 
southern Incliana, and has lately been taken froni three counties in  souther11 
Michigan. All recortis, except the few froni light on the Reserve, have been 
from sandy stream or lake margins. 
177. I4'rioptera (Mc,soc~pho+~,a)  needlianzi Alexander 
1936-39 ; Julie 5-~\1lgust 29, w it11 a definite peak in June. At  least two 
gelieratiolis a year. 
Cornnion to abuncia~lt in the grass-sedge-fern and shrub-sedge marshes; 
somewhat inore common in the large, eonseepage marshes of the Reserve than 
in the seepage marshes and rill margirls ; an occasional speciineli from along 
the broolr collrses. 
I have elsewhere and on a number of occasions taken the immature stages 
Srorn the sandy margins of small rill courses; but i t  is evident that on the 
ltcserve the immature stages must thrive in the organic silt that covers the 
peaty soil of the marshes. 
On June  27, 28, and 29, 1938, this species was found swarming between 
7 : 15 and 7 : 45 P.M. in almost incredible numbers over some ten acres of 
grass-sedge-fern marsh in  the west encl of the big swamp, and in  the near-by 
shrub-sedge marsh of a kettle hole. The swarms varied from six or eight 
to more than tliirty individuals, and separate swarms were found every twelve 
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to fifteen feet. The individuals comprising each swarm flew rather rapidly, 
zigzaging back and forth in a horizontal plane just above or between the tips 
of the tallest grasses. The back-and-forth movemeilt of each individual was 
about a foot or eighteen inches, and the entire swarm drifted about over a 
a radius of two or three feet. Whenever the complete calm was broken by a 
slight breeze, t l ~ e  menlbers of the swarm instantly settled down among the 
grasses, to reappear almost as quickly when the breeze died down. The 
position and behavior of these swarms were iioticeably different from the 
swarms formed by E. culop2c~a in a very similar habitat on June 29. 
175. Erioptera (Mesocyphona) parva Osten Snclien 
1936-39 ; May 24--Augnst 31, with a slight peak i11 early July. Prob- 
ably two and three generations a year. 
Nearly ubiquitous except for the driest parts of the oalr-hiclrory, but 
rnost common in the ~ricinity of the marshes and along the stream courses. 
Once noted swarming (June 21) just above the leaves of a tall growth of 
slrunl< cabbage i11 a muddy, shaded margin of the northwest marsh. Next to 
E. (E.) septemtrionis, E. parva is the most persistent species talren at  light. 
179. Erioptera (Hoplolabis)  ar?lzata Osten Saclren 
1936-39; May 13-July 1, and July 22-August 31. Two generations a 
year. 
Locally abundant along the stream courses, especially in the vicinity 
of sloping or vertical, more or less bare earth banlrs; rare to barely nu- 
merous and very local on the lieserve, always in the vicinity of permanent or 
vernal rills. 
The immature stages live in wet, but not sodden, soil; rnost frequently 
talren from moist but fairly well-drained stream banlrs in rich barely friable 
soil. 
This species was found swarming in large numbers on May 17, a t  6 :  00 
P.M., along Unaclilla Creelr. The swarms are much more like those of 
various Erioptera than of Ncsocyphona. They are larger, more persistent, 
of much greater vertical depth than the latter, and tend to form beneath 
the lower boughs of the near-by trees, four to twelve feet above the ground. 
180. Erioptera ( I l i s ia)  armillaris Osten Saclien 
1936,1938 ; August 3-9. 
Very local; talren several times some numbers from a short reach of 
Unadilla Creek, where it flows between fairly high grass and shrub-grown 
earthen banlrs with small seepage areas at  the bottom of the banks. Two 
light records for the Reserve. 
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181. Erioptera ( I l i s ia)  graphica Ostcn Sacken 
1936-39; May 30-August 25, and September 23, with a distinct peak 
in  mid-August. Two generations a Sear. 
Conimon to abundant about the iiiargiiis of perniaiieilt woods ponds i n  
the oali-hicliory aricl i11 the flood-plain xvoods of the Southwest Swamp; 
spreading slightly into adjoining shadecl areas. These situations yielded 
specimens each year, but the E. graphica was rare elsewhere, with an  
occasional specime~i froin along 11111 and TJnadilla creel-s and at  light. 
'CJnreared larvae, ixndolxbtedly of this species, were washed from the 
mud(ly, nearly bare soil a t  thc margin of a woods pond. They were hardly 
separable from the known larvae of venzcsta. 
182. Erioplcra ( I l i s ia)  ve~zus ta  Osten Sacken 
1936-39; May 27-August 26, with definite peaks in  June  and Angnst. 
Two generations a year. 
Common, occasioiially abundant, in the rather opcn parts of spring rill 
and seepage marshes aiid along IIell and Honey creelrs ; numerons to coininon 
in  the birch-maple-elm swamp and in the lower parts of the flood-plain moods 
of the southwest slrlninp. Absent or very rare from the nonflowing extensive 
marshes of the Reserve. 
1 have talcell the larvae a t  Ann Arbor from the tliiii surface layer of 
saturated silt along the muclcly margins of various spring rills. I believe 
that the habitat is less affected by shade than by the need of areas of bare 
mud, not thiclily growir with herbage nor covered with mosses or algae. 
183. Ormosia bilimeata Dietz 
1937; May 12-18. 1 have no recorcls of an antuninal generation in  
Michigan. 
Numerous along nppcr I-Ioney and Unadilla creelis. Not taken on the 
Reserve. 
184. Ormosia deviata Dietz 
1936-39 ; May 13-July 9, and Jn ly  27-October 14. Scarce throughout 
July. Two gelleratioils a year. 
Common and widespread in  all wooded situations ; abundant in the lower 
flood-plain woods aiid the swamps ; common in the shrub-sedge marshes, but 
rarely talien in  the grass-sedge-fern or cattails; locally numerous along the 
streams. Not talren in  tlie bogs. This species appears to be primarily 
associated with bare saturated soils of shaded areas, but tencls to spread 
rather widely into tlie shaded herb stratum of adjoining habitats. 
185. Ormosia frisoni Alexander 
1937 ; May 12-20. (1 have never fotuld an autumnal generation of this 
species although i t  is abundant in  the spring in  Michigan and Indiana.) 
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Common to abuiiilant along the marshy coarse of both branches of 
Honey Creek; numerous along the rills of Iialmbach7s woods and a short, 
permalleilt spring rill on the Reserve. (See reinal.lrs on 0. nzeigenii.) 
186. Orwzosia .rlzeigewii (Ostcn Sacken) 
1937 ; May 15. 
Eleven specinlens froin along the course of the rills of I<almbach's 
woods. 
I had always regarded fl-isoni as forlniilg a illidwesterll vicariate of 
meigenii, which, uiitil lately, I had never talreii in Indiana or Michigan. 
The records from Iiivingston County are further substantiated by a series 
of meigenii talren at  Lansing, Michigan, by Sabrosky. These all appear 
to be typical nzeigenii without any indication of intergradation. 
187. Ormosia mowticola (Ostcn Sacken) 
1936-38; Angust 13-26. Apparently but a single generation a year. 
Abundant along the rill courses of the cold hillside of ICalrnbach's woods ; 
rare, once barely numerous, about the small shaded rill that flows into the 
sonthwest marsh. 
188. O r ~ ~ z o s i a  n~bbila (Ostcn Sacken) 
1937 ; May 15-16. 
About a dozen spccimeiis froni tliree separate rill courses near Unadilla. 
Prom other Michigan records it is likely that I missed the pealr of the spriiig 
generation of late April and May, and I may have wholly missed an autum- 
nal generation of late September. I t  is clear, however, that this species is 
far  less common in the vicinity of the Reserve than about Ann Arbor. 
189. Ormosia pygnzaea Alexander 
1938 ; August 13-26. 
Rare to barely nunicrous in Kalmbach's woods; ilomhere else in the 
region of the Reserve. (Coth a May-Julie and an August-September genera- 
tion recorded fro111 the shaded rills ant1 rarines about Ann Arbor, wlzere this 
species is much more nunierous.) 
190. Orrnosia rubella (Osten Saclcen) 
1936-38; September 4-23. ~Zpparelitly but a single geiieration a pear, 
with a marlredly autumnal adult season. 
Locally numerous to coimnon in the grass-sedge-fern and especbially 
the shrub-sedge marshes of the Reserve. 
191. Dasyrr.~olophil~,bs niphadias Alexander 
1936-38; June 17-July 16. A single generation a year. 
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Locally abuildaiit in the vicinity of shaded rills and seepage areas; 
in  this region, and in Michigan in  general, usually associated with slrunlr 
cabbage growths. Twice taken from a small seepage rill that flows into the 
north branch of Honey Creeli, twice from a small rill course on the Reserve, 
and in  1937 and 1938 swept in  huge numbers from the deeply shaded herbage 
of I<almbach7s woods. 
I did not find the larvae, but have taken adults of the closely related 
D. ursinus in  a small tent t rap set a t  the ml~ddp  margin of a t iny rill 
(Monn tain Lake, Virginia). 
192. Moloplzilus forcipulas (Osten Xaclien) 
1936-39; June  4--September 3, with a definite peak in late June  and 
early July. Probably two generations a year. 
Common to abundant in the birch-maple-elm swamp ; nunierous to com- 
mon but rather local in  the flood-plain woods, the muddy dogwood thickets 
between oak-hickory and marsh, the tamarack-sumac swamps, and the cattail 
marshes. 
The larvae are fouiid in  the black, saturated organic silt, especially in 
areas where matted leaves form a considerable element of the sodden mud. 
193. l l4ologl~ilus fultone.lzsis Alexander 
1936-38 ; August 10-24. One generation a year. 
Very local but abundant in three restricted spots in  the immediate 
vicinity of spring rills and seepage areas, where the adults appeared a t  
about the same season each year. One of these places was a short, shrub- 
bordered rill course on a hillside above the southwest marsh, another was a 
short marshy rill course that extends from a hillside spring to Hell Creeli, 
and the third was a seepage area and rill course in  the valley of the north 
branch of Honey Creek. Elsewhere this species was rare to barely numerous 
and always ill the vicinity of springs or seepage. (See also the reinarks 
under 211. I~.rrro?tis.) 
194. Molop l~ i lu s  1iit.tipenuzis (Osten Saclien) 
1936-39 ; May 26-August 23, with definite pealrs in  June and mid-August. 
Probably two generations a year. 
Numerous to conlmon in  the marshes and especially in  their ecotones 
with the tamaraclr-sumac swamps and with a few low areas of oali-hiclrory. 
Locally abnnclant in the vicinity of spring-rill and seepage marshes; spread- 
ing somewhat into the shrub and herb strata of surro~uiding habitats. 
I11 spite of a diligent inspection of many hundreds of iiidividuals and a 
definite and prolonged search for males, only females of this species mere 
found in  the three years of my own collecting and only females were in  
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the considerable series sent me by Blair, Camburn, ancl Cantrall. This 
species is not M. soror (of which I have large series from taniaraclr-sphag- 
num bogs in Washtenaw, Oakland, and Jackson counties) and cannot be 
separated from tlic types of k i r t ipennis  or from Osten Saclren's description 
of that species. I have for a number of years taken many large series, 
01 females only, of what appears to be this same species in other parts of 
Michigan, and i a  Indiana, Tennessee, Georgia, and Florida. I have also 
before me females taken in association, but not in copulation, with males of 
M. cramptoni  Alexander, M .  qz~arasp inosz~s  Alexander, and of the form 
assigned to l ~ i r t i p e n n i s  by Alexander. The Livingston Comity females in- 
clude all of the discernible characters of the feniales referred to these 
species. 
Alexander (1927) has s~~ggested the possibility of parthenogenesis in the 
case of M. soror (my own series of soror are consistent with this suggestion), 
and I have much circumstantial evidence that suggests that parthenogenesis 
occurs in several species oC Moloplzilz~s, probably forming the usual method 
of reproduction in pzcbipennis and hirt ipcnnis ,  and present with bisexual 
reproduction in a ~ ~ r i c o m a s .  To date, rearing experiments to checlr this snr- 
misell have been unsuccessful. 
195. Molop7uilz~s 1~ul-on Alexander 
1936-39; June 5-August 23, with an apparent pealr in July. I think 
that the July pealr is very possibly the result of an overlapping of adults 
of a first and second generation. 
Abundant and widespread throughout Kalnibach's woods, in which 
numerous individuals spread for some distance into the more open adjacent 
woods ; locally and occasionally numerous to common in the birch-maple-elm 
and tamaraclr-sumac swamps. 
Unreared larvae, assigned to this species on the basis of comparisons 
to the Bnown larvae of M. floridensis and $1. fztltonensis (from North Caro- 
lina), were common in the blaclr, saturated silt of the rill margins in Kalm- 
bach's woods. 
A series of several hundred specimens of this species or complex from the 
Reserve and Ralmbach's woods, and equally large series from other parts of 
Michigan and from the southern Appalachians, were carefully studied in 
an  attempt to be positive of the specific identity of the specimens from the 
Reserve and its vicinity. Alexander also very generously placed his collec- 
11 I believe that  the rather dimorphic male now assigned to pz~bipcnnis  may well be 
a normal variant of fultonensis,  having the combination of three considerable departures 
from the mean: small size, light coloration, and retention of spicules on the inner dististyle. 
It also seems to be a t  least a tenable hypothesis that, hir t ipennis  has progressed f a r  toward 
adoption of partl~enogencsis, with tlie occasional production of males that  vary consider- 
ably into local types. 
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tion of genitalia of this group and his wing slides, including the types of 
fultonensis, I L Z L ~ O ~ ,  and pal?~dicola, a t  my disposal. I did not see the pinned 
remainders of the specinlens from which the genitalia and wings were talten, 
but did have Alexander's detailed and exceedingly clear descriptions. Many 
of my specimens would key to palzidicola and fit the descriptions and slides 
exactly, others taken a t  the same time and place were just as definitely 
hzrronts, and the majority of the specinlens had various intermediate struc- 
tures or combinations of characters of the two. The above remarlis pertain 
to material from the Reserve, but ii similar intermixing was found for  
material from other parts of Michigan and the Appalachians. I am 
inclined to believe that characters ascribed to kuronis and paludicola 
are individual variations not disclosed in small series or by certain locally 
isolated, highly inbred populations. 
Although my series of il.1. fultone~tsis from the Reser1.e and Hell and 
Honey creclrs can be positively separated from the specinlens I am recording 
as I~uron,  this nlay be because all of my fzcltonensis were taken from 
definitely isolated spots, where the populations maintained thenlselves 
i n  ~mmixed descent year after year. These specimens, although very uni- 
form in coloratiorl and in the structure of the outer dististyle, varied marl<- 
eclly ill the spines of the rnesal lobe of the basistyles, some speeimeiis definitely 
approaching the condition characteristic of hzcron and palzcdicola, and the 
disk of the outer dististyle varied from allnost totally glabrous (a t  least any 
setnlae were undetectable with an 8 or 4 mm. objective) to bearing con- 
spicuous and numerous setulae vr~he~i v ewed with the 16 mnz. objective or 
the higher powers of a binocular. 1 have many specimens from other 
regions i n  Michigan that I cannot definitely refer to f ~ i l l o n e ~ ~ s i s  as clearly 
distinct from hfiron or from the male form assigned to pubipennis. 
196. Molopl/,ilus pubipevlvlis (Osten Sacken) 
1936-38; June  13-July 18. Probably but a single generation a year. 
Numerous to comnioii in a rather wide variety of damp to wet and 
uslxally shaded situations. Taken rather frequently from aloiig marshy 
st,reams and rills, the ttlicltets separating marsh from oak-hickory, the 
birch-maple-elm swamps and tamarack-sumac swamps, and the wetter parts 
of the flood-plain woods. Never found in  large numbers, although searched 
for particularly whenever a specimen was netted. 
A11 specimens were females, and the only other Molopltilus with which 
they were talren (and with this frequently) was M. forcip?~L~(s ill which the 
males and fcinales have been definitely associatecl by rearing and by nu- 
merous pairs talreii in  copulation. (See also remarks under 11. hir t ipennk 
and under iM. Izzcron. ) 
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197. Toxol-l~iqza maglan Osteil Sacken 
1936-38 ; June 22-August 29. 
Numerous in the northwest end of the big swamp where they were talsen 
from the birch-maple-elm, taniaracli-sumac, and mixed marshes surrounding 
the relict lalie; soniewhat less numerous in the marshes surrouiiding Say1 
Lalie and in the grass-sedge part of the extensive rill-course marsh near 
lower Hell Creek (Toma and Tiplady roads marsh) ; a few other single 
specimens from other parts of the big swamp. 
This large, supposedly Austral and Lower Austr~al, species was not wholly 
a surpise, since I had taken an occasional specimen, indistinguishable from 
this species and clearly not nzuliebris, in the extensive cattail-sedge marshes 
along the I-Turon River a t  Ann Arbor in 1931 and 1933. 
198. Toxorllinn ~n~~ilicbl-is  Osten Saclcen 
1936-38 ; June 18-ilugnst 1. 
Common to abundant in most of the well-developed marshes, especially 
those associated with rills and seepage areas; rarely talcen more than a 
few yarcls from definitely wet marsh conditions. Often talren in small, loose 
swarms at, or just above, the level of the tallest herbage from late afternoon 
to early dusk. 
I n  addition to the more than fifty specimens clearly referable to magna 
(illdistinguishable from a series of Florida or Georgia specimens) and some 
hundreds of typical mz~liebris, the same localities from which magna was 
talcen yielded a score or more specimens that appear intermediate in size 
and color and that either have one wing with first Af-2 closed and the other 
with i t  open, or are of the size of mz~liebris with first M-2 closed in both 
wings. I n  view of the marlied variation in size in any considerable series of 
magna, I am loath to rrgarcl these specimens as intermediates without further 
data. 
ADDITIONAIJ NOTES : THE SPRING OF 1941 
I n  1941 I had an opportunity lo revisit the George Reserve froin May 25 to 
June 5, inclusive. Since these twelve days fill the only important seasonal 
gap in my former field work on the Reserve, it seemed desirable to include the 
additional data with the original report. The manuscript, however, was 
already in press, and i t  was found more feasible to present the 1941 results in 
the form of an addendum, rather than attempt to interpolate them into the 
completed manuscript and tabular summaries for 1936-38. 
I. ADDITIONS TO TIIE SPECIES IAIST 
199.12 Dolic7~opexa (D.)  americama Needham 
1941 ; May 30. Rare; two males from the swampy ecotone between north- 
12 One hundred and ninety-eight speeics were recorded in the original annotated list. 
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west inarsh and west central hardwoods. Here abundant wet logs ancl the 
exposed roots of living trees bear a rich flora of mosses and lit.erworts, 
and the wet forest-floor sho\vs alternate patches of rank herbage and of bare, 
sodden leaf mold. One speciineii was flllshcd from a mossy log, the other 
was swept from a clunip of ferns. 
Field observatiolis in otlier regions lead me to believe that  this species 
is much more typical of regions where damp shaded cliff's and mossy rocks 
are common, than of the glacial drifts and lnoraines of southern Michigan. 
200. Tipula  nobilis (Loew) 
1941; May 28, June  2. Two males and two females froin rather boggy, 
shaded rills; Icalmbach's woods ancl thr  sinall springy area bordering the 
rill above southnrest marsh. 
201. 'lliyuLa oropceoides Jolinson 
1941; May 27--June 3. Common to abundant in  the vicinity of cool, 
shaded spring rills; rare to barely numerous along the very old, almost rill- 
like, intermittent ditch that traverses the swampy hardwood ecotone between 
west tamaraclrs and vorthm,est marsh. On May 28 this species was abun- 
clant in  Kalmbach's woods, but appeared to be definitely on the wane there 
by June  3. Each of tliree visits (May 27-June 2)  to the little, isolated 
spring rill above soutl~west marsh yielded several speeimcns. 
The imnzalnre stages live in the wet to dainp mosses of permanently wet 
soil or roclrs. 
202. Tipzda penobscot Alexander 
1941; May 27, 30. Two females; both from low, wet, shaded ecotones 
between the oak-hickory a i~ t l  a marsh or bog. 
203. Tipu la  selzeya Alexander 
1941 ; May 28. Three males and one female that seem to pertain clearly 
to this species were taken in ICalmbach's woods, along with about a dozen 
males that appear to he intermediate between selzega and i l l i n o i e n s i s .  The 
latter species was conznzon 011 dainp grassy hillsicles and about the margins of 
low woods a t  this season. 
I n  several of the "intermriliate niales" the median plate of the eighth 
sternite has an irregular and unsymnzetrical arrangement of the lateral 
spines, and the thoracic and abdominal lriarliings vary independently of 
each other, sncl of tlic iizedian plate of the eighth sternite, ill the several 
specimens. 
204. i ldelpho+~zyia ~niuzcta Alexander 
1941 ; May 27-June 2. Abundant about the margins of the rill through 
Kalmbach's woods; common along the spring rill above southwest marsh on 
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May 27-30, a single feiiiale from this same spot on June  2. These flies ap- 
peared to be already past the peak of their season on May 27 and 28, for 
only about thirty inales were taken with some seventy females. 
The immature stages live in the wet silt or sandy silt of rill courses and 
rill margins. Several empty pupa skins were taken from saturated silt about 
three inches shoreward of the rill margin above southwest marsh. 
205. Pro2inzq~opl~i2a areo2utn (Osten Saclren) 
1941; May 30-June 5. Locally rare to abundant in well-developed 
shrub or shrub-tree inargins between various grass-sedge-fern marshes and 
the bordering, open, grassy, upland fields; rare in  the swampy ecotone 
between northwest marsh and west central hardwoods. 
On May 30 a few teneral males were found in an area of dogwood thicket 
that borders the southwest marsh, some twenty yards north of the spring; 
and by June  2, both rnales and females were emerging here i11 large numbers. 
The more teneral adults mere restricted to the narrow zone just within the 
inarshward edge of the thicket. Here the wet but friable, black soil is filled 
with myeelia-riddled twigs and well-decayed leaf mold, and bears frequent 
small splotches of thin, procumbent mosses. One male was taken while 
emerging from a pupa case that protruded slightly from the soil, about a 
foot inside of the shrub zone. 
The other local areas where this species was taken yielded oaly a few 
specimens in spite of several hours of careful searching. 
206. Li?~znophila (Prionolabis)  r~bfibasis Osten Saclren 
1941 ; May 28-June 1. Nuinerous to comnlon in  Kalmbach's woods ; two 
males from the low swampy ecotone between the northwest marsh and the 
west central hardwoods; and a single male from the wall of a cottage on 
Silver Lake. 
Nearly all of my previous recortls for this species had been from the close 
vicinity of brooks, creeks, or small rivers, where sinall swarms of males are 
occasionally seen swarming beneath tall boughs that overhang the water. 
None of the specimens taken this spring, however, are referable to any 
stream larger than the small rill through Kalmbach's woods, and the two 
males from the Reserve were nearly a niile from any permanent stream. 
It thus scems probable that the immature stages should be sought in wet, 
organic soil rather than in  the definitely aquatic situations I had formerly 
suspected. 
Of the 198 species already known from this area 103 were again taken 
i11 the spring of 1941. The habitat distributions of nearly all of these ap- 
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peared to conforrn closely with those given i11 the tabular surnniary and in  
the Annotated List (pages 46-52 and 58-118) except that twelve species, 
which reach the peak ol' adult abuildarlce in  the late spring, showed a greater 
abundance, a somewhat wider, or a more definite habitat distribution than 
had bcen evident from the records that were formerly available. The pre- 
viously recorded seasolla1 distributions of nineteen of t,he 103 species (in- 
cluding five of the twelve that showed additions for habitat data) require 
extensions of from five to niiietecn days; or, in the case of Ornzosia pygmaea, 
add a spring geizcration to the late summer generation already known for 
this region. These twenty-six species are discussed below; the number that 
precedes each specific narnc is the same that it has in the tabular summaries 
of seasonal distribution and habitat (pages 19-28 and 46-52, respectively), 
and ill the Annotated List. 
7. Dolichopexa (0.) obscura (Johnson) 
1941 ; May 30 (twelve days earlier than formerly recorded). Two sepa- 
rate groups of about a sco1.e of individuals each, were found resting in deeply 
shaded nooks in the birch-maple swamp. 
9. Dolichopcza (0.) simil is  (Johnson) 
1941 ; May 26-Jtme 5 (nineteen days earlier than formerly recorded). 
Locally abuilclaiit in the birch-maple swamp on May 26 ; apparently in much 
diminished numbers arid with a definitely higher proportion of females on 
June  2. Although talren from the same area of the swamp as D. (0.) 
obscura, sayi ,  and n ~ b a l b i p e s ,  similis appeared to be restricted to a much 
narrower habitat than was say i  or s ~ ~ b a l b i p e s  and to a rather different type 
of situation than that occupied by o b s c ~ ~ r a .  Until disturbed by my wading 
and splashing about, scores of individuals conld be seen on the ceilings of 
the dimly-lit, m i n i a t r ~ r ~  cavelilre rccesses that are formed where the mossy 
roots or root-bound platforms project over the water or the semisuspended 
silt margins of the swarnp pools. Snch low, dank, recesses were sometimes 
shared by obscura, sayi,  or suOaZOipes, but stmilis was the niost abundant 
species here and was practically confined to these spots. 
10. Dolichopexa (0.) sz~balbipes (Johnson) 
1941 ; June  2-5 (eight days earlier than formerly recorded). Abundant 
in the birch-maplc swanill on June  5, and spread for 150 feet or more into 
the adjacent oalr-hiclrory woocis on the lower slopes of the esker. Apparently 
a huge "hatch" had talrcii place 011 June  3, 4, or 5, for only a few teneral 
males could be found in  the swanlp on June  3. 
14. Nephrotorna breviorcorvlis (Doane) 
1941; May 27-June 2 (sixteen days earlier than formerly recorded). 
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Half a dozen males from the southwest swamp and the low, wet woods be- 
tween this swamp aild Fishhook marsh. 
20. Nephrotoma polyfnera (Loew) 
1941 ; Jnne 4 (ten days earlier than formerly recorded). Eleven males 
Prom the flood-plain woods of lower Hell Creek. All of these were recently 
emerged and all bnt three so very teneral that the markings on wings and 
abdomen were scarcely indicat,ed. 
29. Tipula cnloptera Loew 
1941 ; May 29 (twelve days earlier than formerly recorded). Both sexes 
were common in the vicinity of bridge abutments and spillways on Hell, 
Mill, and Dexter creeks. 
43. Tipzcla georgiana Alexander 
1941; May 26-June 5 (previously taken by Blair on June 2) .  Numer- 
ous to allnost common in the more open upland woods; apparently more 
cliaracteristic of the drier margins of the larger woods and of small woodlot- 
like areas than of the more typical oak-hickory forest. 
45. Tipula her+nangzia Alexander 
1941; May 28--June 2 (eleven days earlier than formerly recorded). 
Numerous, with females predominating, in Kalmbach's woods and in the 
extensive dogwood thickets above and partly surrounding the hillside spring 
above the southwest marsh. 
47. Tipula illinoiensis Alexander 
1941; May 25-June 4. This species proved to be common i11 a variety 
of little-shaded, moderately moist habitats : the more open areas in the lower 
woods, grassy hillsides that are still moist with early summer seepage, and 
the grassy, willow-shaded slopes below the central spring. 
This species, in common with Tipz~ la  bicornis, T. georgiana, T .  serta, and 
h7ephrotonto ferrz~ginea, all grassland or open woods inhabitants, appeared 
to congregate at  night in the peripheral leaf' clasters of the nearby oaks and 
willows. Collections and observations at  late dusk showed that isolated 
trees (or the single row that marks a foriner fence line), if in the vicinity 
of moist grassy slopes or kettle-holes, become the nightly refuge of scores 
or even hundreds of individuals of these specics. 
50. Tipula  1oi.zgiventris Loew 
1941; May 25-June 5. This species reached and passed the crest of 
its flight period within the twelve days I was on the Reserve. During this 
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time it rivaled l'ipztla disjt~ncta s the most abundant and conspicuous niem- 
ber oC the oak-hiclrory ~voods fauna. Although the females were more fre- 
quent in  the lower parts of the oalr-hickory and its ecotones with swamp, 
marsh, and bog, the males were widespread throughout all but the driest 
parts 01 the hardwoods and were frequently observed toward dusk, searching 
for lemales well up  the slopes of the hillside woods. More than a clozen pairs 
were observed in  copulation, all but two pairs well after nightfall. All of 
these pairs, except one which was netted in flight, were  sting vertically 
within one or two feet of the ground, on the trunk of a tree or sapling. I n  
every instance the male was fully hardened, the female slightly or very 
teneral; but i t  was evident from thcir resting position (female uppermost 
and facing upward, the male facing downward) that the female had towed 
the male into the position in which they were observed. Although I have 
not observed the whole process of mating for any one pair, I believe that as 
a rille the searching male fincls an emerging or recently emerged female ancl 
seizes her a t  once; copulation is effected imniediately or as soon as her 
abdomen is free of the pupal skin. This talres place on the ground, usually 
at dusk or slightly later;  the pair remain in  copulo until the female has 
considerably hardened, and flight is a par t  of the later stages of copulation, 
probably dne to the efforts of the female to free herself from the copulatory 
grasp of the male. 
Two pupae were found just below the surface of the damp, friable 
woodland soil, beneath an inch-deep layer of leaf mold. 
55. T i p u l a  ser ta  Loew 
1941 ; May 25-June 5. This species should be rated as abundant rather 
than common, ancl as tending to spread into the woocls and swamps. I ts  
primary habitat, however, as judged from numerous teneral specimens and 
the behavior of the males, appears to be open, moist woods and grassy areas 
that have a vernal or even a slight permanent seepage. 
57. T i p u l a  s~uhmactclata-gnallochi n t c r g r a d e s  
1941; May 28 (thirteen days earlier than previously recorded). Two 
somewhat teneral males f om 1<almbach7s woods. Both are to be classed as 
approximately midintergrades; each has a stcbnzaczclala-like ninth tergite, 
but the inner dististylcs and eighth steriiite have definitely malloch~, 
structures. 
59. T i p u l a  Zephrocephala Locw 
1941; May 27-Jane 4. Should be rated as abundant rather than corn- 
inon on the basis of the 1941 records, and as widespread t h ro~~ghou t  nearly 
all wet situations except the unshaded marshes. The adults range widely 
from the springs, rills, ancl pernlanent or semipermanent seepage areas that 
provide the immature stage habitat. 
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64. Tipula triviitata Say 
1941; May 25-June 5 (eight days earlier than previously recorded). 
This species, previously rated as "rare and local" was found to be abundant 
in nearly all moist to wet hardwood formations, especially in the low ecotorles 
between the oak-hickory and the adjacent marshes, swamps, and bogs. 
This abundant population of trivittatn gave considerable evidence of a 
very brief adult season. Males formed the great majority of the individuals 
from May 25 to 27, and all of the specimens taken on these dates, though 
not often teneral, appeared to have rather recently emerged; by June 4 
and 5, however, three-fourths of all the specimens observed were females, 
and fully half of the dozen or so males taken on these dates showed consid- 
erable signs of having been on the wing for some days--damaged wing 
margins, missing legs, and the slightly shrunken abdoineiis that are seen iu 
week-old, cage-reared specimens. 
73. Liogma nodicornis Ostcn Saclccn 
1941; May 26-June 4. Coinmon to abundant and widely distributed 
throughout nearly all types of wet, shaded or partly shaded situations. 
Most abundant and most generally distributed in the tamarack-sumac 
swamps and aloiig the wooded margins of the marshes ; in fact their distribu- 
tion more or less parallels that of the more luxuriant wet soil and shallow 
pool mosses. I t  was not taken, however, in either of the sphagnum bogs. 
Lilre Tipula trivittata, this species shows evidence of having a very short 
adult season. 
85. Limonia (Discobola) argus ( S a y )  
1941; June 4 (seven days earlier than formerly recorded). A singlc 
male. 
91. Limonia (Dicranomyia) immodesta (Osten Sackcn) 
1941 ; May 27-June 4 (thirteen days earlier than formerly recorded). 
Already numerous in the swamps and along the wooded borders of the 
marshes. 
94. Linzonia (Dicranomyia) longipelz.nis (Schummel )  
1941 ; May 31 (nineteen days earlier than formerly recorded). Came to 
light i11 some numbers along with Limonia (Alexaindraria) whartofii, L. (D.) 
divisa, L. (D.) haeretica, I,. (D.) pudica, Helius nzainensis, et al. 
96. Limonia (Dicraz%onzyia) pzbdica (Osten Sacken) 
1941 ; May 26-June 2. Formel-ly recorded as "rare," this species 
proved to be numerous to almost common in a number of partly shaded, wet 
situations, part ic~~larly the shrub-tree margins of the grass-sedge-fern 
marshes. 
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101. Livnonia ( R h i p i d i a )  rnaczclata ( M e i g e n )  
1941 ; May 31 (sixteen days earlier than formerly recorded). Two males. 
113. Pcdicia (Tr icypholza)  cnlcar ( O s t e n  Sacken )  
1941; May 28 (eight clays later than formerly recorded). Still common 
in the rank vegetatioil of the boggy, hillside-seepage areas of Kalmbach's 
\~~oods. 
122. Archlimnophila to:zo~zczcra ( O s t e n  Sacken )  
1941 ; May 2 W u n e  5 (sixteen days earlier than formerly recorded). 
l'his specics had been rated as rarc to barely numerous on the basis of former 
records, but in the spring of 1941 mas locally abundant in  several of the 
low, swampy ecotones that border the grass-sedge-fern marshes, and occa- 
sional, but hardly numerous, in the hardwood atid tamarack-sumac swamps. 
It is probable that the intlividuals wl.iich emerge in the deeper swamps aver- 
age several clays later i11 seasonal appearance than do those from the more 
open margins of the marshes, and that the "Juiie 11-18" records for 1936-38 
t~ndrtly stress the deeper swamps as the typical habitat. 
152. ZIexatoma (Er iocera )  gibbosa ( D o a n e )  
1941; June  4 (twelve days earlier than formerly recorded). A fully 
liartlened male was swept from the bough of a tree overhanging Hell Creek. 
The creek was a t  an  unusually low stage for this time of year, with con- 
siderable areas of low, sandy margin above the water line. 
186. Ornzosia mcigcqzii ( O s t e n  Sacken )  
1941 ; May 28 (thirteen days later than formerly recorded). Two males 
and  some twenty females from along the rill through Kalmbach's woods. 
Since no males of 0. frisoni were found, i t  was assumed that the females 
all pertain to 0. meigenii. 
189. Ormosia  pygmaea Alexander  
1941; May 28. Three females from Kalmbaeh's woods. These were un- 
donbtedly among the last survivors of the spring generation. Formerly 
known only from the late summer generation in  this region. 
196. Molophilus pubipennis ( O s t e n  Sacken )  
1941; May 28-June 5 (sixteen days earlier than formerly recorded). 
Common to abundant in a number of wet, shaded situations, particularly 
in the vicinity of springs, seepage areas, and the margins of the less aeid 
swamp pools. Still no males among the more than one hundred specimens 
that were collected this spring. 
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There may be some reason to question. whether the seasonal records ob- 
tained from May 25 through June 5, 1941, are to be regarded as at  all 
typical. There is no doubt but that in April and early May of 1941 the 
seasoil was almost uilprecedentedly advanced. The appearance of the spring 
flora and the leafing out of the trees was reported to be fully three weeks 
earlier than average for southeastern Micliigan, on May 1. My own observa- 
tions a t  Toronto, Ontario, where I had the opportuility to carry 011 field 
worlt froin early April until May 22 were entirely in accord with this esti- 
mate. By May I., 1941, the spring flora and hardwood foliage about Toronto 
were fully as far cleveloped as they had beell on May 20 in 1937, on the 
George fieserve; ailcl at  Toronto such early spring crane flies as Tipula 
apicalis, 1'. dejecta, 2'. dorsontaca~la, 2'. vicina, Pedicia calcar, P. pault~dicola, 
Dicranota currani, D. flaveola, D. eticera, Limnophila brevifurca, Limonia 
nycteris, 0rz.os.ia arcuata, and 0. notmnni, inade their first a.ppearance from 
a week to t,en days earlier than they have ever beell recorded in souther11 
Michigan, where the season should be at least a week earlier. 
During Ma,y, however, and in spite of almost continuonsly warm weather, 
the calendar sea.son begail to catch up  with phenological events. The crane 
flies that were on the wing about Toroilto by May 15, were a much more 
typical seasonal assemblage tliail had been the list that had emerged by May 
1 ;  and by May 25, the seasonal distribution shown by the crane flies oil the 
Reserve wa,s certainly very close to normal. This is borne out by compari- 
sons between the 1941 and the 1936-38 records for a number of cornmoil and 
conspicuous species. 
A. Early Summer Speczes tho2 Began to Appear on the Wing at  About the 
Same Dates in 1911 and in 2936-38 
41. Tipzcla fuliginosa-first 1941 record, a teneral male, June 5. 
46. Tipzcla hirsz~ta-first 1941 record, one very teiieral male, May 31. 
53. l'ipzcla parshleyi-first 1941 record, a single, rather teneral male, June 2. 
68. Tipqcla validn-first 1941 records, about a dozen, nlostly teneral males, 
May 30-June 5. 
126. Psetcdolimnophila novehoracensis-less than a dozen specimens were 
taken before Jnne 1, and these were all from the marshes or their 
inargins; not yet coinnloii in the oak-hicltory woods by June 5. 
I believe that the 1941 observations on Tipula georgiana, T. illino,iensis, 
T. longiventris, T. serta, T. trivittata, and Liogma nodicornis, described 
uiider 11, "Further Observations," above, are also in line with this evidence. 
B. Epecies That IIad Not Yet Appeared by Jzcne 5, 1912, Although on the 
Wing b y June 10-1 3, i n  1936-38 
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38. Tipula flavoumbrosa 62. Tipula triplex 
39. Tipula triplex-group, "form B" 63. Tipula triplex-group, "form C" 
49. Tipula latipennis 154. Elcplzantonzyia westwoodi 
51. Tipula megaura 
Limnophila larieicola (No. 143), nlay also be cited here, although not 
conspic~xous and hardly abunclant. A detailetl search for this species was 
made in 1941 in both of the sphagnum bogs, where i t  was taken in consider- 
able number by J ~ l n e  15 of 1937 and 1938, but no specinleiis could be fouiid. 
C. Definidely Vernal Species St,ill 012 Ihe Wing After May 25, 1941 
113. Pedicia (T.) calear-still coinmon and males as nuinerous as females on 
May 28. Had clisappeared by June 10-13 in 1936-38. 
128. Limnophila s~~btenzcicornis-females were still fairly numerous on May 
28, 29, 1941. Had disappeared by June 10, 1936-38. 
142. Limnophila brevifurea-a few males and females were taken May 28- 
June 2,1941. I-Iad tlisappeared by June 10,1936-38. 
Ormosia meigenii and 0. pygmacu, although neither coninlon nor con- 
spicuous in this region, appear to belong with this group as do the 1941 
additions to the species list with the exception of Dolichopexa americana and 
possibly Tipula senega. 
I n  general, I believe that the seasonal records for May 25--June 5, 1941, 
may be accepted as normal and more or less typical for this region. All of 
the collecting stations visited in 1941 were ones that had been intensely 
worked between May 11 and 19, 1937, and between Junc 10 and 15 in 1936- 
38, and i t  is probable that at  least six of the eight additional species talren 
in 1941 are restricted to comparatively short flight periods in late May arlcl 
early June, in this re,' mion. 
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~ " I G .  I .  View north fronr :r hillside, just within t l ~ c  soutli gate to tlie Gco~.gc Itcscrve. 
l'lie curving line of slrr~ibs that rstcnds f~wrn near tllc left forcgro~md into the celrter 
of the picture m:rrlis tlic castcl.n 1)ound:~ry of' tall(: sontlimcst sw:rmp. Beyond, i11 the 
left ba.cltgroniid, is sl~omil t l ~ c  castcrn inargirr of thc southwest oali-hicltory. The 
small open spot in tire middle distance is :L pa1.t of Fisllliooli mars l~;  tlie ~voods beyond, 
in tlic iniddle and 1,ight-hand hackgrormd, is t.lhc e:rst,ern est,ension of the \rest central 
o:~k-lricltory, :~l)l)roxin~:rtcly 11:ilf :I mile from tlie c:rmera. The right foregrormd, 
liridrllc distance, aiid the extreme right ha.cligro~uiid show areas of old, cleared fields. 
I .  2. View southwcst fronr ilear the top of a high moraine in tlic northeast corner of 
tbo Rcscrvc. The scnttcrcd sl~ruhs in tlle steeply rollilly foreground illelude bo t l~  
crcct aii(1 rc~currrbc~it junipers; betwecn tlic~n rnaily arcas of tllc tlnn soil arc grown 
with foliosn licl~cns. TElc tam:~racli smalnp in tlrc middle tlistaaec is a part  of t l ~ c  
l ~ i g  swamp, and the sky line to tlie left and in the center is formed by oaks and Iiicli- 
orics growing f roin ' ' islands ' ' near the center of t,his s\v:rmp. The somc\shn t higher 
sky line in the riglit-liand fifth of the hacltgrouncl is formed by thc oak-hieltory on 








t i .  1 'I'lrc c:1stc>1.11 side of tlrc~ sout.li\\~cst sw;~ml). Vie\\ 11or1li fl.oin ; I  sicel) hill ;it i t s  
soutlrc~nst I)ou~rtl:rry. '1'11~ trcctol~s ill the cstreine rig111 forcgrolrnil nl:11.1< tlie caster11 
ostcnl of tlic flood-l)l:ri~~ \roocis along tl~c, soutlic~rii border of tllc~ s\r;l~iip. Tliis pic- 
turc was t:rltcli solllcX ollc I~undrrcl y :~rds  \\rc>st ;111(1 about t l~ i r ty~f i rc  f 3c.t :~bove tlic 
spot oli ml~ic l~  tl~c: e:mrc,r:l \\':IS pl:r(.c tl for lfigruc 1 of P1:itc 1. 
FIG. 3. West ncav the solctl~\rc~st clrd of t l ~ c  soutli\\.cst s\v;rm],. Tlre trccs on tlre right 
m c  011 tlic sontl~crn cdgc of tlic i~iaplc-:~slr-asl~c~~-cl ir i  "island," tl~osc on tlic left :Ire 
tlie ni:rrsli\\~:ud 111:trgili of tlie flood-pl:rili \\roods tli:~t cnrre nor t l~ \ \~ard  around thc 
so~ith\\,est. 111:1rgill of t11c S \ \ ~ : L I I ~ ~ I  to for111 tlie ccntcr b:rc.kgronnd. l ' l ~e  lo\\, area in the 
foregrooncl and  ~niddlo dist;in(.t: is tho dry, ponilcci :Irc:L of s l ~ r i l ~ g  and early 2nd 
~nids~umncr.  P:~tc.hcs of I)~rtto~tblislr, Scirplrs, P o ~ r l c t l n i ~ i n ,  ilcl scdgcs c:111 be iioteil 





PIG. 1 .  S u \ r t l ~ c r ~ ~  clntl of tl~c, I)ig s\v:rlrrj~. Vi(.\v c;rst P1.olri :I lrillsitlc of tl~c, clc;rrecl ul)l;nld. 
r 7 Ill(: 0 1 ~ 1 1  ;rr.c3:r ,j~lst 11c-yo11tl Irca Iclf't forcgi.or11rt1 i s  tllc- v('1.y 1vc.t g ~ ' : r s s ~ s c ~ d g t ~ ~ f c r n  ni:lrsl~ 
tlrnt in:n.gil~s I\I~L(.II of tllis c.l\tl of 111(~ S \ Y ; I I ~ I ~ ) ;  111c. ~ : ~ t l r r . ~ .  witlc zonc i l l  wlrirh t,liis 
iii:~~~sIr i i i t c ~ r g r : ~ d ~ s  1vit11 s~ri:rIl t;r~~i:~r:tcI<s :III(I 11oisc111 s11111:rcs is ~ ~ c ~ l l  S ICI \VI I  i l l  t11~ riglit 
:~n t l  ccntr:rl rrricldlt~ dist:~~rc.c~. 'I'l~e I.~:mtl of c.le~:~r.c~tl r~l)l:r~ltl i l tl~c, dist:unc.c,, bet\~cxclr 
tlte f a r  side of 1111. S \ Y : I ~ I I ~ )  :111cl tlrc. ulj1:111cl woods, is soiuc~ six l~~ulclrcvl y:rrcls f rom the  
c:llll(~r:L. 
I"(:. 2. A splr : rgrrn~~~ ( I :~ss :~~r t l r :~  [log:.. 1,00lii11g \\.c>st I'I.OIII tl~c. c,:~stctru vntl of tlrc~ "b ig  
; I S S I ~ : I . "  '1'11c~ 1;1111:11.:r('li is :11111 i l l  t 1 1 c x  Icaft ~rlidcIl(~ d i s t :~~~( ' c ,  i s  I ~ ( ' : I I . c ~  t o  tlr? C ~ I I ~ C ~ : I  
tlrmi to  tlrcx \ r c s t c t . ~ ~  c.11t1 of tl~c, Ijt~g. 'I'11t. ~,ornitlc-d, : r l~l~ost  I I ~ ; I I I I I I I : I ~ ~ ~ O ~ I ~ I  S I I I ~ : C C  of 
t,lic bog is bcXst s l ~ o \ v i ~  l l  tl~ca fo~.c .g~.or~~rt l ;  :nrtl tl~cb o~r ly  glirrrl)sc~ of t11c \v:~tc~~., elsc\rllcs~.c 




FIG. 2. 'l'l~c: s p r i r ~ g ~ f v ( l  S ( Y ~ ~ I ; I ~ ( ~  111:1rsl1 ; ~ t  t l ~ v  , ~ I I I I ( > ~ I I ~ C  of' t 1 1 ~  ' ro~rr :~ :111cl 'I'iplady ro:l(ls, 
just  i~or t l i  of TTcll Crcsc1.r a n d  so111c. two 111ilcs sor~t l lc :~st  of tl~c, (:c~>rgc. Hescrre. 'IYiis 
i ~ l ; ~ r s l i  is fro111 : ~ n l t l e ~  to li1lc~e~~tlc~~1) nit1  tl1c1 colt1 \vntcl.s of t l ~ c  1)r:ritlcvI rills : ~ n d  in -  
cludes 1,0111 11111.1~ s t :~~r r l s  :111tl 11rix111rc~s o f  iris, s l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l i - s c ~ t i g c ~ ~ c : r t t : ~ i l ,  : ~ n d  grass-sedge- 
f r r n  v t igc t :~ t io~~ .  
Fig. 1 
14'1~. 1. 'rli(, 11ortl1 I ) I ~ : I I I C ~ I  of 1To11c.y (:ro(lli, s o ~ ~ l l r  I't.or11 &l ic.lrig:rl~ I l igll\v:~y 36. All of 
l,lrcs tm\\rooded ;II.~,:I is :I sc~11:1gc> t ~ ~ ; n ' s l ~ ,  fill(1tL \\.it11 rc.1.n;rl s~)l.ings ;mtl rill courses and 
wit11 nulnc~rorls c 4 1 ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ c l l s  ;rntl tic~l)rc.ssioiis t11:rt r:rlrgc fr.olrl i~r~rrrtl:rt,crl to wet tlrrong11- 
o ~ i t  llc summer. 
FIG. 2. TTell Crccllc, .just c ~ s t  of ill(, l'o111:x lioucl l)l,idgc,, lo\\.-\\.:rtcb~. st:lgc>. TTc~rc JIcll 
C~.ccslc 11:ls (.lit :L dcfinitc r:rlleg t l ~ l . o ~ ~ g I r  n Ilc~lt of irlol.:rilrcs :rt1(1 slro\vs :I good derclo11- 
il~cwt of ~ ~ o o l s  nrrd r,ifflc,s. I t s  rall(~!- is 11(,r(b 111xrltc~l \\.it11 flood-plain \roods. 
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